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$9.2 Million Hospital
Budget Okayed By Board
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A $9.2 million budget for the 1979-80
fiscal year was approved by the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Board Thursday night at its regular
meeting in the hospital board room.
Stuart Poston, hospital administrator, stated that the budget was
figured at an 8 percent inflationary
increase.
A rate increase was also approved in
order to gain additional revenue.
Poston added that since only two-fifths
of the hospital can generate revenue,
the increase was necessary.
According to Blue Cross of Kentucky,
the average cost per stay at the Murray
facility is $774.60. This figure is $260 less
than 22 Kentucky hospitals surveyed
and $401 less than 220 national hospitals
in the study.
A motion before the board to lease a
KDA Monitor machine was passed.
This machine can run 30 different tests
on one patient specimen. Poston said it
runs tests over 100 patients a day, with
four or five tests per patient. The lease
is for 60 months, at $2,025 a month,
Poston added.
Dr. David L. Barrett offered to buy a
Dupont Automatic Clinical Analyzer.
The $69,000 machine makes spot tests
on a patient's specimen. The board
members, stating that it could save the
hospital about $40,000, accepted
Barrett's offer.
Razing of the Convalescent Division
— the old Murray Hospital building —
began Wednesday.-Poston said it WOuld
take about 12 days to complete the
project, which is phase two of the
facility's three part construction
project.
Architect Pat Kerr of Paducah was
assigned the hospital project after a

split in his firm, Gresham and KerrJohn Keeling Associates, Poston said.
Poston said Kerr is now operating
under the name of J. Patrick Kerr,
Architect.
The board reported that all tenants
are now in the medical arts building. An
auction to sell materials no longer
needed raised over $14,500 to go to the
gift shop. Poston added that the gift

shop is scheduled to open April 9
A motion also was passed that did
away with regulated visiting hours.
Poston stated that an awards banquet
is to be scheduled May 8. Employee
service awards will be presented at that
time. The banquet will be held in
conjunction with National Hospital
Week, he added.

Nigerian Oil Price Hike
Could Increase Gas Price
By MARK POTTS
Associated Press Writer
If Nigeria acts on its announced
desire to raise crude oil prices by 17
percent on April 1 it could trigger
similar action by other oil producers
and increase U.S. gasoline prices an
additional three cents, analysts say.
The African nation's statement
Thursday came as a survey by the
Lundberg Letter, an oil industry
publication, reported that gasoline
prices at full-service stations rose
about 2 cents a gallon nationwide since
February. That is nearly twice the rise
from January to February.
A gallon of unleaded gasoline in
Chicago, for example, increased from
82.19 cents to 84.36 cents.
The Lundberg letter attributed the
rise to the Iranian oil production
slowdown and the Energy Department's decision earlier this month to let
oil companies pass through refining
costs on certain gasolines.

Nigeria supplies about 6.1 percent of
the 18.7 million barrels of oil used daily
by the United States — an import figure
exceeded only by Saudi Arabia.
The increase would be far larger than
the 3.9 percent boost originally
scheduled for April 1 by members of the
Organization of Petroleum Exporting
Countries. Moreover, it would nearly
double price boosts already announced
by OPEC nations reacting to tightened
supplies caused by Iran's problems.
Analysts said Nigeria's new price by
itself might not raise consumer prices,
but if other oil producers match the
boost, gasoline prices could rise by 3
cents a gallon.
The only_ .other OPEC . nation to.
suggest such a big price rise is Algeria,
which is threatening a 25 percent increase.
OPEC had scheduled a total increase
of 14.5 percent this year in the basic
price of crude oil. The first increase, of
5 percent,raised the price to $13.35 Jan.
1. Other increases were scheduled
quarterly.
Speculation abounded that OPEC
nations would decide March 26 to set
base prices at a level reflecting 9
percent increases announced by most
countries recently.

Hijacker
Demands
$200,000

ESSAY WINNERS — Awards for the Annual Gvitan Citizenship iy Contest were presented to three Calloway County High School students by the
Murray Civftan Club at the March 15 meeting. From left are Larry Paschall,
chairman of the contest; Mrs. Betty Riley, English teacher who supervised
the writing of the essays; Chuck Williams, first place winnec Less Hoke,
second place winner and Mark Winchester, third place winner. The first
place essay will be entered in the state essay contest.

Khomeini Orders Court
To Halt Its Proceedings
By BRIAN JEFFRIES
Associated Press Writer
TEHRAN, Iran (AP) — Ayatollah
Ruhollah Khomeini today ordered the
Islamic court trying former Prime
Minister Amir Abbas Iloveida to halt its
proceedings until new rules can be
drawn up for the revolutionary
tribunals that have sent at least 62 men

Benefit Slated
For Man Hurt in
Recent Accident
The Benefit Jamboree for Dwayne
Bucy, Murray State graduate severely
Injured in a vocational education shop
accident, will be held Saturday. March.
17. from 2 to 11 p.m. at the Beshear
Gym, North 16th Street, Murray.
Sponsor of the show will be the Northwestern Tennessee Radio Club of Paris,
Tenn., with the co-sponsor being the
Blue Grass State CB Club of Murray.
Channel 21 will be monitored on the CB
radio.
Live entertainment and refreshments
will be featured and numerous prizes
will be given. This is free and open to
the public. Bucy is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Hawley Bucy of Murray and is
married to the former EdWina Nance,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Nance
of Murray.

before firing squads in little more than
a month.
There was no immediate explanation
for the decision, but the move appeared
to represent a victory for Prime
Minister Mehdi Bazargan who has
threatened to resign if such "inhuman
and irreligious" proceedings continued.
Khomeini's decision was read over
Tehran Radio, and shortly afterward a
spokesman for the Ayatollah said
Bazargan and two Cabinet ministers
had traveled to the holy city of Qom on
Thursday night for consultations with
the Moslem leader.
Although there was no immediate
confirmation, it appeared certain that
Bazargan's trip to Khomeini's
residence 100 miles south of Tehran was
made primarily to protest the Hoveida
trial and the repercussions it might
have on the country.
Khomeini's revolutionary committee
opened Hoveida's trial Thursday to an
invited audience after the executions of
at least 62 men convicted in secrdisince
Khomeini's forces took power Feb. 12.
Selected Iranian reporters were
invited along with some 200 relatives of
demonstrators killed by Shah
Mohammad Reza Pahlavi's police. The
reporters said the trial began about 2
a.m. in a anakeshift courtroom in
Tehran's Qasr Prison.
Meanwhile, American feminist
leader Kate Millett said today she has
not been informed of the government's
decision Thursday to expell her and
plans to remain until she is fprroalky
asked to. leave.

TUCSON, Ariz.(AP)— A man armed
with a knife and demanding $200,000
and transportation to Cuba hijacked a
Continental Airlines Boeing 727 jetliner
on a flight from Phoenix to Tucson
Friday, the airline said.
The plane landed at Tucson International Airport, and everyone but a
female flight attendant and the
hijacker got off the plane unharmed.
Continental spokesman Jack Gregor
said in Los Angeles. The plane had
carried 89 passengers.
"Everybody is safely off the aircraft.
including the cockpit crew, except for
one flight attendant," Gregor said
"She is being held hostage."
FBI agents were lying underneath
the tail of the plane attempting to
negotiate with the hijacker, who Gregor
said was dressed in a business suit and
had boarded the flight in Los Angeles.
Continental spokesman John Clayton
said he was "under the impression that
he was using a knife."
A reporter for the Tucson Citizen said
the pilot and co-pilot fled through the
cockpit windows.

DEMOLITION — Most of the northwest corner of the old convalescent care building of the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital is tumbling down to make way for phase two of the hospital's construction protect. Demolition of
the building began this week. Founded as the William Mason Memorial Hospital in 1920, the hospital became the
Murray Hospital in 1947. After the construction of the new Murray-Calloway County Hospital in 1964, the building
was converted into a convalescent care unit. In addition, several doctors' offices were moved into the building
when the Houston-McDevitt Clink burned Oct. 18, 1976.
Staff Photo By Debbie N. Lee

U.S. Delegation Goes To Mideast
Today To Seek Treaty Stipport
By ROBERT B. CU[LEN
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — A high-level
U.S. delegation is heading for the
Mideast today in an attempt to persuade Arab leaders to change their
minds and support a peace treaty
between Egypt and Israel.
The four-man U.S. delegation and six
aides will meet with leaders of two
moderate Arab states, Saudi Arabia
and Jordan, the White House announced today. The team was
scheduled to leave Washington this
afternoon.
The delegation consists of President
Carter's national security adviser,
Zbigniew Brzezinski; Deputy Secretary
of State Warren Christopher; Gen.
David C. Jones, chairman of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff; and Carter's son Chip.
A White House statement said the
talks "will be held in the spirit of
friendship that has long characterized
our relations these two countries."
The administration hopes the four
men can persuade Saudi Arabia and
Jordan not to participate in a proposed
Arab economic boycott of Egypt as a
result of its decision to sign a treaty
with Israel.
The U.S. delegation won't attempt to
use threats, the sources said, but "will
make it clear how important we see this
in terms of our interest and theirs."
Carter's press secretary, Jody
Powell, said earlier Thursday that an
Egyptian-Israeli treaty probably won't
be signed "for the next week or so."
The treaty, which has been approved by
the Egyptian cabinet, still must be
voted on by the Israeli Knesset, or
parliament.
In anticipation of the long-sought
treaty, other talks were to begin in
Washington today on how much aid the
United States will give the two countries. Members of Congress have said

President Carter reported to them it
might be in the range of $4 billion to $5
billion in additional American aid to the
two countries.
Israeli Defense Minister Ezer
Weizman arrived in Washington
Thursday night and was to meet with
Defense Secretary Harold Brown to
discuss Israel's needs.
Egyptian Defense Minister Klima'
Hasan Ali is to arrive here Saturday for
talks with Brown. Then, he will get
together with Weizman to iron out final
details of the military annex to the
treaty.
Administration sources said Brown
will be trying to determine the exact

mix of loans and grants and military
and economic aid that will go into the
package to the two countries.

City Planners To
Meet This Tuesday
The Murray Planning Commission
will meet at? p.m. Tuesday March 20 in
the Council Room of City Hall, according to Steve Zea, resident planner.
The agenda for the meeting includes
final review of the land Use Plan,
status report on community development for 1979, further discussion of
goals set for 1979 and a report on the
Board of Zoning Adjustments, Zea said.
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to today's Sports Section, Pages 7-8.
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Attorney General's Office Says State Law
Concerning Radar Detectors Is 'Vague'
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Waiter
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) — A Kentucky law under which state police have
been confiscating radar detectors from
motorists "is impermissibly vague,"
the state attorney general's office satd.
The head of the state police legal
office said he probably would issue a
legal bulletin telling troopers of the
attorney general's opinion, but that
would be no guarantee further confiscations would not occur.
The opinion, by Assistant Attorney
General Miles Franklin. said the law
does not give adequate warning that
radar detection devices are forbidden
"We suspect that the Kentucky
Legislature was not contemplating the
concept of radar when it enacted (the
statute) in 1942," Franklin said. "The
spirit and intent was directed at
prohibiting the detection or monitoring
of police transmissions, conducted over
conventional two-way radio frequencies."

Attorney general's opinions are
advisory only; they do not carry the
force of law.
Capt. William Mullins, head of the
state police legal office, said if he
issued a legal bulletin to troopers, that,
too, would be "advisory, for information. My opinions are like the
attorney general's, they don't have the
force of law."
He said the attorney general's
Opinion "would probably have some
effect" on enforcement of the law. But
he said a firm policy cannot be arrived
at unless someone appeals the confiscation of a radar detector and an
appellate court rules on the legality of
confiscating it.
"I've talked to some people and tried
to get them to appeal," he said, but so
far no one has
Lack of an appellate court ruling also
was cited as a problem in the attorney
generarsupinion, which was requested
by Rep. J. R. Gray, D-Benton. Gray
laid *Me police have been confiscating
the radar detection devices from

motorists and in some cases imposing
fines.
"(The statute at issue) is pesky, the
constant source of confusion and outcry
as to its application," Franklin
responded."Why it has not been tested
at the appellate levels ... is unexplainable. Indeed it merits such
testing."
The problem, he said, is that the law
has been allowed to remain essentially
unchanged during technological advances that were not foreseen 35 years
ago.
The dilemma, he said, is,to construe
and balance a statute in favor of
lzniency toward the general public and
the interests of law enforcement officers.
"So as to bring this discussion to a
merciful end, we think that we must
place emphasis upon what the plain
language of the statute says, devoid of fi
scientific analysis and without the use
of a semantic scalpel or verbal
calisthenics," Franklin said.
..."Thus, in the interest of fairness to

the general motoring public, we hold
that (the statute) is impermissibly
vague because it does not adequately
connote or embrace the use of radar
detectors
within the
existing
prohibition protecting the effectiveness
of essential police communications."
In another opinion, the attorney
general's office advised a state employee under the merit system that he
cannot run for city commissioner of
Frankfort and refuse the salary for that
office.
Charles Lee Cunningham, a state
traffic engineering technologist, asked
if he could do so and retain his state
post.
Assistant Attorney General Walter
lierdman said this was not possible
because compensation is attached to
the political post and he would not be
able to refuse to accept it if elected.
(in another matter, Herdman advised
R. L. Bailout, a Corbin attorney; that
the city apparently can use motel tax
revenue for recreational facilities.
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Events Listed For Community Calendar
Saturday, March 17
Friday, March 16
Murray State University
Ruling Star Lodge No. 51
Waterfield
and
Pogue Free and Accepted Masons
Libraries will be closed today. will meet at the lodge hall at 6
p.m.
Fish and Wildlife Outdoor
First Casino Night, spon- Enrichment Series will open
koday and continue through sored by Gamma Gamma
Sunday at Camp Energy, Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi
and Murray Jaycees, will be
•land Between the Lakes.
held at Jaycee Civic Center at
Twin Lakers Good Sam Club 8 p.m. Tickets are $3.50 per
will have its campout at Piney person.
Campground, Land Between
Brooks Chapel United
tire Lakes, with Hunter and
Winnie Love as wagon- Methodist Church will hold a
masters, assisted by John and box supper at the church at 7
Joan Bowker. A wiener roast p.m.
as planned on Saturday night.
'Golden Oldie" Dance,
Saturday, March 17
open, will be at the Murray
Murray State University Country Club from 9 p.m. to 1
Pogue a.m. Cost will be $10 per
'Waterfield
and
Libraries will be closed today. couple. In
charge
of
arrangements are Messrs and
Murray Shrine Club will Mesdames Ralph McCuiston,
. have its social dinner with Felix Dunn, Burton Young,
guests at the Triangle Don Robinson, Bob Billington,
itestaurant at 6:30 p.m.
and Wells Purdom,Jr.

Monday, March 19
Murray ABJC Bowling
Pap Smear Clinic for
League will bowl at 10 a.m. at detection of cancer in women
Corvette Lanes. All interested will be held at the Calloway
bowlers are invited.
County Health Center, North
Seventh and Olive Streets,at 1
Sunday, March 18
p.m. Women may call 753-3381
Film on "Bush Country Of for an appointment.
Haiti" will be shown at Brooks
Chapel United Methodist
Murray Lodge No. 105 F. &
Church at 7:30 p.m. Com- A. M. will meet at 7:30 p.m. at
ments will be by Billy Lovett the lodge hall for work in the
and Divel Legrand of the Master Mason's degree.
Unity CP Church.
William Matthews, Director
Brotherhood of St. John's of Writing Program at
Baptist Church will have a University of Washington, will
special program at the church read from his works at 7:30
at 3 p.m.
p.m. in Room 423, Price Doyle
Fine Arts Center, Murray
Esther Sunday School Class State University.
of First Baptist Church will
have a breakfast at the Boston
Murray State University
Tea Party at 7:30 a.m.
Debate Students will debate

an international team from
Murray State University
New Zealand at 7:30 p.m. in
Waterfield
and
Pogue the Nursing Building, MSU.
Libraries will be open from 2
toll p.m.
Concert performances by
Cream with Eric Clapton,
Benefit Coffeebreak and
Events at Land Between the Jack Bruce, and Genger
Bird House For Your
Jamboree for Dwayne Bucy, Backyard will be featured at 1 Lakes will include Yoke Baker will be at the Student
sponsored by Northwestern p.m. at Center Station, Land Plowing at The Homeplace- Center,
Murray
State
Tennessee Radio Club, Paris, Between the Lakes.
1850 at 1:30 p.m., and Salute to University,through March 23.
Tenn., and co-sponsored by
Spring at 3 p.m. at Center
• Blue Grass State CB Club,
Calloway County Spelling Station.
Murray-Calloway
County
- Murray, will be at Beshear Bee with contestants from
Theatre
Community
general
Monday, March 19
.garm, North 16th Street, Murray Middle and East,
Penny Homemakers Club membership meeeting is
Murray,from 2 to 11 p.m.
North, and Southwest Schools
scheduled at 7 p.m. at the
will be at 9 a.m. at the North will meet at the County Public Library.
Extension
Office
at
10
a.m.
A
Saturday, March 17
School.
Calloway
potluck lunch will be served.
James Campen Chapter of
Bluegrass State -CB Club is
the Sons of the American
Chapter M of the P. E. 0.
to meet at 7 p.m.. at
scheduled
Revolution will meet at 12 Sisterhood will celebrate the
Murray Chapter of National
the lodge hall.
noon at the Colonial House
15th anniversary of the Secretaries will meet at 7 p.m.
Smorgasbord. All interested founding of the chapter with a in Room 209, Roy Stewart
Calloway
County
people are invited.
12 noon luncheon in the home Stadium, with Joe Rigsby as Association of
Retarded
of Mrs. Olga Freeman, Hazel, speaker.
Children is scheduled to meet
Murray Al-Anon will meet with Mrs. Robert Bryan as
at 7:30 p.m. in Room 240,
at 8 p.m. at Carmen Pavilion, cohostess.
Theta Department, Murray Special Education Building,
College Farm Road. This is a
Woman's Club, will meet at Murray State University.
Square and round dancing 7:30 p.m. at the club house
support group for families and
friends of Alcoholics and for will be held at the Woodmen of with the program on "Water
Singles Unlimited will meet
the World Hall at 7:30 p.m.
information call 437-4229.
Safety" to be by Mrs. James
at 7:30 p.m. at the social hall
Byrn.
of the First United Methodist
of Church with the lessons on
Society
—Hutnane
Calloway County will meet at yoga to continue by Carolyn
Offers a complete selection of craft & hob7 p.m. at the Calloway Public Reagan. This is open to all
Library with Bill Phillips to single adults over 18 years of
by supplies. Some of the many items are...
speak
on "Legal Aspects of age.
100% Calico fabrics, macrame supplies,
Man's Best Friend." Public is
ceramic supplies, also supplies for group
Tuesday, March 20
invited.
Organizational meeting for
activities, paint selections and a handRecovery, Inc., will meet at parents who wish to have
made gift section.
7:30 p.m. at the Health Center, children participate in the free
It will be well worth your while to drive a
parent-tot swimming program
North 7th and Olive Streets.
few miles to see the many items offered.
for youngsters 6 months to 3
Parents Anonymous will. years will meet in Room 103,
Open 9:30 to 5:30 daily,
meet at 7:15 p.m. at the Carr Health Building, Murray
Sun. 1:00 to 3:00
Immanuel Lutheran Church, State University.
Phone for information 492-8611
15th and Main Streets. For
maes South of Murray on US.641
located
Ruth Wilson Circle of the
information call 759-1792 or
-': Free Quilting Pottern To Each Customer
Shepherd
United
Good
753-9261.
Methodist Church will meet at
the church at 1:30 p m.
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Historical exhibit assembled by Murray State art
history students who have
interviewed the artists and
published an interpretive
catalog about their works will
open in the Eagle Gallery,
Fine Arts Center, Murray
State University, and continue
through April 10,
Wednesday, March 21
Homemakers Clubs will
meet as follows: Wadesboro
with Mrs. Lowell Palmer and
South Pleasant Grove with
Mrs. Clovis Jones, both at 1:30
p.m.
J. N. Williams Chapter of
the United Daughters of the
Confederacy is scheduled to
meet at the home of Mrs.
James Hammack at 1:30 p.m.
with Mrs. I. J. Hortin as the
speaker.
Teacher Retirement
Information Exchange
Workshop for retired teachers
in Calloway, Marshall, Lyon,
and Trigg Counties will be in
Room 228, Stewart Stadium,
Murray State University,
from 1 to 5 p.m. For information call 762-2146.
-Food Buying and Money
Management
Lessons
Planned for Senior Citizens"
will be taught by Frances
Brown at the Douglass
Community Center at 11 a.m.
For information call 75.3-8938.

Style shows by the Music
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club will be held at
the club house. The first will
be at 11:45 a.m. when a luncheon will be served, and the
second will be at 7:30 p.m.
Tickets for the luncheon show
are $4.50 each and for the
evening show $2 each. Persons
may call Becky Jo Jones, 7533215, or Neva Grey Allbrittn,
753-1893, Bank of Murray.
Dexter Senior Citizens will
meet at the Dexter Center
with the program by the
Calloway Library Outreach
Program to be at 10 a.m.
Persons should arrive by 9:30
a.m.
Martin's Chapel United
Methodist Church Women will
meet with Mrs. Ralph
Robertson at 7 p.m.

A Plinenativ Plass
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FRANKFORT, Ky. — The
state Department for Human
Resources'
wintertime
campaign to raise awareness
about child abuse apparently
is having an effect, Human
Resources Secretary Peter
Conn said today.
-More people are calling us
with reports of suspected child
abuse and neglect," he said,
"and they are helping confirm
what we suspected - that there
are many more instances of
child abuse occurring than
have been reported in the
past."
Reports of child abuse and
neglect received by the
department during January
increased by 34 percent over
the same period last year. The
department received reports
on 1,380 children, compared to
reports on 907 children
received in January of last
year.
The Department for Human
Resources launched the
campaign in January to raise
awareness about problems of
child abuse and neglect, which
tend to increase dramatically
during the winter months
when families are cooped up
for long periods by bad

Jogging Is Sport
For The Masses

"And Now, A Word From
Our Sponsor," will be the topic
to be discussed by Joe Rigsby,
Assistant
Professor
of
Journalism, Murray State
University, at the meeting of
The National Secretaries

and graphics, he earned his
undergraduate degree at
Louisiana_State University
and has 'none post-graduate
work at Pratt Institute in New
York.
Mrs. Mia Wilson, president
of the Murray Chapter of NSA,
stated that Mr. Rigsby's
presentation includes audiovisuals explaining the advertising business, and that
anyone interested in commercial
advertising
is
welcome to attend the
meeting.

Casino Night Will
Be On Saturday At
The Jaycee Center
Joe Rigsby
Association (International) to
be held Monday, March 19, at
7 p.m. in Room 209 of Roy
Stewart Stadium.
A native of Louisiana.
Rigsby came to the Murray
State Faculty June 6, 1977,
after 26 years with DoeAnderson, a Louisville-based
advertising agency.
At the time of his retirement
from Doe-Anderson, he was a
senior vice-president, a major
stockholder, a director of the
corporation and the agency's
creative director of graphics.
A specialist in advertising

It's The Most!

Thrialurt,

Plans were finalized for
Casino Night to be held with
the Murray-Calloway County
Jaycees on Saturday, March
17, at 8 p.m. in the Jaycee
Building by the Gamma
Gamma Chapter of Beta
Sigma Phi at the meeting held
Thursday, March 8, at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. C. W.
Herndon.
Julie English, president,
presided, and Becky Phillips,
secretary, gave her reports.
Officers elected for the
upcoming year will be installed at an April meeting.
Refreshments were served.
Present were Jan Hill, Patsy
Higgins, Gwen Cooper,
Brenda Jones, Nancy Herndon, Marsha Vernot, Earlene
Futrell, Liz Hill, Becky
Phillips, Cheryl Hyneman,
Chris Loftis, Linda Hunt,Julie
English, Vicki Overby, and
Marlene Waldrop.
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International film, "Forbidden Games, will be shown
at 1:30 p.m. and 7 p.m. in the
Murray State University
Student Center.
-Faculty recital by Kay
Gardner Bates, mezzosoprana, Marie Taylor, piano,
and Katherine E. Mason,
viola, will be at 8:15 p.m. at
the Farrell Recital Hall, Fine
Arts Center, Murray State
University. This is free and
open to the public.

The world's most common
sound is the vowel ci as in
father No language is known
to be without it.

peak," he noted."We must get
the reports before we can do
anything about the problem,
so we hope the media will
continue their good work of
publicizing the campaign and
encouraging people to report
child abuse."
He said the campaign, and
especially the musical public
service messages, have drawn
attention not only in Kentucky
but in other states as well.
Portions of the January
news conference launching
the campaign were carried on
network television, and
Arizona,
viewers from
California, Illinois, Michigan,
Missouri, New York, Ohio and
have
Toronto,
Canada
reported seeing the news
conference and 'have you
hugged your kid today?'
message.
"The National Committee
for the Prevention of Child
Abuse is very interested in the
campaign," Conn said, "and
human service agencies in
other states want to see our
public service message."
The 60-second television
version of 'have you hugged
your kid today?', produced by
the Kentucky Department for
Human Resources, was
awarded a first-place prize in
a recent competition sponsored by the Greater Knoxville, Tenn., Advertising Club.

WASHINGTON(AP)— When
it comes to exercising, walking
and jogging are well ahead of
fishing, tennis, golfing and sailing, according to Department
of the Interior figures.
There are 96.7 million walkers-joggers, 61.9 million who
fish, 40.9 million who play tennis, ILA million who golf and
7.8 million Who sail. Figures refer to people who took part in
each activity five or more
times a year.

gr.Moon.

Ellis Center will be open
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for
activities by the Murray
Senior Citizens. Devotion will
be at 10:05 a.m., Library
program at 10:30 a.m., lunch
at noon, and band practice at 1
P.m.

weather.
"We are encouraged that
our public service messages
asking "have you hugged your
kid today?' and the information we distributed on
how to control and report child
abuse seem to have raised
public awareness about this
terrible problem in Kentucky," Conn said.
He said the department is
following up on every report of
child abuse and neglect
received. Generally, about
half of the reports prove to be
actual problems of abuse or
neglect.
"The increase in reports tell
us that awareness of the
problem is up," Conn said.
-What we can't measure is
how many instances of child
abuse have been prevented
because a parent heeded that
'have you hugged your kid
today?' message, or sought
help before a problem
developed. We hope we have
had an impact there, too."
Conn praised Kentucky
newspapers, radio and
television stations for the
cooperation they have given
the department in publicizing
information about child abuse
and airing the public service
messages.
"March of last year was a
time when problems of child
abuse adid neglect were at a

4114

Harlem
TUESDAY, APRIL 3 - 7:30 PM
MURRAY STATE FIELDHOUSE
admission:

reserved $6.00 (children 12 & under $4.00)
0Aildren 12 & under $3.00)
a.a• 1.5/0
On sale: Murray • eo s Bank (Downtown), Bank of
Murray Downtown) and Dennison &
Hunt Sporting Goods
Bank of Benton(Benton),Gatlin's Music Cent*,
(Paducah), Sullivan's Drug Store (Paris) and

Hunt's Athletk Supply (Mayfield)
INFORMATION: Murray) 753-11355

HEO IS SOMETHING ELSE

THE OTHER SIDE
OF THE MOUNTAIN
The moving saga
of paralyzed skier
Jill Kinmont
continues as stars
Marilyn Hassett
and Timothy
Bottoms recreate
her poignant tale
A true love story
with a happy
ending

116-,iga%

GLEN CAMPBELL
Glen

Superstar
Campbell
presents a gala
evening of past,
present and future
golden goodies in
an exclusive HBO
event Great
entertainment for
everyone

REVENGE OF THE
PINK PANTHER
Peter Sellers gets
his revenge as the
inept Inspector
Clouseau in the
most hilarious Pink
Panther yet
Co-stars Herbert
Lom,Cryan

HOSPITAL PATIENT
Buford Downey of Murray
has been dismissed from the
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.

Getting settled
made simple.
Now-town dilemmas fade
attar a WELCOME WAGON call.
As your Hostess, it's my job to help you make tho
most of your new neighborhood. Our shopping areas.
Community opportunities Special attractions. lots of facts
to saws you time and money.
Plus a basket of gifts for your family.
I'll be listening for your call.

0/4
Inge King 492-8343
--

Mary Hamilton 7531841
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Secretaries Chapter
To Hear Rigsby Speak

Murray TOPS (take off
pounds sensibly) Club will
meet at the Health Center,
North 7th and Olive Streets, at
7 p.m.

FEVER—

0
0

Lecture by William R.
Tine her of Purer Industries,
give
will
the
Inc.,
Distinguished Lecture in
Management at 6:30 p.m. in
Beshear Gymn, Student
Center,
Murray
State
University. For information
call 762-2094.

Calloway County Medical
Auxiliary will meet in the
private dining room of the new
cafeteria of the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.

Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at the Masonic Hall
at 7 p.m.

IT IS HOW RATED PG

Tuesday, Marcie N
" Life and Learning course on
Basic Cake Decorating will
open at Murray State
University.

Campaign For Awareness Of
Child Abuse Having Effect

Cannon.

Call

Murray Cablevision
753-5005
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Miss Nora Wyatt Wed To
Mr. Paschall At Church

-11

Mr. and Mrs. Pat Ray Paschall

Lawrence E.Lamb,M.D.

white ribbon streamers.
bouquet of red silk roses.
The maid of honor was
Debbie Key, wearing a
Yvonne Fulton who wore a green dress with long sleeves,
green long dress with but- and Dena Cunningham,
terfly sleeves. She carried a wearing a pink dress with a
shawl to match, were the
bridesmaids. They each
carried a silk rad rose with
ribbons to match their
dresses.
The flower girl was Dana
The ORIGINAL...the ULTIMATE...in
Key
who wore a blue lace
14K Gold Beads on a 14K Gold Chain
dreii with short sleevei.
Denese Key who wore a lace
pink dress was the ring
bearer.
Mark Jetton was best man
for Mr. Paschall. Ushers were
COLE BOY
Curtis Price and Randy
PFC and Mrs. Ronnie Cole,
Jetton. The men had white Shady Lawn Trailer
Park,
satin rose boutonnieres.
Paris, Tenn., are the parents
For her daughter's wedding of a baby boy, David Allen,
Mrs. Miles wore a green weighing seven pounds three
chiffon dress with matching ounces, born on
Monday,
shoes. The groom's mother March 5, at
the Murraywore a long sleeve dress in Calloway County
Hospital.
coffee color with shoes to
The mother is the former
match. Their corsages were Madonna Cooley. The father
is
white.
.
serving with the U. S. Army in
Presiding at the register Germany.
was Mrs. Jessie Key.
Maternal grandmother is
Mrs. Barbara Watkins, Paris,
Reception
Following the ceremony the Tenn. Paternal grandparents
reception was held in the are Mr. and Mrs. Roy Cole.
'Start with one bead on a chain...add one or
Paris, Tenn.
more beads as you like...see your neckchain
fellowship hall of the church.
grow in beauty, value, and sentiment.'
The refreshment table was
HALE GIRL
decorated in the blue and
Mr.
and
Mrs. Jimmy Hale of
white color scheme with
wedding bells and was cen- Hazel Route 1 are the parents
From $2495
tered with the three tiered of a baby girl, Tiffany Maria,
decorated wedding cake. weighing eight pounds five
Charge RI Vise•Raster Chirps
Punch, nuts, and mints were ounces, measuring 19 inches,
Americas Express• Moms Clamps
born on Thursday, March 8, at
also served.
Serving the guests were 3:19 p.m. at the Western
Mrs. Lola Lewis, Mrs. Danny Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
They have two sons, Brad,6;
Cunningham, and
Mrs.
and Jason, 4. The father is
Juanita Williams.
Offaeleli4
The new Mr. and Mrs. employed at the General Tire
Bel-Air Shopping
Rubber
Company,
Paschall are now residing at and
Murray, Ky
Mayfield.
their home in Hazel.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Jess Hale of Hazel and
Mrs. Dorothy Harrison of
Nashville, Tenn. A great
grandmother is Mrs. Boyd
Mays of Parsons,Tenn.

1...TREAT YOURSELF...
to the VERY BEST

Miss Judy Ann Brown
Honored At Gift Tea

Don't overdo cod liver oil

DEAR DR. LAMB — I'm
64 years old and I have
arthritis and high cholesterol. I have read that cod liver
oil has been beneficial in
treating arthritis. I would
like to try it. Is cod liver oil
of any value in treating
arthritis?
DEAR READER — No, it
won't help at all. About 30
percent of people feel better
when they receive any treatment, regardless of whether
the treatment is of any value
or not. I don't mean that the
illness is in their mind. I am
talking about actual diseases, such as arthritis.
That's why its so hard to
judge whether a new medicine really is helping people
or whether they are merely
helped by their faith in the
medicine and their doctor.
Some types of arthritis
have remissions which
would occur naturally anyway, whether the doctor provided medicine or not. If a
person happens to be taking
isomething that he thinks will
help the arthritis at the time
the natural remission
occurs, he is greatly impressed with it. That's how
you get these stories of people having miraculous cures
from some unlikely substance.
Cod liver oil contains lots
of vitamin D. If you take a
lot of it and also get vitamin
D in your milk (I hope you
are drinking or otherwise
getting about a quart a day)
plus other food, you can soon
approach toxic levels. Persistently taking 2000 units a
day or more can cause softening of your bones.
You probably have
osteoarthritis. I am sending
you The Health Letter number 4-10 to give you more
Information about it. Others
who want this issue can send
50 cents with a long,
stamped, self-addressed envelope for it:- Send- - yourrequest to me in care of this

The wedding of Miss Nora
Wyatt, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Everett Miles of Murray,
to Pat Ray Paschall, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Noble Paschall
of Hazel Route I, was
solemnized in an evening
ceremony at the Grace
Baptist Church.
Officiating at the ceremony
was the Rev. R. J. Burpoe,
minister of the church. Mrs.
Keith Downey presented a
program of nuptial music
including
the following
selections: "We've Only Just
Begun," You Light Up My
Life," "Theme from Ryan's
Hope," and the traditional
wedding marches for the
processional
and
the
recessional.
Bride's Dress
The bride wore a wedding
gown of white chantilly lace
and chiffon. The fitted bodice
was an overlay of chantilly
lace over chiffon and featured
a high collar banded in pearls
with a narrow band of pearls
applied to the empire
waistline. The full skirt and
chapel length train featured
an attached flounce and
hemline band of lace.
To complete her ensemble
the bride chose an elbow
length veil of illusion attached
to a Juliet bandeau of lace and
pearls. She carried a bridal
bouquet of silk spring flowers
with baby's breath and long

WEALTH
newspaper, P.O. Box 1551,
Radio City Station, New
York, NY 10019.
DEAR DR. LAMB —
Would you please tell me
something about herpes simplex number 2. I am told that
it is a form of VD and there
is no cure for it. Periodically, both my husband and I
get these sores, on his nose,
chin or penis and mine occur
on the buttocks. My husband
went to a skin specialist who
diagnosed it as herpes simplex number 2 and told him
it was a form of VD and
there was no cure for it.
We have both been getting
these sores for about five
years and it is ruining our
sex life. Please tell me if you
know of any cure. Also,
when I have a Pap test, it is
never diagnosed. Please
help me.
DEAR READER — I wish
I could. The truth is we don't
have any good medicines to
treat viruses. Herpes is a
virus infection. Antibiotics
work well for bacteria, but
viruses are a whole new ball
game.
There are some anti-viral
medicines in the research
stage of development but
some of those have undesirable side effects.
The herpes simplex sore is
the common cold sore.

Herpes simplex number 1 is
usually around the lips. The
difference in the location of
the two viruses in the past
gave rise to the statement
that herpes simplex number
1 was above the belt and
herpes simplex number 2
was below the belt. That
distinction isn't applicable
anymore for a variety of
reasons.
The Pap test is used to
look at the characteristics of
your cells to see if you have
any changes that might indicate cancer. They are not
done to look for viruses.
That's why no one has diagnosed herpes from your Pap
test.

NAMED TO LIST
Teresa M. Goodson, 1323
Main Street, Murray, has been
named to the dean's list for the
recently completed fall
semester at the Salmon P.
Chase College of Law of
Northern Kentucky University, Highland Heights.
PADUCAH PATIENT
Mrs. Troy Steele of Murray
has been dismissed from the
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.

Miss Judy Ann Brown,
March bride-elect of Randy
Herndon, was complimented
with a gift tea on Sunday afternoon, Feb. 25, at the High
Baptist
Church,
Point
Mayfield.
Hostesses for the occasion
Mesdames
Dick
were
Castleman, Charlie Franklin,
Jimmy Sims, Charles Bugg,
Joe
Youngblood,
Leon
Woodson,and Cloys Hobbs.
Miss Brown selected for the
occasion a peach colored
informal length dress, and
was presented a corsage of
carnations in matching color,
a gift of the hostesses.
The serving table was
covered with a white cloth
overlaid with white net, accented at the corners with
apricot ribbon bows. Centering the table was a fourbranch candelabrum, centered with an arrangement of
apricot and white carnations
with ribbon streamers.
A crystal punch bowl and
other appointments of silver
were used on the table. SerMrs. Dick
were
ving
Castleman and Mrs. Joe
Woodson.
The guest register was kept
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By CECILT BROWNSTONE
associated Prose Food Edlicw

SUPPER FARE
Hawaiian Kedgeree
Salad
Fruit Cobbler
Beverage
HAWAIIAN KEDGEREE
Our version (with more lentils and less rice than the original) got a high rating from our
tasters.
1.4-pound stick butter
1 small onion, finely
chopped
3 slices fresh ginger root
( each about the size of
a quarter), minced
Ls teaspoon ground cloves
1 cup converted brown rice.
cooked according to
package directions
11
/
4 cups( Li pound) brown
lentils, cooked (see Note
Salt to taste
In a large saucepan gently
cook the onion in the butter until yellowed; stir in the ginger
and cloves. Add the rice, lentils
and salt; stir thoroughly but
gently so as not to break the
lentils. Serve at once or reheat
over boiling water or in microwave oven. Makes 6 servings.
NOTE: To cook the lentils,
bring them to a boil with 21,2
cups water; boil gently, covered, until they are tender but
not mushy and the water is almost all absorbed -- about 30
minutes.

MOORE BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Moore of
Benton Route 2 announce the
birth of a baby boy, Mitchell
Lee, weighing seven pounds 11
ounces, born on Wednesday,
Feb. 21, at 4:07 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway. County
Hospital.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. H. B. Moore and Mrs.
Maudie Hendrickson, all of
Benton.
HICKS GIRL
Ada Michelle is the name
chosen by Gary and Martha
Hicks, 1505 Oak Street,
Benton, for their baby girl,
weighing nine pounds nine
ounces, born on Monday, Feb.
19, at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
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STORECHECK
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LUCITE
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From Du Pont
On every gallon of Units
you buy!

'111111$1.11,$3.1111,$5.111sran!
Got a STOINCNKX* by =IL poosl for say asorcloondis• in our
stem, irlib proof of porches* and an official application
front our
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House
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*12"
10000100
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"
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Less Du Pont
•
STORECHECK*
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LUCITUPON
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by Mrs. Jimmy Sims.
Special guests for the afternoon were mothers of the
engaged couple—Mrs. Barbara Nell Brown of Mayfield,
and Mrs. Thomas E. Herndon
of Muray.
Fifty persons called or set.,
gifts.

Just pick up your application from our store display and
with proof of purchase DuPont will send you by mail, a
Storecheck worth 91.fel per gallon that's redeemable in
merchandise from our store. You save with Us you save
with DuPont Plus you get the entrance of the finest
quality in paints
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•
•
•

•
4
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•

YOUR
NET COST $988
Ater STORECHECr

Big Savings! No Limit!
You Save $000 on every gallon of LUCITE'-' Paint you purchase.
$000 from Our Store, $109_ STORECHECK*, from Du Pont.
PAINT
BRUSH
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PAINT
BRUSH
$327
brush
3-inch
with es nylon

PAINT AND
ROLLER KIT
9" roller with steel
tray A buy'

108 Sq. Ft.
DROP CLOTH

ap., 36c

plastic, protects furniture or
floors as you paint Drop cloth
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I
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Darrell Russell Now
At St. Louis Hospital
Louis.
His wife, the former Jo
Ellyn Matto', and Larry
Benjamin Norsworthy, 19, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Larry Norsworthy, Murray Route 5, died
the night of the accident.
Johnny Scott, 20, Murray, is
still hospitalized at the
Methodist Central Hospital,
Memphis, Tenn., for injuries
Mr.Russell, 24, was injured sustained in the accident.
!.
,in a car-truck accident on Feb.
Others injured in the ac: 10 near Puryear, Tenn., and cident, but now released from
• has been hospitalized since hospitals, are Jimmy Northat time. He was transferred sworthy, 18, Murray, Barbara
to the St. Louts Hospital to be Matto:, 15, Murray Route 5,
near his parents, Mr. and Mrs. and Catina Beasley, 19,
J. C. Russell, who reside in St. Murray.
Darrell Russell of Murray
Route 6 is now a patient in
Room W407, Barnes Hospital,
St. Louis, Mo., after having
been transferred there from
the Jackson-Madison County
.. Hospital, Jackson, Tenn.
Persons may send him
cards or letters at the above
address.

'peat)yr
By Abigail Van Buren
1

37 Years Later,
An Indiscretion
Calls Him Daddy
DEAR ABBY:Please answer in the paper because I live in
a very small town and if anyone ever found out my name I'd
be a laughing stock.
What would you do if your husband, after 34 years of marriage, suddenly announced that he has a 37-year-old
daughter? I raised hell. Was I in error?
My husband told me that a woman came to his place of
•
!- work and identified herself as.the girl he got pregnant 37
years ago. She reminded him that when she told him she was
expecting, he said he'd do anything but marry her because
L he wasn't ready for marriage. She then disappeared. Now,
after all this time, she suddenly finds him and says her
daughter would like to know her father! My husband says he
recalls the incident vagely. Without consulting me, he
agreed to meet this so-called daughter and also promised to
'tell our children about her!
I say this woman is out to make trouble and wreck our
home. I forbade my husband to tell our children about it.
(We have two.) I told him this woman may not even know
• who fathered her daughter. and he shouldn't get involved.
Our family life has been good up to now, but this is upsetting. What should I do.
FROM A SMALL TOWN

,
IParents Comer
Late .4rrivals---OPTIONS:
(1) Attempt to actively
listen to what your child has to
say about his behavior. In this
way you can make an attempt
to understand not only his
explanation, but the feelings
behind his reasoning. You
might also discuss with him
what ideas he has for working
out a solution to this situation.
21 Point out the logical
consequences of his behavior,
helping him realize that he is
going to have to be responsible
for his actions. This may
mean not having the supper
that was planned for that
evening, or being asked to
clean up the kitchen after he
prepares his own supper or
missing supper altogether
without having later snacks.
(3) If this is a continual
situation, removal of some
positive reinforcement which
the child usually receives can
be used in modifying the
QUESTION:
behavior. (This can include
What can be done when your not being able to attend a
ten year old boy comes home special sporting event, not
two hours after supper has participating in a special
been eaten without having in- activity with a certain family
formed you of where he was? member, or being grounded to
(Assume that this has hap- the house for a certain period
pened before).
of time).
Thts Is the continuation of a
weekly column directed
towards questions concerning
child-parent relationships.
The material in this column
is addressed to all parents who
may be concerned about the
quality of the relationships
with their children.
The idea for such a column
was developed from the
Murray Chapter of Parents
Anonymous which meets each
Monday at 7:15 p.m. at the
Immanuel Lutheran Church,
15th and Main Streets.
Options that are suggested
are not exhaustive and there
may be others which have not
been cited. Readers are urged
to submit questions for
commentary or respond to the
column by sending inquiries to
Parents Corner, c-o The
Murray Ledger & Times, P.O.
Box 32, Murray,Ky. 42071.
This week's topic asks:

Janice Graham Is
Hostess For BYTV
Janice Graham opened her
home for the meeting of the
Baptist Young Women of the
Northside Baptist Church held
on March 4 at 7 p.m.
The Week of Prayer for
Home Missions program was
presented by Jean Hamilton.
Refreshments were served
by Mrs. Graham to Jean
Bridges, Judy Jones, Mary
McCuiston, Sheila
Ann
McGinnis, Ann Salmon-Jean Hamilton,and LaDon Haley.
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VILLAFLOR GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Villaflor,
1207 Melrose, Murray, announce the birth of a baby girl,
Melissa Jean, weighing six
pounds 5'-2 ounces, born on
Monday, March 5, at the
Murray-Calloay County
Hospital.
The mother is the former
Debbie Irby. Grandparents
are Mr. and Mrs. Coby Irby of
Paris, Tenn, and Air. and
Mrs. Paul VWaflor.
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Save $16.00
Reg.$115.97

Save $20.00
Reg.;159.97

MURRAY* . . ..._

MURRAY'
22-INCH CUT MOWER
Walking mower with full 27 cutting
edge Has horizontal pull starter,
quick height adiuster powerful 3 5
H P engine safety features
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3997

SELF-PROPELLED MOWER
to'
Features start-easy Tin recoil, automatic(
control, front wheel
fromr
adjustors
drive and quick
2". Safety features:chute deflector, rear
1
3/
guard.

9997

choke, remote

GROW
SAVINGS
EVERYTIME YOU SHOP ROSES...

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake

FOR SATURDAY, MARCH 17,1979
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what time.
the stars say, read the LEO
forecast given for your birth (July 23 to Aug. 72) infiCg
Careful budgeting finds you
Sign.
with enough cash for your
ARIES
credit-card
DEAR ABBY: I know this is a dumb question for an (Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) gYa
4F% needs. Forego
buying. Extra frills aren't
18-year-old girl to ask, but when is a girl no longer conCommon sense attitudes
necessary for good p.m.
sidered a virgin?
make for the best progress times.
I had a boyfriend and we were very, very close, but we
now re business. Take care
VIRGO
never had sexual intercourse.(We did everything BUT.)Am
that rambunctious behavior
I Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) YIP UA.
I still considered a virgin? '
accident.
an
to
lead
doesn't
Please answer in the paper. as I don't want this kind of inA no-nonsense style lets
TAURUS
formation coming to my house in a letter. Also, I'm sure
everyone know where you
t$
20)
May
to
20
Apr.
(
there are other girls who would like to know.
stand. Later, be just as conRoutine activities afford the
VIRGIN OR NOT
siderate and attentive when
best pleasure in the a.m. Later
others express their views.
is
one
close
a
with
partying
everything
dew
have
you
DEAR VIRGLN: Although
LIBRA
go
don't
but
rewarding,
BUT —the "bat" makes the difference. Technically, you are
( Sept. 23 to Oct. 221
overboard.
a virgin.
You feel secure about
GEMINI
finances. Later, you may
IN
PROBLEMS
20)
June
to
OF
21
LOTS
May
TO
(
CONFIDENTIAL
Get routine tasks out of the jeopardize that security, but
MILWAUKEE: You need a "parestectosy— which means
to become completely Independent from your parents. You
way early for your best suc- by day's end you're back on
must support yourself, make your own decisions and assume
cess. Later, friction with a track with money-making
total responsibility for your own actions. At 30, you are old
parent or higher-up needs to projects.
SCORPIO
enough. Get going.
be resolved.
'Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) rke'V
CANCER
Once basic obligations are
( June 21 to July n)
The teen years are the questioning years. Abby has the
A serious a.m. attitude gives fulfilled, you'll find enjoyable
answers to all your questions in her booklet, "What way to a more buoyant mood ways to spend the rest of the
Teenagers Want to Know." Enclose $1 and a long, stamped later. If you don't expect too day. Leisure hours are
(28 cents), self-addressed envelope.
much, you'll have a pleasant relaxing.
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
Spending some moments by
yourelf reviewing career
developments is worth your
while. Family members will
settle down later.
CAPRICORN
( Dec. 72 to Jan. 19) 16
Distant contacts fare better
than communications with
those at hand. Yet by day's
end you'll straighten out any
misunderstandings.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Trial and error marks your
A lot of people swear with these words, but there art others
approach to career endeavors
who swear by them.
now. After a couple of false
Some folks feel that the teachings of Jesus should play a
starts you'll come up with a
more important part in their lives, but they feel put upon by
winning system.
the "do's and don'ts" of churches. They would like to go to
PISCES
church, but they can't quite swallow the dogma that some
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
churches insist upon. It's just easier to go fishing or golfing on
Despite a well thought out
Sunday morning.
plan for travel, there may be
some snags along the way.
But the emptiness is still there.
Take charge, and it should be
There is an alternative. The Christian (lurch ( Disciples of
smooth sailing.
Christ) was founded during frontier days to encourage simplicity of belief and worship. Frontier people wanted a down
YOU BORN TODAY are
interested in the underdog and
to-earth religion to help them cope with and understand their
a
make
good
would
hard life. As Individuals, they felt they could read and inhumanitarian. Don't let a
terpret the Bible for themselves and build faith through an undesire for financial results
derstanding of God's word.
keep you from taking a chance
That same belief lives in the modern Christian Church. If
on your artistic capabilities.
you're looking for a church where you can really feel at home,
You have the ability to
come and worship witliks this Sunday.
commercialize your talents
and can also succeed in
business. You'd make a good
manager of others' interests
as well as a good counselor.
Your best succerks comes
through a steadfast adherence
North of the square on Fifth Street
to your ideals. Music, dance,
Dr David C. Roos, Minister
and acting are some of the
artistic fields to which you're
attracted. Birthdate of:
Rudolf Nureyev, dancer; Nat
King Cole, singer; and
-Mercedes
h4cCernbridge,
actress.

DEAR FROM: Advise your husband to see a lawyer and
find out (a) how much (if any) legal responsibility he has to
this woman and her daughter, and Ibl how to handle it.
If your husband feels•merel obligation to the woman, he
will have to deal with it as he sees fit. In the meantime, the
word from here is—keep emil and keep quiet!
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Your choice,
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The Fellowship
Discipline Within
/

The absence of discipline in most
churches today is one of the contributing factors to their ineffectiveness.
A Request1 Corinthians 5:9-13
' In the church at Corinth was an un•4 disputed and notorious case of brazen
Incestuous immorality involving a
young man and his stepmother. The
shocking thing about this abominable
affair was the almost unbelievable
attitude of the church members toward
it. Their tolerant attitude toward this
case of flagrant depravity and
disgraceful licentiousness destroyed
i their influence over the pagan unbelievers around them. It is tragic
when a church condones such unbecoming and scandalous conduct on
the part of a member or members than
even the heathen abhor and refuse to
tolerate, and pretend that everything is
. all right.
; With righteous indignation Paul
: rebuked the church for her failure to
discipline this sinful member.
. Evidently, the woman in the case was
not a church member, because Paul's
. proposals as to disciplinary procedure
were directed against the man alone.
Writing specifically to those who
' were in the church, Paul requested
, them to exclude from their membership this fornicator who had his
stepmother as a concubine knowing full
, well that the church had the right and
1 duty to discipline her members, Paul
i requested the Corinthian Christians to
.
; Sever social ties and not to company
with fornicators, coveters, idolaters,
! railers, drunkards, and extortioners.
Failure to do so was tantamount to
giving approval to these forms of
wickedness. Many twentieth century
church members refuse to follow this
scriptural instruction, and boast of
. their unwillingness. to do anything so
drastic. It is not surprising, therefore,
, that the difference between the conduct
of many church members and those
I about them who have never made a
T profession of faith in Christ is imperceptible.
A Rebuke—
!Corinthians 6:1-8
Unfortunately disputes had arisen
between some of the members of the
church at Corinth. Instead of the
parties involved reaching agreements

I1
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Calloway County
By Derefby and Kerby Jennings
moo.ins

Admittedly, the protracted religious meetings were the more
soul satisfying convergence available to the early people and at the
least expense. The more satisfying for the materialistic minded
attendant was the annual dinner on the ground or the regular church
picnic when men and women joined together in fellowship as
brother and sister with total disregard for social standing or financial
well-being. Neither of the dinners were restricted to church
affiliation, but were truly a brotherhood event. The annual picnic
held by the First Baptist Church at the Picnic Grounds (on the turn
of the roadway entrance to the girls dorms at the site of the tennis
courts) was the most expansive of all the church picnics and it was
an enduring institution in the lives of elderly natives. In addition,
this was the only grounds permanently set aside as a place for
picnics. Further, the Baptist Picnic Grounds not only served as a
festive site for the faithful, but a source of persuasion for lovebirds
snug deep in buggy laprobes in the dusk of evenings. Although
the dual purpose was not the intent of the good church folks, the
contradictory roles left their imprints in the history of the county.
Incidentally, the charm of the shaded grove of the Picnic Grounds
served as love nests for touring car and roadster youths far beyond
the demise of the picnic occasions.
•

MEETING THE TRAIN
Passenger trains had their significant attractions, too, after the
coming of the railroad, however no arrival had the pull power of the
Sunday afternoon southbound at 3:30. For fully one hour before
arrival, townspeople would gather at the station, exchanging gossip
while viewing the landscaped mini-park maintained by the railroad,
awaiting the train. Blacks and whites mutually shared the holiday
skylark, however segregating in their separate groups quite similar
to the White and Colored waiting room exclusiveness.
The depot bus serving as a passenger hack conveying passengers
to and from the depot was a resplendent solid-tired vehicle moving on wheels of smaller diameter than two-horse wagons. The
body of the bus was mounted sufficiently for the driver to utilize
the maximum turning capacity of the fifth wheel, capable of turning
on a dime. The cab was enclosed with roof, window panes, and
rear door leading down two steps for cenvenience of entry. The
driver was aperch a seat to the front provided with a peephole window to permit instructions for destination, explanation, or dialogue.
Two elongated cushioned seats with center aisle, lighted by an ornamental kerosene lamp comprised interior furnishings. The price
was right: 25 cents per passenger. Operational limits were confined
to the town for it would have been impossibe to navigate country
roads with the cumbersome lorry. Hopping the bus was an accepted
pastime for youths for the walking back was small price to pay for
the privilege of a free ride swinging on the handholds flanking the
steps. The driver, Oscar Holland Sr., never objected to the youthful
capers. Mr. Holland also operated a livery stable at the site of the
Tucker Building on Maple Street, but a bit later than the previously
mentioned livery stables. Lee Fields also operated the depot bus
at an earlier date.
To Be gentileIQ'
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Contemporary Religious Thought

Pastor's Potpourri
By Dr. Bill Whittaker, Pastor
First Baptist Church
With the arrival of Spring comes the
meaningful ritual of commencement
exercises in our schools. Anxious
graduates ponder the future. Nobel
Prize scientist George Wald (cited for
chemical nature
his exploration or
of pigments in the retina of the eye)
offered a suggestion to his students
when he retired from Harvard. He
encouraged them "to lead a full life, to
be completely used, find an unattainable objective that you will never
be able to put behind you, because the
finding is never as good as the

seeking."
Maturity in Thethi-istiin We is such

I

The Story Of
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among themselves, or through the wise
counsel sought by them and obtained
from other members of the church,
they took their fellow-members into the
civil courts for the purpose of acquiring
a settlement of their differences.
Paul was shocked and astonished that
they were conducting themselves in
such a manner that they, the members
of the church, were incapable of
determining what was right, or unwilling to do it. Knowing that the
Corinthians gloried in their wisdom,
Paul shamed them for their failure to
arbitrate minor differences impartially, for their poor judgment in
airing their differences in public, for
their taking their grievances before
unbelievers in search of a settlement,
for their demonstration of their lack of
Christian love, and for their determination to have their own way rather
than suffer a personal loss or injury for
the sake of harmony in the church and
the advancement of the cause of Christ.
Paul made it clear that Christian
brethren should settle any disputes that
may arise between them in a brotherly
spirit. appealing for the wise counsel
and assistance of impartial brethren in
the church, if needed, without plunging
into litigation in the courts where the
unsaved will determine the outcome.
Litigation in courts between professing
Christians affords non Christians a
splendid opportunity to ridicule
Christianity.

i
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an objective and will make any career
happier. With Paul we have not "apprehended, but this one thing I do,
forgetting those things which are
behind, and reaching forth unto those
things which are before, I press toward
the prize of the high calling of God in
Christ Jesus." Philippians 3:13-14.
A song in the musical, "My Fair
Lady," could be the theme song of some
Christians who have accomodated
themselves to the world - "I've Grown
Accustomed To Your Face." How easy
it is to become accustomed to things
which are wrong in a church or community. Evil is something to be upset
about. He who knew no sin became

angry with sin and cleansed the house
of worship. Ecclesiastes 3:7 declares
there is "a time to keep silent, and a
time to speak." Silence can be golden or
yellow. Silence in the face of wrong is
yellow - a cowardly submission to everencroaching evil.
The manufacture of imitations is a
major industry. Everything is
available from imitation meat to
diamonds with such brilliance they
could fool everyone except my wife who
knows I can't afford a real one that
size! People imitate people. Models for
living are needed. The highest standard
is found in Ephesians 5:1, "Therefore
_ be imitators of.God." The standard of
excellence is to live the life of God.
Ever hear someone say, "I'm as good
as he is!" The standard is God, not
another Christian.
The rising divorce rate could be
altered if marriage partners had the
attitude expressed in David Hubbard's
prayer, found in the book, Is The
Family Here To Stay? "Lord of our
hearts and homes, we need your help.
Many of us wives and husbands have
found that marriage is a rocky road. If
we knew more about your love we
would be better able to find our way
through the rough places and around
the turns. Teach us why marriage is
important to you so that we will know
why it should be important to us.

'MARTIN
Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems — fast. If
you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
Heartline, 114 East Dayton Street, West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
include a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed in this column.
HEARTI1NE: I understand that
there are pharmaceutical companies
that do business by mail. I am told that
these companies are reliable, inexpensive, have fast delivery and sell the
same brand name or generic equivalent
medicines, vitamins and health aids as
do many pharmacies. Do you know of
any of these pharmaceutical companies? — Y. T.
Yes, these pharmaceutical companies are licensed by state and federal
government, and you do not have to pay
until you have received your order and
are satisfied. Your medicine is always
mailed the same day the company
receives your order, usually postage
paid.
There is definitely savings, especially
for Heartline readers who must buy
large amounts or many kinds of
medicines.
Heartline does not profit in any way
from sales from any of these pharmaceutical companies and receives no
commissions of any kind.
For free information, write to
Heartline Pharmaceutical Plan, 114
East Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
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HEARTLINE: If I move to another
state, will it effect the amount of my
Social Security, or could I lose it? —
G.A.
Social Security is a federal program.
It is the same nationwide, in every
state. Moving from one state to another
will not affect your Social Security
benefits. Supplemental Security Income (SSI)could be effected by moving
from one state to another. If you have
SSI and are considering moving, you
should check with your local Social
Security office to see what effect your
move will have on your SSI. Also, if you
do decide to move, be sure and notify
Social Security about your change of
address, preferably 60 days in advance
of your move.
HEARTLINE: I was going through
my lock box recently and found an old
Social Security check representing my
March 1977 benefits, and a Medicare
claim check for about the same period.
The checks had been put there by my
daughter while I was in the hospital and
forgotten about. Since it is almost two
years old, can I still cash it? Is it still
good—F.P.
Yes. They are good, and you can cash
or deposit them. There is no time limit
to how long you can keep a Social
Security or Medicare claim check
before cashing them. However, it is a
good idea to cash or deposit them as
soon as possible after receiving them so
that you will not run the risk of permanently misplacing them.
Heartline's Guide to Social Security
is the source of many of our answers of
this and more complex nature. All
information contained in our guide to
easy to understand and many have
examples of how certain rulings work.
To order, send $2.00 to Heartline's
Guide to Social Security, P. 0. Box
11934, Chicago, Ill. 60611. Please allow
six weeks for delivery.
HEARTIINF,. I have several friends
who say that they have heard that the
full retirement age for Social Security
will soon be changed from age 65 to age
62, and that a person can get unreduced
benefits at age 62. Is this true or just a
rumor? - B. M.
To our knowledge, what you have
heard must be classified at this time as
simply a rumor. We are very sure that
this will not be changed this year. Only
Congress can chance this law and it is
will not. itt
rntr opinion that
least not this year.

"It's not so much advise that we want
- we're swamped with that. But it's the
power to be to each other what the other
needs. We believe Christ is our answer.
Now help our unbelief. In his strong
name, we Prey."
The National Center on Child Abuse
and Neglect states between 100,000 and
200,000 children are regularly
physically assaulted. Nearly as many
are sexually molested. Every year 2,000
children die of abuse or neglect. The
Christian duty of parents is not completed when the parent provides
adequate environment, health, education, food, basic essentials, or even
physical love. The scripture gives the
remaining part, "bring them up—in
nurture and admonition of the Lord."
Many are guilty of child abuse in this
category.
Letter To The Editor

Special Session
Dear Editor:
The 1979 Special Session of the
Legislature was a milestone in Kentucky political history. The Legislature
was without warning called into Special
Session. Nevertheless, members of the
General Assembly formulated and
enacted meaningful tax relief for the
citizens of Kentucky. The achievements
of this session demonstrate that the
General Assembly can, given the
chance, be an equal branch of government, and is not completely dependent
upon the Governor or the Lt. Governor
for direction and leadership. I feel
certain that succeeding General
Assembly's will build upon the experience of this session. In addition, the
Caucus method of formulating
legislation by consensus was a very
effective policy making technique. That
method provided important leadership
with valuable guidance in implementing policy decisions.
A second milestone was the enactment of House Bill 44, the bill which
limits the amount of increase in
property taxes. Of course, various
nuances of that measure have been
discussed repeatedly, and the passage
of that measure was a hallmark in the
belt tightning process Kentuckians so
overwhelmingly desire and demand.
Legislators left Frankfort with an
austere attitude toward government
spending. That attitude should signal
substantial changes in the operation of
state and local governments. Each
level of government must prepare for
diminishing budgetary increases.
Program services will be going through
very intensive and critical evaluations,
with the delivery of services being
analyzed in terms of money spent. Rest
assured that efficiency is going to be
the future by-word for government. All
facits of government will be required to
start a rethinking process in order to
comply with the mandates of the People
and of the Kentucky General Assembly
in formulating future budgets.
Very Truly Yours,
Bobby H. Richardson
Glasgow, Ky.
Bible Thought
...Thou art my beloved son, in
whom I am well pleased. Mark
1 : 1 1.

God was pleased with Jesus
His Son because He was
obedient. We can please God
the same way.

Funny,
Funny World
A barber shop in the United Nations'
building in NY has this sign: HAIRCUTS IN ENGLISH, GERMAN,
FRENCH,SPANLSH,J A PANFSE...OR
—
SILENCE.

Looking Back

10 Years Ago
Two Calloway County High School
students, Betsy Riley and Max Qeaver,
accompanied by their debate coach,
Larry Dunn, received top honors
yesterday in the Regional Debate
Festival held at Murray State
University.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Edna
Swift, 96, and Mrs. Walker R. Littleton,
95.
Vickie Ellis Shell, representing the
Murray Business and Professional
Women's Club, was named 83 District
winner in the "Young Career Woman of
the Year" contest held yesterday by the
district B&PW meeting at Paducah
She will represent the district at the
state convention May 16, 17, and 18 at
I.exington.
Miss Yvette Watson, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Dwight I... Watson, was
married to Billy be Pyle, son of Mr
and Mrs. Raymond Pyle of.Clinton, on
March 7 at the Spring Creek Baptist
Church.
Tilghman beat Ballard Memorial to
become champions of the First
Regional High School Basketball
Tournament played at the Murray
State University Sports arena.
Two registered Holsteins in the herd
of W. D. McCuiston, Murray, have been
officially classified "excellent,"
highest designation attainable in the
type classification program of the
,Holstein-Friedian Association of
America.
20 Years Ago
The Smithsonian Institute in
Washington, D. C., disclosed that it has
acquired some of the batch of stars
which fell on Kentucky on Sept. 20, 1950.
Hugh Howard picked up about 16
pounds of fragments of the metoer in
Calloway County which were received
by the Smithsonian.
Mr. and Mrs. Otis Harrison, 1208
West Main Street, Murray, will
celebrate their 60th wedding anniversary on March 20.
Thomas C. Scruggs, James L.
Harnioti, and William G. Paschall dr— the Hazel Woodmen of the World Camp will be delegates to the Kentucky WOW
convention at Louisville March n-24.
Charter members of the Murray
Branch of the American Association of
University Women were honored at a
meeting held by the chapter at the
Murray Woman's Club House. They
include Lillian Hollowell Adams,
Beatrice Frye, Cleo Gillis Hester, Floy
Robbins, Roberta Whitnah, Ruth
Sexton, Mattie Trouadale, and Gladys
Scott.
The Murray Knights, coached by Bill
Nall, ended the basketball season with
a perfect record in the Atomic Valley
Independent Basketball League.
30 Years Ago
Betty Lou Hill and Jacqueline
Sharborough of Murray are two of the
12 freshman girls at Murray State
College who have qualified for membership in Delta Lambda Alpha,
women's honorary fraternity, according to Dr. Ella Weihing, chapter
sponsor.
Deaths reported include Brent (Uncle
Bud) Todd, 73.
The Paris District Youth Rally will be
held March 20 at the First Methodist
Church, Murray, with the Rev. Hoover
Rupert, Nashville, Tenn., as principal
speaker.
Lewis Byerly of New Concord was
honored at a surprise dinner on his 70th
birthday on March 13.
Mr. and Mrs. Quinton Simonsen are
now managing the Bethany Children's
Home, Waupaca, Wisconsin. A special
feature story and picture is published
today.. Simonsen is a former news
editor of The Ledger & Times.
Showing at the Varsity is "Larceny"
starring Joan Caulifield and John
Payne.
Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Friday, March 16th, the 75th
day of 1979. There are 290 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1534. England severed
all relations with the Roman Catholic
Papacy.
On this date:
In 1521, Portuguese navigator Ferdinand Magellan reached the Philipppines, where he was killed by natives
the following month.
In 1676, Indians destroyed the Rhode
Island settlements of Warwick and
Providence.
In 1802, Congress authorized the
establishment of the U. S. Military'
Academy at West Point, New York.
Ten years ago: A Venezuelan airliner
crashed on a takeoff from Maracaibo,
killing 155 persons. It was, at that time,
the worst civilian air disaster in
history.
Five years ago: Part of an infantry
regiment rebelled in I.isbon as unrest
spread within Portugal's armed forces.
One year ago: Former Prime
Minister Aldo Moro was kidnaped in
Rome by left-wing guerrillas who killed
his five bodyguards ins street ambush.
Today's birthdays' Former first lady
Pat Nixon is 67 years old. Comedian
Jerry Lewis is 53.
Thought for today: Beauty can pierce
one like a pain — novelist Thomas
Mann, 1875-1955.
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11:011pm

/111•111011,
Sunday School
Meriting Wand,

NMI Ain.
11:10am.

RAS OINKS
0001W
Bible Study
A M Worship
P M Worship
Mid-Week

10 00
10 50
600
710

COLDWATER
10 50 a m
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
II 00 p m
EIMER CHINKS
0101W
10 00 a m.
Sunday School
Morning Worship
10 50 a m
Evening Worship 7 00 p.m (Sunday &
Wednesdays
ALMO
Bible Study
10 Nam
Morning Worship
II Main
Evening Worship
6 00 p.m

MARANATIA CIERSTIAN RELLOWEINP
11.15tii St
Services
7 30 p in.
Monday & Thursday
Stuart Smell, Pastor

Methodist

Pentecostal
AMID 11111411119
doming Sonia)
Evening Worship

11111.t.m.
731p.m.
011110, 00W CONICOND
&May School
111:011iLis.
Worship Services 11 N•Ani, COIp.is.
CALVARY TURPS"
gawky School
111:011am.
Worship Services 11:SI•is.,7:21pm.
MKT AMINE
Of GOD
Similay School
11 -10am.
Mertancytair4
Iorehip
70p.m.
Suny
da
7.10 p.m.
Thurs. Nit.
0111/19, 1)0 MAN AVL
10:011am.
Sunday School
7.10p.m
Evening Worship
DEWARD. ClIAPIL
10:00a.m.
lianday School
11.00a.m.
Worship Service
700 p.m.
Evening Worship
WEST MINTED
Sends y WorsNp 1000•.m & 7.10 p.m.
700p.m.
Tees. It Thurs.

SAUL UNITED METHODIST
10:00a.m
Worship
11:00a.m.
Sunday School
MASON'S ClIAPEL UNITED
Worship
11 .00 am
Sunday School
10-00a.m
PALESTINE UNWED
10:00 am.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Worship
MARIEWS 01APIR OEM
Worship Service
10.30a.m.
Sunday School
eed11110
rnes
er
Wane"
ILO a
*NW Khan

aumemmaa NIRO10.00a.m_

guaday Schad
derning Wane*

ii:osa_m.

nes

753-5742

MET SONO
•
io:*
faidayielled
11:06a.cn
ShneleglAwskip
DelIMATM WITS
Weenhip Service 11. SO SAT . LIT & SIM
., 1010 a.m. 3rd k 4th, Sunday
0:00 a.m. lst & End Sunday,11:10
a.m. Ird & 4th Sunday

Hazel, Ky.

"km* Teri Since 1817"

Blue Grass - Nardwaro
Case & look Knives
753-1S43

214 Alain 56.

minic

ENSUES CHAPEL NEM
111:00am.
Sunday School
11:00am.
Morning Worship
LYNN GROVE
9:45a.m
Worship Service
10:45a.m
Church School
GOMIS METHODIST
10:00 a.m
Church School
11.00 am
Worship Service
6 30 p.m
Evening Services; Worship

Supporting

IMMANUEL LOWELL*
10- 15 a.m
Sunday School
11 30 a.m
Church Service
EVER* DAT ADVENTIST
Sat BF Nla m.
Sabbath School
Sat 9. 15a.m
Worship Service

PRINTING
Winchester

Firms

102 N. 4th

753-5397

Murray Warehouse"Corp., Inc.
GRAIN DIVISION
Highest Cash Prices for Corn,
Wheat & Soybeans
Nerisoirs This, M.E. W Ovslosol, Sept
Pismo 753-0270

*AtIgnatAZWIC
of Murray
Sunday Buffets - lit. 2

MT. *EKON
Worship Service 10 00 a m lot Sunday &
11.00 am. 3rd Sunday. Sunday School
11_00 a.m. lit Sunday ---: 10 10 am. 2nd,
3rd,& 445 Sunday
PT. CARMEL
Worship Sennce 10 00 a m 2nd Sunday;
1100 a.m. 4th Sunday, Sunday School
10:00 a.m lit. 3rd. & 4th Sunday. 11:00
am 2nd Sunday
WAYNE'S CHAPEL
ANE
10 45 a m
Morning Services

Storey's
Food Giant

West Kentucky Rural Electric
Co-Operative Corp.
Phone 753-5012

S•rvic•s

IRen t Chou e
The HUNIIIeS,
or Fine Printing'

DEXEN-HA104N UNITES
10.00a m
Sunday School
11 00a m .6 00pm
woo-stop

SOWN PUASANT GROVE
Sunday School
11:40a.m.
Morning Wont*,
10.46 a.m.
Evening
7 00 PM.
$TOINY'S CNAPE. UNITED
10 00 a in
Sunday School
Morning Worship
II 00am

104 N. 5th ST

MURRAY,

wy.641 South

753-5906

Gallimore's Restaurant
Specializing in Catfish Dinners
We Cater To Parties

Hazel, Ky.

meal

ST. 1001111 EPISCOPAL
9.45a.m
Worship Hots
11 .40 s.m
Church School

FREE
DELIVER

"The Pre.scription
753-8302

COWS CANNONS.
10:1111•.m
Worship Service

UTNE UNITED
Morning Worship
9 30 a m
Sunday School
10 30 a.m
1st 3rd Sunday Night
6 00 o.m
1111001301Mit UNITED
Sunday School
10 00 *.m
Morning Worship
II 00 a m
2nd & 41th Sunday Night
7 00 p m

p

cj464.44al, 9osc..

DISCOUNT

TUAPU MU INKED
111:06a.m
Morningijrznhn
oi p
11:10a.m
Sunday
MKT 111111101107
1:45& 10:50am

492-8758

Beale Hardware

=
Worship

the
dar

Miller Funeral Home

MEDICARE ."'"

4924785

Compliments of

Pagliai's Pizza
753-2975

510 Main St.

Compliments of

Calloway Monument Works
Everlasting New:fiats
1707 W. Main

753-1962

Fitts Block & Ready Mix Co.
Building Blocks

Bel-Air Shopping Center

Ready Nis

Concrete

753-3540

East Main Street

Ward-Elkins

God Is Love

RCA VICTOR-FRIGIDAIRE-MAYTAG
403 Maple

Love is Love's Reward

Phone 753-1713

West Ky. Rural Telephone

641 Super Shell

Murray Electric System

Glow B. Sears, Gen. Meneger

Free Pickup & Delivery

401 Olive - 753-5312

SuisinIvevea. Caloway, larerball, Corlisi• Cowin*, a11y and
Newry C... Tows.

Opera• )0• in Close 11:00 p.n.
Sow/4w Open IAD sae. • Clove 10:00 p.eii
Smith I Mb • Phase 753.0131

753-4351 or 247-4350

Paschall Truck Lines
7534117

Rt.4
Murray, Ky.

Rutledge Funeral Nome
"Serving Murray for 25 Years'''
ten MIK

Pete and Anthony Rutlege
7S1-3462 or 7534006

"FIREPLACE
S H 0-4 -Pf
falyrripic Playa

we

bah
Gle
Thi
aga
all
thel

753-9313

Compliments of

15%

Nic

lea(
pia:
teal

seafood
Nazarene

It

sue

Jac

Captain D's

10:10am
6:10 p.m,

WNW STREET
Marring Worship
Evadieg Worship

Hog

Dal

1 1 1 N. 12th

COMPLIMENTS

12th St Chestnut. 759-4646

753-3404

bea

CWilia.n. Nraanapamers Femora Sysdscate
P0 Box 8001
charloitetrIlle, V. 221106

Phone 75341111

•Pirza•Pasta'Sandwiches

oft
Etta
smc
got
A
but
Car

win
MANUFACTURERS OF
SAFETY GLOVES
AND APPAREL

This Page Made Possible
ly These

Pizza Hut

753-6450

Can Boaz - Owner

Railroad Ave.

SENORAS'S WITNISS8
Watchtower
10 • 10 am.
Bade Lecture
9-30•.m.

KNOWLEDGE

and
Yea
han
nut
pus
do i
hop

Lynn Grove Rd.

-Go To Church Sunday'

Randy Thornton Service Co.

66

Complimentsof
TAYLORED CO.

CHRISTIAN SOCKS
SERVICES
Farmer Ave and 17th St , Murray. Ky
Sunda 11.00 a m Testimony meeting
second Wednesday Op m

Tubers Body
Shop, Inc.

Ma/

Farmer's Grain &
Seed Company

753-7781

NEW PROVIDENCE
1100a.m.
Morrung Worship
6.30p.m.
Evening worship
1100101111
10:36a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship

bite

iron

Building Supplies Inc.

When this question is asked, it is
often accompanied by guilt, for it
reminds us of opportunities missed, of
goals not met or of commitments not
Along with the guilt there should
be a new resolve--to do things today.
These may be small Ihhish-words of
sescourapment to a dill.. of love to a
spouse, of concern to an aged parent
Do these things when you think of
them, then perhaps the next time
this question is asked, it won't
be so painful.

Church of Christ

gan
U.S
Bor

PHILIIPS

500 S.4th

Compliments of

And Equipment

tifainMess-M•ther.

Rickman &
Norsworthy

IP74:

dorm's Most Compiete Deportniont Store

D&W Auto Supply

- ..e- -=-

MUIR SERV KI

we

annai or sews

Murray Memorial Gardens

--7.
-

5 Points
7531571

reS-E

MTh PUSS

J.W. W1LHAM- MGR.
Ski Coat and Pontoon toot Rental *
Ph. 474-2245
Ky. Lake State Pork

Kentlickw Tried Plata

Night

75343111

Ihnly lavatl-Oarriar All
_
-=

ELM GROVE BAPTIST
11 q:10 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:15 p.m.
Evening Worship
SALEM BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11:10a.m.
7.15 p.m.
Evening Worship
SUGAR CRIER
Morrung Worship
11 00 mm.
7 15 p.m.
Evening Worship

Kenlake Marina

ME:FERAY

Thursday

Hwy.641, Alma, Ky.

imps
1:inpas.

LEDINTEVIassnosu.it BAPTIST
10 00 a:m
Sunday School
llOOam&600pm
Preaching
7.00 p.m
Wednesday night

42
(.7*

Murray Auto Auction

werStIMISIMMIli
Morning
Evening Worship
TIOP.111:

FArno BAPTIST
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

.17AfIC

'It's Finger

CZherecDiclthe
(Gimego?

11:1110.116.

LONE DAN PREIMVS
Lit Smiley
ttiop.m.
3rd Sunday
10-30 a.m_
INILTOP BAPTIST
heyday School
le:00
Worship Service
11.00 a.m.
Evening Service
6.00 pan.
COLDWATER
--Morning Services
11:111110.m.
EveningServices
6:110

DeVanti's Steak
88 Pizza House
wirz

FEST KIM
likersing Wonhip
113ermIng Worship

753-7111

Carl Howard

mint

753-2411

Latin,

"We %rola Them AN - Large or Smell"
$06 Codwater Rd.

KIRKS INIONI
Worship Service
11:40a.m.
4:11p.m.
evening Worship
IMMANUEL MUMMER,
Nforeing Worthip
11:11110.M.
11:14/0.
!waft Worship

Mornng Worship
Evening Worship

Boyd's Auto Repair

Teta Complete Tire Service Center
Max Keel

Snobs

Shop For The
Entire family

Keel Purchase Tire

IN YOUR FUTURE

Baptist

WM NM
laraldp
,1
1
1
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imam

Acres of
Free Parlung

AN INVESTMENT

Murray, Ky

753-4150
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Gone Fishing

Bird's Show Gives i
Indiana State Win;
Louisville Ousted

Two-Time U.S. Open Winner
Says Relaxation Key To Golf
MIAMI — When your golf an outdoorsmiui. That's the
game goes sour,says two-time way he relaxes. .
U.S. Open champion Julius
"Golf is a very demanding,
Boros, there's no need to try to taxing game. You can't afford
bite the blade off your three- to let it tie you into knots. The
iron or drown yourself in
martinis — just go fishing.
"Golf is a game of action
and reaction," adds the 59year-old shotmaster, one of a
handful to earn more than $1
million on the tour. "You can't
push it. The only thing you can
do is keep swinging away and
hope the results are good."
Borus is one of the legends
of the game — "Mr. Slow and
Easy," so imperturbable, so
smooth that you expect him to
go to sleep on his backswing.
Will Grimsley
A New Englander by birth
but now a Floridian via North
Carolina, he broke a Ben
Hogan victory string in 1952 by trouble with a lot of guys is
winning the U.S. Open in that they win a tournament,
Dallas.
write a book and spend the
It was 11 years later that he rest of their life wondering
succeeded a young Jack where their swing went."
Nicklaus as champion by
For Boros, fishing has been
beating Arnold Palmer and more than an avocation. As
Jacky Cupit in a playoff. his golfing endeavors slowed,
Twice he was the tour's he turned his skills with the
leading money winner and he rod and reel into a highly
played on four U.S. Ryder Cup lucrative second profession.
teams.
In 1970, he was chosen as
The always relaxed veteran host of a Sunday television
never grows old. Last series,"Outdoors." Originally
weekend he finished 4 shots it was a simple format. Julius
better than Nicklaus in Jackie got a boat and went fishing
Gleason's Invarrary event. with some distinguished
This weekend he is teeing it up friends. At the end of the
again in the Doral Open — and expedition, the old pro would
all the kids are looking over get out on deck and give some
their shoulders.
golf tips.
He will play his round and
_Later producers enlarged
then rush out and fish until the concept to include a
dark.
variety of adventures in exotic
"Fishing has prolonged my foreign lands. In the past few
career," he said. "I am sure it years, Boros has battled 40has figured in the longevity of foot waves while surfing in
other players. Sam Snead is a Hawaii with ex-Green Bay
fisherman and a hunter. So is football star Paul Hornung;
Bill Casper. Nicklaus also is rafted down the Colorado
River, engaged in an auto race
rally over a frozen lake in
Stockholm and with baseball
Hall of Famer Bob Feller
raced sand yachts against
dune buggies in the CalifOrnia
desert.

r WE

BEND
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Mirrray Ledger 8r Times

&rime this first Raglan Toingaimat, eared 25 points to toad
NNW Yellu.kod, Arm
Nlayfiold past Morrison Comity hi first-round play if tho Boys'Stets Nigh School IlaskotbaN Tournament Tbui-sday 'harpoon. The Cardinals play Ashland liner tonight at 7:30.
Staff Photo

By BERT ROSENTHAL
AP Sports Writer
In a word, it was the Bird.
Larry Bird, Indiana State's high-flying AllAmerican, carried the soaring Sycamores
into the championship game of the NCAA
Midwest Regional tournament Thursday
night at Cincinnati.
Bird, college basketball's Player of the
Year, wowed a record Ohio crowd of 17,252 at
Riverfront Coliseum with his magnificent allaround skills, leading the unbeaten and
topranked Sycamores to their 31st victory of
the season, a 93-72 rout of No.16 Oklahoma.
"He is one heck of a player," marveled
Oklahoma Coach Dave Bliss. "You can't
judge him unless you play against him or see
him in person."
Bliss came, he saw and he was convinced.
The Birdman of Indiana State destroyed the
Sooners with a characteristic performance —
29 points, 15 rebounds and five assists.
The Sycamores will go for victory No.32
Saturday against fifth-ranked Arkansas in the
Midwest Regional championship game.
The Razorbacks beat 13th-rated Louisville
73-62 in the opening semifinal game of the
Midwest Regional at Cincinnati.
The West Regional semifinals also were
completed Thursday night as second-ranked
UCLA and No.6 DePaul advanced to Saturday's final at Provo, Utah.
UCLA used a devastating 58-point secondhalf in crushing No.12 San Francisco 99-81 and
DePaul defeated' No.10 Marquette 62-56.
Semifinal games will be played tonight in
the other two regionals.
In the East Regional at Greensboro, N.C.,
No.8 Syracuse, 26-3, faces No.14 Penn, 23-5,
and 17th-ranked St. John's, 20-10, meets 18thrated Rutgers, 23-8.
And in the Mideast Regional at
Indianapolis, it will be No.19 Toledo, 22-7,
against fourth-ranked Notre Dame, 5-5, and
seventh-rated Louisiana State, 23-5, vs. No.3
Michigan State, 23-6.
The regional winners will advance to the
national semifinals at Salt Lake City next
weekend.
"They (Indiana State) are a good
basketball team, but he (Bird) makes them a
very good basketball team," said Bliss after
watching helplessly as the omnipresent Bird
swooped all over and around the defenseless

Sooners.
Bird's six points keyed a 13-4 burst near the
end of the first half that put Indiana State in
command 45-37 at intermission.
Despite his impressive show, Bird underscored Indiana State's team approach.
"I just try to play a team game," he emphasized.
Carl Nicks added 20 points for Indiana
State, while Ray Whitley topped Oklahoma.
21-10, with 24 points.
All-American Sidney Moncrief guided
Arkansas to its 14th consecutive victory and
25th triumph in 5 games this season. Moecrief collected 27 points, including seven when
the Razorbacks broke open the game with an
11-2 burst in a three-minute span of the second
half for a 66-58 lead.
Just prior to that surge, the onrushing
Cardinals appeared to have the momentuig.
They had overcome a 51-34 deficit and forged
ahead 56-55.
"Those six or seven minutes in the second
half seemed like an eternity to me," said 6
relieved Arkansas Coach Eddie Sutton. "All
of a sudden they got momentum and played
like champions."
But then Moncrief and his teammates
regained their poise, and it was they wit)
played like champions — and ma&
Louisville, 24-8, "exchampions."
US. Reed added 18 points for Arkansai
while freshman center Scooter McCray wag
high for Louisville with 14.
Guards Ray Hamilton and Brad Holland
triggered UCLA's high-scoring second hl
saa
that carried the racehorse Bruins past
Francisco.
UCLA trailed 51-45 before outscoring., thg
Dons 15-1 and surging comfortably in fro& 60i
52. Hamilton finished with a career-high 34
points and Holland scored 22. All-Amerioad
David Greenwood added 19 points for th4
determined Bruins, 26-4, who are trying
win their first NCAA title since legenda
Coach John Wooden retired after the 1974season.
Gary Cunningham, UCLA's current coacl
said the second half "was probably our best
the season. Our defense was excellen
especially in the second half."
All-American Bill Cartwright's 34 polril
paced San Francisco, 5-7.

Mayfield Rallies In State Play

(most exhaust Matas, too)

'114.

Save
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pipe bonding
yOUIspecs.
TAILPIPES ...DUALS
EXHAUST PIPES
FORMING
EXPANDING
.0

Discount
Mufflers
from

10% t. 20%
Off

By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
LEXINGTON— Early leads
— even lopsided early leads —
seemed to be the kiss of death
for teams in the boys state
high school basketball tournament, until Fort Thomas
Highlands and Christian
County managed to beat the
jinx.
"It seems to be the trend to
have the upper hand and
lose," lamented Harrison
County Coach Virgil Jenkins.
His Thorobreds led Mayfield
39-34 at halftime and 49-45
after three quarters, but were
eliminated 61-59 in a firstround game Thursday.
Earlier in the day, Owensboro saw an eight-point thirdquarter lead wilt under a 20-6
Ashland surge that carried the
Tomcats to a 54-51 victory.

Only top-ranked Lexington
Lafayette managed to build a
big lead and hold it in Wednesday's action. Hazard,
Louisville DeSales and Clay
County all were eliminated by
late rallies.
But Highlands broke the
trend in Thursday's third
game and outlasted Louisville
Westport 68-62. Christian
County, considered the
strongest challenger to
Lafayette, raced to a 42-21
halftime lead and routed
Virgie 87-70.
Highlands, powered by the
deft baseline shooting of 6foot-9 center Bob Muntis,
jumped to a 32-15 secondquarter lead over Westport
and Coach Ken Shields felt
compelled to keep his players'
feet on firm ground.
"I told them five teams had

0.[Aunt

Parts
*Fm
Inspection'

What's Up
Saturday

Arrlig

BARRETT'S
SERVICE CBITER
639 S. 4th St.
,Phone 753-9868

BASEBALL — Murray State (1-0) vs Chicago
Circle, 1 p.m., Reagan Field.
TRACK — Murray State men vs Southeast
Missouri, Western Illinois; Roy Stewart Stadium.

Sunday
BASEBALL — Murray State vs Chicago Circle,3 p.m.

ATTENTION
FARMERS!!
Colonial is in need of owner/operator or operation with drivers, due
to increase in business and additional authority.
From Murray, Ky. and West Tenn. We are now operating drive in as
well as refrigerated vans.
If you have a late model,3 axle diesel,sleeper cab tractor and have a
driver at least 25 years of age with a minimum of 2 years over the road
experience and a good background, then do yourself a favor and contact Carl McBride(901)784-4951 at Humbolt,Th.

the lead and then went south,"
Shields said. "I don't like to go
to the four-corner because
look what it's done to other
teams."
Still, the Bluebirds found
themselves tied 56-56 with 3:37
to go and Shields said, "We
played like a bunch of numbskulls."
But Dan Sullivan found a hot
hand at the line when it
counted, sinking eight straight
free throws to stave off the
Warhawks.
Munits led all scorers with
31 points, offsetting a 29-point
performance by Westport's
Steve Ware. Sullivan added 16
points and Jeff Fischer 15 for
Highlands. John Edmonds had
15 and Steve Baker 10 for
Westport.
"1 didn't think the big man
( Munits) could shoot as well
as he did," said Westport
Coach Chuck Nalevanko."We
didn't deny him position like
we did to other big men in the
regional."
With Charles Nance scoring
26 points, Jeff Davie 20 and
Ken Hart 16, the nightcap was
no contest. Virgie was forced
out of its offense and never
was in the game, despite 25
points from Stonie Newsome
and 18from Greg Newsome.
"Basically, I thought we
won on our outside shooting,"
said Coach Lyle Dunbar,
whose Colonels hit 51 percent
from the field. "Nance didn't
play well until after Christmas. This was one of his better
games.
"Davie had a good tournament last year and I knew
he would play well this year.
This group has been together
since the seventh grade.
"We weren't worried about
the score. We wanted to give

our players some rest. I was
surprised we were able to."
Ashland's Jeff Tipton came
off the bench to score a
teamhtgh 15 points as the
Tomcats battled from behind
to clip the Red Devils.
"'This is Tipton's first year
of playing," said Ashland
Coach Paul Patterson. "It's
nice to have a guy like him on
the bench and tell him to sic
'em. He's come a long way
and he's going to improve
more.
"I felt we had a good attitude coming in and we
weren't intimidated. When we
got eight points behind, I
didn't want them to get
down," Patterson said. "We
don't play a lot of people with
the talent of Owensboro. I
think we can play better. We
had some mental lapses."
Owensboro's Dwight Higgs
led all scorers with 17 points,
but no other Red Devil hit
double figures. Doug Smith
added 14 points for Ashland
and Greg McCauley had 10.
Mayfield's David Clymer
sank two free throws in the
final 30 seconds as the Cardinals upset Harrison County.
second-half
Mayfield's
defense enabled the Cardinals
to claw back.
Bubby- Gross, Harrison
County's excellent center, was
held scoreless in the third
quarter and Mayfield center
David Youngblood survived
four personal fouls.
"I thought we did a great job
on Gross," said Mayfield
Coach Roger Fields."We took
gamble on leaving
a
Youngblood in during the
fourth quarter with four fouls,
but look what he did. We
gambled and it paid off. If we
gamble against Ashland, we

might lose."
Youngblood led all scorers
with 25 points while George
Williams added 11 and Clymer
10.
Tony Talbott scored 17
points for Harrison County.
Gregg Williams added 14 and
Gross 10.
Pulaski County and Warren
East square off in today's first
quarterfinal game. Caverna
takes on Lafayette in the
second afternoon game.
Ashland and Mayfield kick
off the night session, followed
by Highlands vs. Christian
County.
Today's Games
Pulaski Co. vs Warren East,
1 p.m.
Caverna vs Lexington
Lafayette,2:45 p.m.
Ashland Blazer vs Mayfield,
7:30 p.m.
Highlands vs Christian Co.,
9:15 p.m.

on taxes:'
We are income tax specialists. We ask the
right questions. We dig for every honest
deduction and credit because we want to
be sure you pay the smallest legitimate tax.
That's another reason why we should do
your taxes...whichever form you use short
or long.

Hea BLOCK
THF INCOME TAX PEOPLE

903 Arcadia Street, 753-9204
Office flours: 9-6 Mon.-Fri.,9-6 Sat.
No Appointments Necessary(Appts. Available)

Spring Sale
On
Retread $2095

TIRES

Hwy.
:
W.
(5
:
chang.

Mudd Grips $2P5

WiEnbeg:.

NEW TIRES I-Also On Sala
F7eet Servtce
AN Tires
Service On Any SiZit
Mounted Et 13elenced
Truck or Farm Equipment
S..Jim or Maar Keed

Tapie Grabs Dora!Open Lead
MIAMI -- Alan Tapir
oneputted 11 times on his wa
to a 6-under-par 66 thal
provided him with the first
round lead in the $250,000
floral Open.
Tapie's lead was one stroke

Henry W. Block

"We can
help save
you money

over Bill Kratzert, Rod Curl,
Gibby Gilbert, Jack Renner
and Mark NrcCumber, all in

Keel Purchase Tire
Your Complete Tire Service Center'

ass Coldwatir Rd.

with 67s. Renner had a share
of the top spot until he bogeyed
his final hole.
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Yankees Stop Braves For 1st Win

Sports At A Glance
•

NCAA Tourney Trail College Basketball

NCAA Boxes

ARKANSAS cm
4-4
046.
Hastings
34-5 WE Schell 24-4
104
Zahn 3
1 Reed 8 2-211 Meanie,7 13-1427 Brolm
S0-1 II, Crockett 2 4-04 Totals 2523-20 73
LOUISVILLE in i
WiliLIIMS 5 1-2 II,Smith11134 3, McCray 5
14 Branch 3 4-6 II. GSM 5 2-2 12
Turner 164 12 Berkman 111111 0,I a ves 0 0.
JS Totals 21 16-2.3 62
Halftune- Arkansas U. Louisville 36
',Fettled out-Schell, Branch. Griffith
"..1•Burkman Total fouls- Louisville 28
NArkaasas IS
INDIANA STATE EU)
Gilbert 6 0-3 12 Miley 3 0-0 6. Bird 11 74
Sp. Nil-111i 4-9 20, Reed 0 4-4 4, Heaton 3 3-3
. Staley 3 3-4 9. Nem-en I 2-34, Crowder 0
0,1 Curry 0 04 0, Tunver • 0-0 0,
chelly 0 045 Totals 35 23-34 S.
OKLAHOMA I no
Stotts 2 1-2 5. McCullough 14414. Baal 5
10. A Curry 5 1-2 11, Whitgay 9 54)4,
abine 0-2 4, Pace 2041. Dodd id 0.
ON 0, Calvert $0-I O. Totals 31 le' 17 73.
HaStime-Indiana State 45, Oklahoma
37 Failed out- Reed. McCullough. Beal
Total fouls--Oklahoina 27. Indiana State
16 Technical-Beat A-17252

2

State Tourney
OWENSBORO t S
' Higgs6 5-7 17, Drake 3 0-0 6. Grdeth 4 0-0
IL James 3 1-27. Thompson 3 0-0 6, Greer 0
2 1. Riley 3 046, leak 0 0-00 Totals 22 71 51
ASHLAND IS i
is
McCauley 5 0-1 10, Smith 5 4414, Anders
0-0 4 Cobb 3 1-2 7. Henderson 1 24 4.
ipton 4 7-7 15, WIttroy 004 0, Anderson 0
110 0 Totals 20 14-20 54
4, Halftune-Owensboro 25, Ashland 25
.
MAYFIELD (11)
, Williams 4 3-5 11, Boyd 2 0.0 4.
ungblood 11 3-6 25. Clymer 4 2-4 10.
le 1 1-2 3. Wyatt 3 0-0 6, Moss 1 0-0 2,
)Tirrott 0 0.0 0 Totals 26 9-17 61
HARRISON COUNTY I III
•.
, .% G Williams 5 44 14, levi 3 0-0 6. Gross 4
6-2 10, I. Williams 2 0-0 4. Talbott 7 3-3 17,
3
30-It.
0-1 6. Reed 0 0-0 0. Crawford 1 0-0 2
als
s 25 9-13 59
HIGHLANDS ill)
.
i,

1.
i
$

Regina Cbmigisaiip

_
SosileATIFaies
At(benebtr% NC.
Syracuse-Penn winner vs. Ridgerailt.
John's winner
Mideast
Sunday's Gases
At bidlesapoits, lad
Toledo-Notre Dame winner vs Louisiana YA -Michigan St, winner
Midwest
Saturday's Genies
Al Ciseleasti
Arkansas 31-4i vs Indians St 31-01
West
Saturday's Games
At Prove, Utak
DePaul 24-5) vs. UCLA 12541.
Mains& Snalfloals
Maivh 24
At Salt Lake City

L

t

Fischer 6 3-4 15, J Malone 00-2 2, Mantis
5-6 31, Sullivan 4 1-9 16, Vories 3 0-2 6.
Malone 0 0-0 O. Dees 00-0 0 Totals 26 16-

...'

rXI a

WESTPORT (112 o
Edmonds 7 1-2 15, Ware 11 1-3 29, Gibbs I
2. Turner 30-0 6. Baker 3 4-4 10, Moran 0
0, Jones 0 04 0 Totals 77 8-9 62
Halftime-Highlands 34, Westport 29
CHRISTIAN COUNTY 1111
Hart80-0 16. Nance 12 2-2 X, Young 10-0
Barnett 1 2-3 4, novae 9 2-2 20, Owen 20-I
Jordan 4 1-3 1 1, Morehead 0 0-0 0, Evans
84 2. Harris 0 0-0 0, Dooley 1 0-1 2.
aypray 0 0-0 0 Totals 38 9-12 17
V IRGIE I X)
f. S.Newsome 11 4-7 26. M May 3 0-0 6.
101cPeek 1 0-0 2. Kiser 2 44 IL (, Newsome 7
17, Bentley 00-00, Rowe 1 2-2 4. T.May 1
7, Spears 000 0, Hall 0 0-0 0. Johnson 0
0. R.May 0 0-0 0 Totals 26 18-Z5 70

i

TOL IthiAMENITi
NCAA Regional Semifinals
Midwest
Arkansas 73, LiNIVidis 31
Indiana St In, Oldahama 72
West
DePaul 12, Marquette 54
UCI A 31, San Francisco II
Nadimal hatriatilm
Third Rand
Alabama 73, Texas Mehl IS
Perdue a,cid otaliark 20
SALA Nallemil
Quarterfinals
Drury U. Briar Ckff 84
Henderson St., Ark 70, Quincy 69
Midwestern St., Tea 77 Marymount
76, DT
SW Team X 77, Cameron 73
Nalimail Christi= College Athletic
Asserted=
First Illamed
In IS,!NM 12
Tenn, Towle11, E Nazarene 67

Regional seaulhasio
Last
Friday's GUMS
At Greensboro, MC
Syracuse ..26-2- vs Perm o 234,
20-10
Rutgers In-a) vs $3t John
Mideast
Friday's Games
At ladbregalls, hod
Toledo 122-7 1 vs. Eiotre Dame 2301
laimaiana St 126-5o vs Michigan
L 2241
111111doest
Thorsilsy's Games
At Clesiernit
Arkansas 73, lainala
Indiana $3t. 13, Makers 72
West
111earsday's Gana
At Prove, Utak
DePaui 62. Marquette Si
°CIA 99 Sais80
Racism

National Championship
Morn 20
At Salt take City

Transactions
BASEBA LL
Magma!League
CINCINNATI 152.15--Signed Manny
Sarmiento, pitcher. to a one-year
contract Named John 011ierding
publications editor
SAN FRANCISCO GIANTS-Traded
Jun Dwyer, outfielder, to the Boston
Red Sca for a player to be named later
FOOTBALL
Caudle'Football League
BRITISH COLUMBIA LIONSSigned Devon Ford. defensive back, to
a one-year contract.
SOCCER
North America.Soccer League
LANCE RS-Signed
FtOCHESTE R
Shop Messing. goalie, to a one-year
contract.
TORONTO BLIZZARD-Cut Warren
Archibald. midfielder, Carlos Greco.
Nick vangelopolous, Tony Guiveia.

Baseball
Exhibition Baseball Seems
Ilursde y's Games
Minnesota 12, St.Louis 1
Texas It. lee Angeles 4
Montreal 3, Pittsburgh 2
Boston 1, New York o NI 5
Detroit I, Philadelphia 0
Cincinnati 8, Chicago Al1
Kansas City 6, Tin-onto 1
Cleveland It Chicago o Ni 2
Milwaukee "A" 8, California 6
Yakut 8, Milwaukee "B" 4
San Francisco It, Oakland 6
Seattle 9, San Diego 8
New York 4, Atlanta 0
Friday's Games
Houston vs Montreal at Daytona
Beach, Fla
Baltimore vs Atlanta at West Palm
Beach. Fla
Los Angeles vs. New York NI at
St.Petersburg. Fla
St.Louis vs. New York Alat Fort
lauderdale, Fla.
Boston vs. Philadelphia at Clearwater, Fla.
Detroit vs. Pittsburgh at Bradenton,
'
w
Cincinnati vs. Minnesota at Orlando.
Toronto vs Chicago Al at Sarasota.
Fla.
Texas vs. Kansas City at Ft Myers,
Fla,
Seattle vs. Cleveland at Tucson. Ars
San Diego vs Milwaukee at Sun City.
Arts.
California vs. Clucago NI at Mesa.
Ara.
Oakland vs San Francisco at
Phoenix, Arts
Sotorday's Games
Montreal vs. Houston at Cocoa, Fla
Atlanta vs. Minnesota at Orlando.
Fla
New York (Ni vs. St. Louis at
St.Petersburg, Fla.
New York IA) vs Los Angeles at
Vero Beach. Eta

NLSSENSON
AP Sports Writer
Apparently there was
nothing wrong with the New
York Yankees that a little
By HERSCHEL

NBA Standings
inslere Caulerowee
Wasik Daytona
L
Pet,
W
BS
**ORSINI 45 23
Philadelphia
222
3
33 :
gg
34
New Jersey
33
New York
as
25 a
Boston
as
* 41
estral Mettles
San Antonio
Ne
42 27
Houston
las
a a .507
Atlanta
30 31
as
Cleveland
a 41
Detroit
.357
V 41
New 0141111011
3111
22 20
Weaken CAllietlete
Midwest Miles
gm
41 gs
Kansas Qty
Denver
53
35 33
443
Milwaukee
31 35
433
2635
Indiana
Chicago
.312
3 42
Poetic Malabo
Seattle
814
43 27
41 gs
Phoenix
los Angeles
set
49 29
se
San Diego
X 33
PortJand
in
33
a 39
443
Golden State
31
noonday's Games
Seattle 104. Cleveland 98
Detroit IS, New York LT
New Orleans 124, San Antonio 171
•

GB
le%
12%
111%
19%

controversy couldn't cure.
Things had been entirely too
peaceful in the spring training
camp

3%
3%
14
14%
21

of

baseball's

world

champions and the lethargic
Yankees

had

dropped

their

first seven exhibition games
opmajor league
against

3%
10
104s
14

buoyed

by

published

comments from ex-teanunate
Sparky

"garbage."

Association

Meanwhile, the interleague

position.
But

night and
nunor innings against the Texas
two
Pirates
for
blanked them 6-6 behind the leaguers and cash and then Rangers Sunday.
seven-hit pitching of. Ed acquired Jim Dwyer, also an
The Tigers didn't need
Figueroa, Dick Tidrow and outfielder-first beaeman,from Fidrych Thursday. They
Paul Mirabella.
the San Francisco Giantsfor a jumped on 40-year-old Jim
Actually, the players didn't player to be named later.
Kaat for five runs in the first
seem overly concerned about
inning and cruised to an 8-0
Lyle's tome, but owner
In other developments,
victory over the Philadelphia
George Steinbrenner reacted American League President Phillies behind the seven-hit
by calling his one-time relief Lee MacPhail was to meet pitching of Kip Young, Steve
ace -stupid" and classified today with the head of the Baker, Pat Underwood and
some of his charges as Major League Umpires John Hiller.
Braves Thursday

Lyle's

forthcoming

trading

deadline

passed

Boston

And

sent first

book "The Bronx Zoo," the

baseman-outfielder

Yankees turned on the Atlanta

Easter

to

the

Mike

Pittsburgh

the exhibition

games.

the Detroit Tigers an-

nounced

that

hiUl

look

134
of

pull
nes

effort to

kept the regular umps away
from

Sox

an

resolve the dispute that has

almost without fanfare. The
Red

in

Fl
An'
dyin

sore-armed

Mark Fidrych would pitch one

st.s4
Meanwhile,
timer,

another

39-year-old

oldCarl

Wil

three
runs with as many RBI singles
to lead the Red Sox over the
New York Mets 8-5.

Ma
dau

Yastrzemski, drove in

the:

no 1,

144

Ewi

5

they

12

"J
told

havi

mid

wou

NIT Tournament

Thu

Sanwa!lavhatios Tounsaiest Glaace
By The Associated Press
First Rolood
Mardi 7
Virginia 79, Northeast LOWalla 75
Clemson 66, Kentucky 67, OT
Old Dominion 13, Wagner 111
Ohio St. 10, St Joseph's, Pa., 08
Maryland 67, Rhode Island 00,3 OT
Nevada-Reno 82, Oregon St. 81
March
Purdue 97, Central Michigan 80
Dayton 105, Holy Crane 81
Indiana 72. Texas Tech 50
Alabama 90, St Bmavanture 89
Alcorn State 80, Mississippi State 78
Texas A&M 79, New Mexico
Serail Road
March 12
Alabama 91, Virginia 88
Indiana 73, Alcorn St. 69
•
Old Dotninlon 81, Glenn= 95,3 OT
Ohio St. 79. Maryland 72
Purdue it, Dayton 70
Texas A&M 67, Nevad54/020.1111
Third Rama
Thursday's Games
Purdue 67. Old D0171111101150
Alabama 72, Texas AMA 811

the

by t

hay,

pas
her

rest

dovd

deli
who

min

Gla

5:03

to b

ETANIC

1 vg!Iill.

Sentlftuak
Monday
At New York
Purdue vs Alabama
Indiana vs Ohio State
noels
Wednesday, /Warn 21
At New York
Championship and Third Mare

El
(AP

Hod

Alabama Recovers From Slow
'Start, Earns NIT Semifinal Berth
, By BERT ROSENTHAL .
.;
AP Sports Writer
,What,we worry?
,Not Alabama's basketball
team:The cold-shooting Crimson
'tide fell behind Texas A&M

the „only

representative

not

converted

two

fouls

shots,

from the Big Ten Conference

completing a four-point play,

The Boilermakers, behind the
30-point scoring of 7-foot-1

remaining in the tournament,

and

junior

will face 15th-ranked Purdue,

ahead.

semifinal

other

safely

and

Phillips

had

17

as

will

end

to Texas A&M's season.

match

'tournament

against Indiana, 20-12, in a

Woods, the Aggies' freshman

battle of unranked teams.

center who scored 22 points.

game Thursday night at the
Houston Summit. And

they

trailed 36-30 at halftime.
But were they worried?

State,

Ohio

tiecause we knew

we could

dome back," said

Alabama's

And come back they did.

Old

sad,"

said

Rudy

Carroll scored seven points
when Purdue ran off nine in a
row in the first half and went
ahead to stay 18-13.

ference,-

to

Dominion Coach Paul Webb.

Alabama's

continue

in

New

York

Monday night."

was

"Carroll

dif-

the

Old

conceded

"He was outstanding," said

It will continue for Purdue.

"We just kept on executing

Purdue Coach Lee Rose.

what we had been doing and
the shots started falling."
They started falling so well

Veer.

eliminating

to end tonight. It was supposed

Johnson,

that Alabama went ahead by

of

in

behind a lot this season," said

the

Player

way

Dominion,23-7.

"The season wasn't supposed

Reggie King, the Southeastern
Conference

"I'm

19-10,

scoring leader with 20 points.

No way.

Barry

"We've had to come from
Ken

:"We felt good at the half

Joe

Carroll, led virtually all the

28-6 in the first 12 minutes of
their National Invitation
quarter-final

center

Alabama put an unexpected

West Lafayette,Ind.
The

was

King finished with 18 points

26-7, a 67-58 winner over Old
Dominion Thursday night at

Alabama

Oklahoma St. Students File Suit

eight points in the second half.

By The Associated Press

But Texas A&M battled back

OKLAHOMA

CITY, Okla.

(AP) — An April 12 hearing

students

The

challenging
the

the

Basic

are

handling

of

Educational

: After their slow start, the

and tied the score 60-60 with

'Ide got rolling and beat the

less than four minutes to play.

date has been set in a federal

Opportunity Grant program at

Aggies 72-68, earning a berth

drilled in a
baseline jump shot and freshman Eddie Phillips made a

lawsuit

Oklahoma State. The school

in

at

semifinals

NIT

night's

Monday

New

York's

Madison Square Garden.
Unranked

Then

slam

Alabama, 21-10,

car:
Hatchback.
-mileage
gas 210

King

dunk

deliberately

and

was

fouled. Phillips

filed

Oklahoma
athletes
NCAA

by

State

University
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and

the

eight

OSU, the
Big

Eight
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monies
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GSPling ial
GSPec
A Single Hamburger

our

HalfPrice
For

bjgbøt lfl

rack-and-pinion
power
quality:
Datsun suspension, rear
by
-control
backedindependent
remote one of the
front,-wheel
economy
brakes,
up
Traction
steering, 4front disc windows and of any the,
•
interiors
quarter
on with
plushest standard. Alldrive
behind
car. All front-wheel
onlyDatsun mileagepour
don t
it. So money
your
down the
tank Buy
D31SUni
a

IIand under
Now at Wendy's, kids 12 & under can enjoy
our delicious Single Hamburger (it's a
quarter-pound of fresh beef) for HALF THE
REGULAR PRICE -- when dining with an
adult. So treat the kids, and stretch your
satin' out budget. . . NOW!
Dining room service only -- not available
at our drive-through window or on takeout orders

1111 Chestnut Street
Murray
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Rush-Hour Commuters
Ignore Dying Woman
need
They
Jim
first
60

Steve
and
oldCarl
three
es

the

FRANKUN, Tenn. (AP —
An old woman lay in the road
dying of a heart attack. Rushhour commuters slowed for a
look. No one stopped.
Bessie Glasco, 75, was short
,4 breath. Her son-in-law
pulled off to the side of Tennessee 96. Mrs. Glasco
staggered from the car.
The son-in-law, John
Willard, and his wife,
Magaline, Mrs. Glasco's
daughter, waved for help but
their frenzied flagging fazed
no one.
When Franklin policeman
Ewing Marberry Jr. arrived,
they were hysterical.
"A motorist stopped me and
told me there was a lady
having a heart attack in the
middle of the road but nobody
would stop," Mayberry said
Thursday night. She was in
the road when I got there — off
by the curb, but people had to
have seen her. Several cars
passed me when I was giving
her CPR (cattdio-pulmonary
resuscitation). They slowed
down and looked."
Mayberry said he could
detect no pulse on Mrs. Glasco
when he got to her. He spent 20
minutes trying to revive Mrs.
Glasco once he reached her at
5:03 p.m. Wednesday.She was
to be buried today.
"The highway was busy at

Sunday

the time because it was when
everybody was going in to
town and coming out from
work," Mayberry said.
At first. when I was
nearing the area,I thought the
report was a joke. Traffic was
like normal — busy. But once I
got near the car, I could see
her.
"%hers must have seen her,
too. Just was no one stopped.
They slowed down and looked
but no one stopped. People
acted like nothing was going
on."
Franklin Woodard, one of
Mrs. Glasco's sons, said his
mother had a history of heart
problems and was on her way
to a doctor in Nashville, just
north of Franklin.
The daughter and son-inlaw who were taking her to
Nashville were hysterical
when I got there," the officer
said. "They said they'd been
trying to flag somebody down
but they couldn't find
anybody. They said some
people went by but wouldn't
stop to help."
The Willards tried to
resuscitate the elderly
woman.
"I think she had been there
10 or 15 minutes before I got
there," Mayberry said. "I
think if somebody had gotten
to her sooner, she might have
had a chance."

Specials.
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ELIZABETHTOWN, Ky.
(AP) — A recent incident at
Hodgenville
Elementary
School, in which a sixth grade
boy reported threatened to go
gunning for a teacher — and
the administration's handling
of the situation — has caused
concern among parents and
teachers.
The incident last week involved three sixth-grade boys.
They allegedly brought two
pistols to school and hid them
in a gym bag and under a
classroom desk.
They reportedly threatened
to blow out the tires on the car
and "to get" Mrs. Chris Reed,
a physical education teacher
at the school, She had

joOf

as

•
•
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Saw i percent
on Allstate
Homeowners
Insurance for
your new homeIf your house
is five years
old, or less,
you may
qualify for
te's"New Housel(
Discount."• Give me a call
and get in on the savings.
'Applies to keew terameeners preen.m

onlY

All

You're in good hands.
1th
Ind

Allstate Insurance C.,Nerthanek,III

See Agents:
Bob Billington, CPCU
Owen Billington
Guy Billington
Torn Scruggs
Dan Shipley
The

Murray
Insurance
Agency
111•1 Air Corder 7%3.4751

punished the boys the day
before by sending them to the
principal's office.
School officials did not take
disciplinary action against the
boys for the gun episode, but
turned the matter over to their
parents for corrective action.
An overflow crowd of some
75 persons turned out for the
Larue County Board of
Eduction meeting Tuesday to
get a briefing on the incident
and to raise questions about
lack of disciplinary action
taken by school officials.
There were complaints
aired that handling of the
incident had implications of a
softening of discipline in the
school system.
"I don't think that the incident was handled properly
leading up to the meeting,"
said William Druen, who has a
child
at
Hodgenville
Elementary. "If the school
administration had taken
some disciplinary action, I
don't think you would have
seen so many parents at the
meeting.
The
greatest
dissatisfaction seemed to be
related to the fact that the
administration didn't take any
disciplinary action but instead
turned it over to the parents,"
Druen said.
Hodgenville PTA president
Nicky Durham said his
organization was primarily
interested in a public airing of
the incident. He said he does
not see any trend of the school
going soft on
system
discipline.
Larue
County School
Superintendent E.G. "Red"
Sanders said he disagreed
with any contention that
discipline is softening in the
school system. He said school
officials tried to be open about
the matter.
Sanders said he does not
think the incident will
establish a precedent and
thereby create a discipline
problem, as some parents
maintain.
Mrs. Reed has said she does
not plan to press criminal
charges. But she has declined
to comment further.

Fits Easy,
Wears Great,
Looks Casual

Limit 2

BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE
Box 307,Murray,KY 42071

2/$5®

$99

20 gal Rustwith lid

PARKER FORD,Inc.
Murray, Ky.
LARGE YOLUME-LOW PROFIT
"Serves* kilt Oar Saataiss"

IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
NEW OR USED CAR

76.

Ladies Panties
Roses
Low
Price

Wash
Cloths

91
/
2
"VINYL
R7e
7ge

BALLS

1°!

. Save
$R1.3eg8 380

ROSES
SPECIAL
PRICE

Gives you iots of free
movement and is just a
snap to wash, then wear
again Sizes S-M-L-XL
a wide, selection of
colors and exciting prints

JUNIORS
KNIT

POLY-FIBER
FILLING
Reg $1.69

TOPS

ammo
"Santa Cruz"

$
1 27
100% pure polyester fiber tiling for hundreds of uses For
stuffing pillows, toys and
more
Junior knit tops that offer appeal style and
comfort Made of 100%
polyester for ease of
wahing Sizes S-M-L in
many colors

Towel Ensemble

Thirsty Cotton ensemble from Cannon'
Looped on both sides for extra absorbency
Ends are decorated with the distinguished
Santa Cruz design, Bath towels measure
22" x 44". Hand towels measure 16" x 26",
and Washcloths 12" x 1 2". Colors: green,
gold, blue, brass or bone.

Washcloth

Hand

SAVE 30e

SAVE 50f

Bath

I

SAVE 61.201

27
'CD
Reg.
Reg.
Reg.
2
$1.17"
62.27
63.47

JELLY EGGS

r4

ROSES
$
SPECIAL 2/11 BAG
PRICE
12-oz. (net wt.) bags of bite
size Easter treats. Delicious.

MISSES
POLYESTER

Limit 1

SLACKS

STRETCH
ARMSTONG

MARSHMALLOW
EGGS

$588

te214

Pull-on style slacks of
easy care, easy wear
polyester For dress or
casual times Sizes 7 8
to 15/16 in several
colors

13" figure stretches over four'
feet Squish him, scrunch him, or
tie him in a knot He always
returns to his original shape

Marshmallow eggs in
10-oz. (net wt.) bags.
Delicious
bite-size
treats.

Backboard
& Goal Set
Freshen-Up
Peppermint
Gum

Men's
Lightweight
Zip Front

Limit6
Fteg. 200

Jacket

Reg.$9.97

8

goal, 48
Set includes
thread net and 32" a 46
backboard

Reg.$22.97
SAVE $4.09

5c

NOW
ROSES
LOW
PRICE

=1111MM,

Lightweight racket
features
heavy
duty zipper front
Sizes S-M-L-XL in
many
colors
Polyester and cotton fabric

STRUCTO

18"

AMOR BUSTER

GRILL

Reg.$29.88

5.

'1988
147820

SUPER
BLEND
MOTOR
OIL

Limit
1

YOU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU
TRADE WITH

7534213

„pro t

TRASH CAN

Reg.$2.88

QUAKER STATE

write

010

SHIFTS...

Limit6

Free For The Asking

Liznited
Quantities

Cool, Comfortable

Group Questions
School's Decision
By LARRY WALKER
The News-Eaterprise

Suflôal

ROSE'S ADVERTISING
MERCHANDISE POL1C
qt
Lubricate engine parts tor
longer lite expectancy
choose 10W30 when chano
ong yaw al

The ner y of hoist
to have every
adverteur own c stock It tor erne un
erode,* reason he advertised mar
~die is not In stock Rose• we
thee•rein check on newest ihst can
te used to eschews the marchendes
at the sale price when the merchandise
a invades or comparable OW
Chindii. WO be (Mend C • tom
parath reduced price it is the honest
nur
Menton oi Rose s ID heck
ornery 01 ' Setesteriton Guaranteed
*Marys
nosE S STPRI S NC

The compact grill that
revolutionized Amenc
as outdoor cooking
habits 183
/
4" x 18%'
square cooking grid,
tilt-away hood, four
cooking heights. ad
!Listable hood and
bow, vents

Reg.$56.00

GYM SET.;with four
exciting activities ...
Includes 2 swings, twoseater sky glide, trapeze
"U" bar and side entry
platform slide. Metallic
Blue. Overall size: 10'6".

CENTRAL iflOPPING
CHM
9-9 Mon.-Sat.
1-6 Sunday

4288
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Bureaucratic Wall Forces
Orphan To Live On Handouts

Tests Indica& Barrels Of Waste
Can Be Recycled Effectively
By SY RAMSEY
.
: Associated Press Writer
. FRANKFORT, Ky. SAP) —
'The thousands of barrels of
waste in the "valley of the
drums" site in Bullitt County
can be recycled and are not
dangerous, Natural Resources
ecretary Eugene Mooney
pays.
comment in a telephone
6 The
3nterview Thursday was
;another of the surprising
revelations of the past two
.days about the site which up to
then had received notoriety.
Mooney said that tests so far
indicate the barrels contain
only paint solvents.
"Those can be recycled and
in fact the most effective
arrangement is to do just
:that," Mooney said.
I He said he is trying to
:clarify his remarks made
Wednesday during a news
Conference by Gov. Julian
'Carroll and to brush aside
Arn' plications that the Stalin
;County site is inherently
'dangerous.
' Carroll held the conference
to announce creation of a
commission
to
survey
hazardous waste sites in
Kentucky and recommend
legislation for 1980.
Mooney commented that an
"elegant solution" was in the
works to resolve the problem
at the "valley of the drums"
and hinted that the site, which
said
is
excellent
he
geologically despite illegal
waste storage, might be made
a permanent disposal area.
That comment reversed the

HERE'S
NEALTII

1

By N.INTIM TUCKER
When your back aches,
you aren't likely to feel well
generally. "Back trouble"
takes much of the joy out of
life for millions of
Americans. . . about five
million new cases of back
problems and spinal impairment occur each year.
What can these people
do? Many so-calleitexperts
recommend aspirin, heat
application and lots of rest
as the only alternatives to
surgery. Can chiropractic
help back strain victims? A
study of 20,000 cases
showed that chiropractic
was effective in relieving
path and getting patients
back to work.
Call for an appointment.
Chiropractic may be the
answer for YOUR back
paths.
Office: 903 Sycamore
Phone: 753-9909

pattern of shock at the
discovery of the site and
horror at the possible toxic
effects.
The secretary did not deny
the specific remarks quoted in
stories, but said he wants to
make it clear that "we don't
want to bury the stuff in its
present form. That can only be
done with the approval of the
Legislature if it is considered
a hazardous materials burial
site."
However, Mooney said,
paint solvent is not hazardous
because the solvent can be
reused and the paint pigment
buried in ordinary landfills.
"Unless we find something
that cannot be burned,
recycled or buried conventionally, the obvious
solution there is to encourage
handling of the material by
these different techniques,"
Mooney said.

By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer "
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)--.The attorney general's office
issued a cautious opinion
today that teachers and school
officials have authority under
certain circumstances to
search student vehicles.
The 17-page opinion, which
has no force of law, was in
response to a question by
Robert Anderson, assistant
principal of Casey County
High School, about an actual
search.
Anderson wrote that one
morning before classes began,
he noticed four students rush
to a vehicle which had just
pulled into the student parking
lot.
The school official said he
planned to order the students
to the school building because
the rules ban them from sit-

By JEFFREY ULBRICH
Associated Press Writer
PARIS (AP) --L Jean
Monnet, the foremost advocate of European unity and
the inspiration and driving
force behind the European
Common Market, died today
at his home near Montfort
l'Amaury, sources at the
headquarters of the European
Community reported. He was
91.
Monnet, a self-described
political economist, was the
key figure in the drive to bind
the free Eurpean nations
economically and politically,
but during his long career he
constantly shunned the
limelight.
His first major step toward
European unity was a sixnation pool of coal and steel
resources, formally presented
in 1950. Seven years later it

10:00 a.m.
10:45 a.m.
6.00 pm.
7-00p.m.
PRP 41,

121

South of Murray on
Old Murray-Paris Road.

PLACE
I-MEE-Mt:1
GR.PLAIN CH ROAD
I

Gospel Broadcast: Sunday 0:30 A.M.
WNBS RADIO(1340)
Searching the Scriptures: Sunday 12:30 P.M.
WBBJ-TV.Ch.7
"A Warm and Friendly Weleome Awaits Tee"

South, Murray

CHAIR OF HOPE — A spinning chair at Ohio State
University medical school has been used to treat
children with cerebral palsy, and in treating an overlyactive child. Here a therapist demonstrates how young
patients are held in the chair during therapy.
(AP losetpitoto)

ting in vehicles after arrival.
But when he opened the car
doors, he smelled marijuana,
asked the driver if he could
search the car, was granted
permission and found a
marijuana cigarette.
Anderson wanted to know if
it would have been constitutional for him to search
the car had the student
refused permission.
"There are scarcely any
reported cases involving the
validity of a search of a
student's car on school
property by school officials,"
Assistant Attorney General
Robert Chenoweth said.
His conclusion was that "the
case law at the present time
tends to support under certain
circumstances ( such) searches."
Chenoweth said local school
boards need to spell out the

conditions of search and so
inform students. '
"The purpose underlying a
search is an extremely critical
factor," he said. "A search
should be conducted only if it
is based on reasonable
suspicion or reasonable
grounds to believe that (it)
will uncover activity that is
inimical to the safety and
welfare of a student...or antithelical to the educational
atmosphere of the school."
The legal official said
students have the constitutional right to be free
from needless search and
seizures.
The essence of limited
search authority "is based

Agency Director Took
Job For Challenge

upon the felt need for a careful
balance between the interest
of the school and the student's
interest," Chenoweth said.
"We believe searches by
school officials handled within
the admittedly broad standards discussed in this opinion
will more likely than not be
considered reasonable for
purposes of the Fourth
Amendment to the U.S.
constitution and section 10 of
the state constitution,"
Chenoweth said.
In another opinion, the
attorney general's office said
the city of Vanceburg cannot
pass an ordinance limiting the
sale of alcoholic beverages
after 10 p.m.
It advised Thomas Bertram
II, an attorney, that only cities
of the first three classes have
such authority and Vanceburg
is a fourth class city.

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
The new director of a local
anti-poverty agency says he
took the job because of the
challenge.
Jack Burch, 34, was named
became known as the director of Community Action
European Economic Com- of Lexington-Fayette County,
• known as CALF, earlier this
munity.
" month.
Monnet was never
The agency has a long
member of a government, but
was, as Theodore H. White history of administrative and
called him, "a broker of financial problems that
ideas." He brought statesmen culminated last fall when it
together by demonstrating was forced to suspend most of
how his ideas were in the its programs. It has since
interest of those concerned, hired a new financial manager
persisting where leaders and is straightening out its
records.
resisted or hesitated.
was formerly
Burch
The dapper, dynamic
Frenchman, described by the president of Appalachian
late President Kennedy as a Leadership and Community
"statesman of the world," Outreach Inc., a social service
never had a university agency in Hazard.
education. Owner of a
prosperous cognac business, Humane Society Meet
he was independently wealthy
and took on a job only as long
as he felt he was doing Planned Here Monday
something useful to mankind.
The Humane Society of
Presidents Franklin D. Calloway County will meet
Roosevelt, Eisenhower and Monday, March 19, at 7 p.m
Kennedy, British prime at the Calloway County Public
ministers from Winston Library.
Churchill to Edward Heath, Bill Phillips, local attorney,
and French leades from will speak on the subject.
Charles de Gaulle to Valery "Legal Aspects Of Man's Best
Giscard d'Estaing liked and Friend."
. to The new dog warden, Mrs.
admired him and turned
him for advice.
Joye Mills, will be introduced
In 1919 he became deputy to the Humane Society.
secretary general of the
All interested persons are
League of Nations. He invited to attend, a spokesman
gradually expanded his ex- said.
periences and contacts,
reorganizing the Chinese
floating
inrailways,
Henry Miller, the conternational loans and handling troversial novelist, was born
legal entanglements. As a in New York City in 1891.
broker on Wall Street, he
made a fortune and then lost it •
in the 1929 crash.
MISS YOUR PAPER?
Monnet was one of de
Sabserlbers lobe him wet
Gaulle's early supporters in
reeetrod their bewedelemsed
the war against Nazi Gereery of Ile Moony taw &
many but became his bitter
Tines by 530 p.a. Ishosboy.
enemy when de Gaulle
Way tat by 3:31 pie. se
blocked Britain's entry into
Saterdays ere urged Is eel
the Common Market and
753-1516 between 530 p.w.
rekindled the flames of
sad 6 pm.,fleaday-Fridey,
European nationalism which
3:31 p.m. wed 4 p.n. Saw
Monnet regarded as an outdated and self-defeating evil.
days, to Moen, delivery of Ow
He played a major role in
neersosper. Cab woe be
helping Britain and France
pieced by 6 pm. weekdays et
survive two world wars and
4 p.m. Saturders4. powtswee
helped China resist Japanese
delivery.
aggression in the 1930s.

Mrs. Jackson, 42, is a
nurse's aide, out of work
because she injured her back
lifting a patient. Jackson, a 44year-old crab fisherman, can't
fish again untii he raises $1,200
to replace his rusted crabtraps.
Concerned citizens gave the
family $300 earlier this week
after a local newspaper
published Angel's story, but
they are still counting on the
government — without much
success.
"Angel is not entitled under
the law because she is related
to the person who committed
the crime," said state crimes
Commissioner A. Morris
Busbia. "Personally, I think
it's a very sad situation. She's
definitely a victim — but
there's no provision in the law
for compassion."
Angel's lawyer, Mark
Levine of Tallahassee,says he

will appeal the ruling on crime
benefits. If successful,
1
could receive the $10,0003
awarded to crime victims.
But Levine admitted hiS
challenge is designed to dray
attention to the Jackson's
plight more than anything
else.
"We wanted to bring au
these to light while the
Legislature is here," Levine
said. "It's a good statute but
they need to redraw it so
can compensate people
are victims in the true sense
the word.
"This kid's got nothing."

Grace Baptists To
Hear Rev. Burpoe

The Grace Baptist Church
will hear the pastor, the Rev.
R. J. Burpoe, speak at the
10:45 a.m. and 5:30 p.m.:
worship services on Sunday,
March 18.
Dan Billington will direct
song service with Dwane
the
Holy Communion will be
celebrated at the 9:45 a.m. Jones as organist and Anita
worship services on Sunday, Underhill as pianist.
Sunday School will be at 9:48
March 18, at the St. John's
with Hoyt Wyatt as
a.m.
Episcopal Church, Main and
•
Broach Streets, Murray. The superintendent.
ti
will
workers
Nursery
Rev. Stephen Davenport,
Carolyn Caldwell, Mary
vicar, will be celebrant.
Catherine
Acolytes will be Sam& Mah- Bogard,
RickRachel
Smotherman,
foud, Gus Moore, and Brian
Doyle. Lay readers will be man,and Clovis Jones.
Bus drivers for March will
Steve Hale and Bill Kyle.
Aaron Brim and Eric Johnson be Buel Downey,753-8543, and
will be ushers. In charge of the John Smotherman,753-3410.
Prayer Service and Youth
nursery
will be Nancy
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Group will be at 7 p.m.
Study
WBLG radio station has been Schempp.
Wednesday.
on
Church
School
and
Adult
sold to an Ohioltroadcasting
Class will be at 11 a.m.
company for $800,000.
Lenten services were held
Jim Heavner, president of
For Correct
Village Communications of Wednesday, March 14, and
Kentucky, said he sold the AM will also be held Wednesday,
TIME and
rock-oriented station to March 21, at 7 p.m. at the
TEMPERATURE
Wendell Triplett, president of church.
Day or Night
Triplett Broadcasting Co.,
RULING STAR
Bellefontaine, Ohio, because
Ruling Star Lodge No. 51
he needed capital to expand Free and Accepted Masons
Courtesy
into cable television and will meet Saturday, March 17,
publishing ventures.
at 6 p.m. at the lodge hall. All
PEOPLES
eiBANK
Triplett said he doesn't plan Masons are urged to attend,
any major changes in the said Gene Tharp, worshipful
Norm, KY.
station's format.
master.

Holy Communion At
Episcopal Church

Radio Station Sold
To Ohio Company

DIAL 753-6363

French Political Economist,
Jean Monnet, Dies At Home

SERVICES
Sunday:
Bible Classes
Worship
Worship
Wednesday: Bible Classes

Highway 64 1

Mooney said his assessment
is based on sampling and
analytical tests by both the
state and federal authorities.
The "valley of the drums"
consists of about 20 acres near
the L&N golf course at Brooks.
Mooney said Wednesday
that geologically it provides
good protection against
leakage of chemicals underground.
Federal officials have
estimated as many as 100,000
drums have been dumped
there illegally.

Opinion Issues Authority To Teachers
And Officials To Search Student Vehicles

GREEN PLAIN
CHURCH OF CHRIST

For Transportation
on one of our buses
phone 492-12011

The secretary said he is not
implying that a recycling
center would be established at
.the Bullitt site.
"It can be put anywhere
around there to save
tranand
materials
sportation," he said. "The site
is not contaminated or
dangerous."

CRAWFORDVILLE, Fla.
(AP) — Eleven-month-old
Angel Jackson plays on the
floor of a tarpaper house,
unaware of the bureaucratic
wall forcing the tiny orphan
and her grandparents to exist
on handouts and $174 a month.
Last December, Angel's
stepfather shot her mother,
then turned the gun on himself. The court appointed Fred
and Joyce Jackson, her
grandparents, as legal
guardians. The couple, both
unemployed, have
two
children. They receive $120 in
food stamps each month, plus
Angel's $54 monthly welfare
check.
Welfare officials agree
Angel's case is sad and
unique, but they say she is a
victim of regulations.
She can't get Social Security
survivor's benefits because
her mother never contributed
to the plan and her stepfather
was not her natural father.
State
crime
victim's
benefits are out. It seems the
rules don't provide for victims
related to perpetrators of
crimes.
But rules and regulations
don't carry much weight in the
Jackson home.
"They've got the very life of
that child in their hands," said
Joyce Jackson. "There's no
justice."

DWAI

We make house calls, every afternoon.
Guaranteed.
You don't get many services these days, but
there's one that's still available Convenient
home delivery of The Murray Ledger
nines,every day.
Give us a call now and we'll have The Murray
Ledger dr Times delivered to you.
Like we said, it's guaranteed. If your Murray

iie
Mrray
Ledger 8r Times

4111

A
1972 Chevrolet 4-door,one owner. brown. new ear trotle-in. Tenn
9111Ir

I1

r, 105,617

mile.. t;onti,, cirprrobt Mr transportation, 119711.

•

4
1.••
-

•

Ledger & Times ever arrives wet or torn, or
doesn't arrive at all, call us between 530PM. We'll send a car out with a fresh copy of
the Murray Ledger & Times to your door that
very evening.
Now's the time to arrange for our guaranteed
"house call" service. All it takes is a phone
call.

MET inc.

Telephone
753-2617
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Prices Good
Dim Monday

TEE SHIRTS FOR LAD,
510
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KING OF VALUES

LIMITED QUANTITIES
IN SOME STORES

7-0Z. CREST

urci
Rev
thg
p.m:
iday,

irect
Nane
knita

l9:45
Las

Casual tee shirts accented by
'Superchick' screen prints.
50% polyester. 50c,c, cotton.
Fashion colors. Sizes S, M, L.

5-0Z. PRELL CONCENTRATE
or 11-0Z. PRELL LIQUID

TOOTHPASTE

67

YOUR
CHOICE:

Regular or Mint.

MODEL 3617

11 H.P. LAWN TRACTOR

1 bg
Aar,
rifle
Rick

will
I, and
10.
(Guth
p.m.

JUNIOR JEANS
WITH EMBROIDERY
TRIM

4-0Z. SECRET

1 166

DEODORANT or

SAVE
300

ANTI-PERSPIRANT

MAGIC
LOUNGE

37

YOUR
CHOICE:

Straight leg Jeans
accented by butterfly
or &Kai embroidery on
back pockets. 10-oz.
pr•wa•hiad denim.
Sizes 5-15.

1 GALLON ASSORTED

SHRUBBERY

8
88
Ifeellate 1s-on
tritaneer with chrome
brook burg tubular
name and hoary
wrap eo••rIns
Aseertrad coiots.

ic-E
A
0
-1-1`"

•
Selectkin Includes Azarsiss, MagnoN Drandilloria,
Lkiope, Euonymous, Pyracantha, Juniper, Holly
and many more not mentioned. Shrubbery variety
selecSon may vary. Each store is stocked with a
shrubbery kiventory that Big K feels la just right for
this area.

PACKAGED

SHADE TREES

5-0Z. GLEEM

TOOTHPASTE

93C

12-0Z. SURE

DEODORANT

Landscape pow property WO shads trees
which add WNW) and Uterus* yew
property value. Crowed among Saner
Nropte, Sleeping WIlknve, Red Dud,
Dogwoods, Red Maps VIM Sly K and
new an even Uygur prloctien.

8" LEATHER
AS SEES ON TV

GRASS SEED

PACKAGED

ROSE BUSHES
The living symbol of
p•ac• and
friendship
the rose.
Favorite colors.

00

SPECIAL
PURCHASE

REG. 16.99
Stylish uppers of interwoven quality leather
with good looking perforated trim. Sell
covered wedge on bouncy eva sole. Sizes to
10.

STANDARD

eV.

FRUIT TREES

ONION
SETS

2 6°°

ALL-ruirosE
FERTILIZER

fc"'

Your choice of apple, peach, plum, pear and

other varieties offered in some store*. Fruit
trees variety selection based on a leading
Southern University's recommendation. See
local Sig K for seleseen best suitable for this

366

66c

•Ille!-..learrximmepsyrem/~•*."*"2161
For use cn everything
that grows. Fast acting,
easy lo use. 20-lb. beg.

Package of 100 yellow onion
sets In mesh bag. Fantastic
buy!

SAVE

GARDEN HOUSE

23c GRASS SEED

RYE

GRASS
SEED

VEGETABLE FOOD

Reg.
1.22

54

1

VIGORO

9

SAVE

A Iasi goonlokilhAp Aidure
at gra. mole wttleh
iherielep• a rich raw.
100n Coven 1000 ty. II
owl 4• bormtatarten
N nee pee et gore money
1111F11h0E0 Sib hag

Reg 1 77

Sow your lawn with rye
grass for• beauttful year
round yard. 5-1b. bag.

master charge
a

16"
do
r

44c

AS $UN Os+ - v

LEATHER
FISHERMANS SANDAL

Full grained leather uppers; two tier padded
collar; loop backstay. Goodyear welt construction; oil resistant sure-grip sole. Sizes 7 to 11.

SAVE

23c

TEENS & LADIES

WORK BOOT

KENTUCKY 31

BIG K RAINCHECK POLICY:
Big K values its customers and will do
everything possible to have what we advertise. Should we fail and an advertised item is
not received from the factory by the start of
the sale, Rainchecks will be issued. Where
quantities are limited for an item and
number available for sale is noted, a corresponding number of rainchecks will be
issued.

AS SEEN
ON T V

9-9 Mon.-Sat.
1-6 Sunday

Bel-Air Shopping Center
Limit Rights Reserved
Equal Opportunity Employer

Acres Of Free Parking —

Ph. 753-8777
Murray, Ky.

VISA'
Kin or YAM'S
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Schedule For The Week Of March 17-March 23

Cross-Country Walk Brings
Man New Life and New Wife

TV GUIDE FOR SATURDAY

5:30-A0 OA
6:25- brio Digest
6:311-lhey City biers
14111- LION Specs
7:31-Fallastic Few
SAN-Sesbas
9:31-Defy Deck
1040-Fred 1 billy
10:341- Moll
11:111- ball
aim
12:30- bow Formby
140- besketlail
5:110- Pep Gees Co.
s:se- theaville Ilissic
641-Scone al Six
6:30-Bart's Nab&
7:00-0*
1:410- B.J. auttl tho leer
1:011-Itockferil
10:01-Sall at Ten
10:30-kit. Millt Live
12:00- Alovie

7:01-!NSA rill
10:15-News
111:30- loch Concert
12:01- News

WPS11-11

7:10- halls
6:15 - Weather
11:1111-11ep Hilly
6:31- Veg. Seer
011-T.'..
7:1111- brie
I I:fa-Ipose Aced.
1:3111-fiNeureic 4
11:30-FM Aber,
1:411-Goddle
12:0-Mlle/ Kids
cgs _ Noy Dues
12:311-Few Oty
111:111-ked a Owsey
144-311111ft•
11:3S- halls
UM-Noll Call.
11:110-111fteril
2:01-Illtestbm
11:31-Farm Report
12:1111-Feecepost
3,0-1,00
.
6
4:10-Casild Camara
1230-ISCAA Special
4:31- Wm No No
1:01-1KAA slam
5:00-News
3:40-IKAA rims
5:is- Ike New Nosey.
5,0- Alleeterl
5:11- News
64.`•IS" Ill
7:411- Fhb Shadow
A:10-New,
ad.-05.0.4:34-Accra
-Death Wish"
7 AO- Chips
11:U-11.3. a ill
IL
"
-II""
10:311- bessmolio
11:10-Rockford Ries
11:30- bells
10:01- News
12:1111- Movies
10:30- His
New
2:30-News
Nesseys
1:1110-Signaff
11:00- Olympiad
11:31-Sat. Night live

By PHIL THOMAS
AP Books Editor

L,

WSM-4

WSIL-3
7:1111-Sureby's
3I-C.1:
of Sall
Millis
1140- Fewllics
111:31-Pli Pallier
II All-Special
Pi 36- Agri. NSA
12411- INSA rime
3311- Am. Arigkor
441- World of Sas.
LU-NI Dance
4411- laweisce Welk

,

7

6eiper Nei
6:111- Marie
7411- keebry's
1:39-Seperfrioeds
10141-finglaso
10:30-Pah Pallet
a
II:01-.06th'
Molls
11:301- America bedrill
12:31-Adll 12
1:00 - Spits Afited
1:34- Am. Sportsame
2:311- Pre bells
4:40-- Woad of Spts.
5:30- brew:tall
6:1111-111ll Bonny
7411-Dab NSW
7:30-let?.,
11:4111- Lew Bow
1:40-Fantasy hall
10:00- Newswerch
10:30- Movie
1:10-News
1:IS- Newswatdi
Movies
145:
5:00-Mert Griffis:

If

WNGE 2
cis

VITVF-5

viii*I FFM”Fiii5
iiififffirrIrviiilliff r
rit if la of ti I r

_

-

TV GUIDE FOR SUNDAY
WNGE 2
6:00-ISO boom
6:311- Iscismige
711-'Us.* ef WIN'
ship
7:30- Amain Grecs
11:00- Lithe itesmis
1:30- Tiros Steers
1 30-Re x Ilinabard
111:
,
4- W11•4410111 SW
11:31- Well II Ass.
12:011-haw UM MB
12:311-lboloino P.11L
1:00-Des.Forge
1:30-Na0. On Bell
2:00-*goy 101116i8T
2:30- Unwell 14•1
3:so-ild
W tiellem
4:00- Movie
600-Ossoll Folly
7:10-lattleill
11:01- Movie
1040- Newsweek
*30-Isis of Spts.
12:15-Moo tweime
1:15-News

,

_
WSIL-3
700- Arises
7:11- Day of Disc.
100- Jamas Rabat
1130- Oral hitorts
0:14_ GewA Ars

WSM-4
620-Ferm Digest
6:30- Vegetable Soap
740-Go1
the
7:30- Densis
Molls
1:00-At Nome
1:30-Dag of Disc.
9:01-IMO show
0:30-lb.in Faith
10:00-bib of Trull
10:30-Cam HIM*
11:00-Jempareet
11:31- bet the Press
1200-lasketbil
4:00-SoortsworW
5:00-Sem* Sell
5:30-News
6:00- NW brims
7:00- Disney
1:00- Weekmal
10:00-Scam el Ti.
10:30- Moll
12:30-With Ms Mao

WTVF-5
640-Swim Sem.
6:30- Carl Tipton
700
:-Gospel Now

WPSD-6

6:45- baby
7:00- Alleatago
7:30-Skiving babe
Ile-ism S"liert
1:30-Pella Der.
I:30-J5555 SWISS
9:15-limailtem km.
Roberts
11:109:30-Cbristellers
1:30- Two Rivers
10:00-Chilled Lives
10:30- It Is Written
10:13- Neill
11:00-Vs.Merck
1140- Allot
11:30-1111 Os..11:30-Alllika Press
12:
0-°••d••••••611
12:m-iiam MI
12:30-Clime* TI•"••
2:00-1ICAA MB
12:4S- NIA Oasirotiosil.. 4:00-sports Thew
3:00- Dell Ogee
5:00-News
5:09-News
5:30-News
5:x1-MITVF R•PReports1 6:00-Ill. Norms
6:01-6011illtes
7:00- D1sas7
7:01- AB im the Fem.
1:00- Wooksed
7:30-Mr. Dolly
10:00-News
1:110- Alice
10:30 -Critical tat 0 2
11:30- Stocks:11 Chao:
1110Mary
1000-News
10:30- Gm:smoke
11:30- Nes 1166 MOW
1240-Step layead
12:30- Dwomm Frilled

KFVS-12
555- Neill Dim.
4:25-Owietollers
6:$5- LiFe
725- Nereid
7:55-News
Sept.Ond
100-San.
:
Molly
9:30-1st
10:30-Feat the Nati=
11:00-b. bye
11:311-amo all
12:ss-chm.sums
12:45-NBA WWI
3:00-Dina Open
5:00-News
5:30-News
6:00-60 lilhertes
7:00-Al is the Foe.
7:30-Mr. bow
11:00- Ake
cm_ Jest mews
0:00- Mary
10:00- News
10:15- News
10:30- Gionsmoke
11:30- Limp
12:00-lbws

NEW YORK 1AP -- When
Peter Jenkins decided to see
America first, he did it the
hard way. He walked.
Jenkins hiked out of Alfred,
N.Y., on Oct. 15, 1973, figuring
he'd roam the country for
about eight months. Instead, he
WAS gone for more than five
years on a rambling walk
across America that eventually
led through 17 states and the
District of Columbia and totaled nearly 5,000 miles before it
ended Jan. 18, 1979, at Florence, Ore.
"I was 22 when I started,"
the powerfully built, red-bearded man says. "I'm 27 now, and
be doing much
I don't think
walking again - at least, not
for a while."
Jenkins made his trip in two
segments. The first led from
Alfred to New Orleans, and he
tells about his experiences on
this hike in his book -A Walk
Across America." After spending about a year in New Orleans - where he met and
married Barbara Pennell - he
and his new wife set out on the
second leg, New Orleans to
Florence. Jenkins says he will
tell of this long hike in another
book.
An amiable, soft-spoken man,
Jenkins says he set out on the
first leg of his hike - accompanied by his dog, Cooper, who
was later to die along the way
- because:
.1 had all these swirling feelings and emotions. A lot of it
was disillusionment. I was married at 19 and that didn't work
out. Then there was disillusionment with the country.
A lot of my generation just
stopped listening to our elders,
all we wanted to listen to was
rock stars and people like that.
Their songs became our anthems.
-1 was being torn apart, and
finally I got fed up. I was sick
of listening to everyone, and I
just decided that I was going to
go out and find out once and
for all what America was. Well,
I did find out. A lot of my
friends dropped out and they
came back in worse shape than
when they left. But I came
back in much better shape."
Jenkins continues, "My plan

Picture
Motion
Association of America
rating definitions:
G - General aadierices.
All ages admitted.
PG - Parental guidance
'suggested. Some material
May not be suitable for
children.
R - Restricted. Under 17
accompanying
;equires
parent or adult guardian.
X - No one under 17 admitted. Some states may
have higher age limits.

Artist Copes
With Handicap
W ARRENSVILLE,Ohio(AP)
- Quadraplegic artist Edgar
Bailey says, "Drawing now
makes me feel like I have a
hand. It's a good feeling."
Bailey, 35, who has been bedridden for 20 years, has developed a technique of drawing
with a pen or pencil held in his
teeth.
An avid sports fan, Bailey
had hopes of a career as a boxer before he fell from a roof
and broke his neck and back,
losing the use of his arms and
legs. Now he does portraits of
sports figures. He has also done
landscapes and still-life works.

LONG HIKE-Peter Jenkins, 27, spent five years
walking across the United States, acquiring a wife and
"I'm never satisfied with my
a new outlook on the country in the process:. He has
work," Bailey said. "I always
think I can do better."
written a book. "A Walk Across America," about his
But he has had several showtravels.
ings and has sold a number of
food, tent, clothing, bedding was to check out America and
works.
on his back.
if it wasn't good, then I was go"The pack weighed anywhere
ing to check out other counFor the past seven years he
from 50 to 70 pounds," he retries. I'm glad I did this counhas been a resident of the Suncalls with a smile. "In the sumtry first because I found it full
ny Acres Nursing Facility in
mer it's heavier because you've
of fantastic people. That's why
this Cleveland suburb. He said
got to carry a great deal of waI took so long.
he had begun his art career
ter."
7:111-Bettlester
"I started staying with people
when he had become bored at
He held a variety of jobs to
0:00-Men.
- a mountain man, a rancher,
one of the many nursing homes
iihes_ ant,
earn the money to get to New
a black family - that became
where he has lived.
Orleans - "I worked in a sawteachers to me. They taught
10:15- 700 OM)
mill, as a farm hand harvesting
-Before I came here to Sunme more than any textbook on
12:00-Sign OH
potatoes, on a ranch, as a tree
ny Acres, I was at a nursing
relations between people. When
surgeon."
home that had no windows in
I started I had a lot of hopeless
In New Orleans, he says he
my room, no television or rafeelings about this country, now
worked on an off-shore oil rig
I just love it so much."
dio," he said. "I asked a nurse
to earn money to continue on
to give me a pencil and paper
Jenkins, who thinks he wore
the second leg. "I was on a
out about 15 pairs of boots on
so I could write a letter.
week and off a week, so on my
the first leg of his hike and anl-couldn't think of anything
DAYTIME TV SCHEDULE MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY
off weeks Barbara and I other 15 on the second, says he
to write so I started scribbling
trained. We walked and jogged,
carried everything he needed
a tree. A couple of people told
farther and fatther each time,
WNGE 2
WSM-4
WPSD-6
WSIL-3
WTTF-5
KFIFS-12
me it looked nice and that's
until
we
were
ready."
-*Will
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when it started."
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6:30-News
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as hotel owners so there was
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Western-Style Carnival
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ADVERTISING
DEADLINES
All display ads,
classified displays and
regular display, must
be submitted by 12
noon, the day before
publication.
All
reader
classifieds must be
submitted by 12 nose
the
day
before
publication.
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2. NOTICE

Chock
Your
Ad

CARTER
PNOTOGIUPNIC
STUDIO

•‘.
•ir
•

.
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Advertisers

0

ao

C

ore

requested to check th•
IF YOU
first insertion of ads for
NEED THEM
Airport
489-2414
corrections
This
753-9332
Ambulance
newspaper
will
be
Comp. Care
753-6622
responsible for only one
Fire (City)
753-1441
incorrect insertion ANY
Fire(County)
753-6952
ERROR
SHOULD
BE
Foster Parents
753-5362
REPORTED IMMEDIATELHospital
753-5131
Y SO, PLEASE CHECK
Hum. Rts. Corn. .753-0849
YOUR AD CAREFULLY
Humane Soc.
759-4141
AND NOTIFY US PROMPLearn To Read
753-2288
TLY IN CASE OF AN
Needline
753-NEED
ERROR
Parents' Anon.
753-1792
Poison Control
753-7588
Police
753-1621 FREE STORE. 759-4600.
Rescue Squad
753-6952 WHAT WE do best is care.
Senior Citizens
753-0929 Needline, 753-6333.
Sheriff
753-3151
State Pol. . 1-800-592-5401
It's A
This list of telephone
Fact
numbers is published
Free Gift
through the cooperation of
Wrapping
The Murray Ledger &
Is A Specialty At
Times and the Social
Starks Nardware
Concerns Committee.
12th & Poplar
Readers are urged to clip
753-1227
the list and keep
handy
PARKING'
FREE
near the telephone.
A

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Factions
6 Later
11 Sharp reply
12 Closed
14 Conjunction
15 Orbited
17 Italian river
18 Cobbler
20 Ventilated
21 Soft food
22 Every
24 Stain
25 Stockings
28 Waterway
28 Folds
30 Girl's name
31 Sea eagle
12 Commands
35 More torrid
38 Dove cries
39 Letter
41 Bristle
42 Mongrel
43 Gem weight
45 Rodent
46 Guido's low
note
47 Shine
49 Hebrew letter
50 Stay
52 Gladdened
54 Unloads .
55 Rockfith: Pt.DOWN
1 Continued
story
2 Pronoun
3 Physician
Colloq
4 Silkworm
5 Long step
8 Slumbering

7 Oats, e.g.
8 Youngster
9 Spanish article
10 Meal
11 Lassoes
13 Dolts
15 Sob
19 South American country
21 Hunting dog
23 Conceals
23 Stags
27 Vehicle
29 Zodiac sign
32 Happen
33 Vanquished
34 Spots
35 Warming device
36 Russian
stockades
37 Evaluated

1

Answer to Thursday's Puzzle

nostat3
ODOM
000000 ENIOEIPE1
CEZIE11101.1 tfl
CHM OfICICIEl DEB
@OM 11E1f3 MOGI
noon nanuao
Donn nmmn

000000 OBEIC
00liu pub' num
LILJO [mum r1171E1
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15. ARTICLES FOR SALE

6. HELP WANTED

FNS/L!

1. LEGAL NOTICE

I. LEGAL NOTICE

1. LEGAL NOTICf

1

COMMISSIONER'SSALE
THE COMMONWEALTH OE KENTUCKY,
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
DOYLE WEBB,ET AL,Plaintiffs,
•Weddings
Versus
•Portroits
JOE ARMSTRONG,ET AL,Defendants
763421111
NOTICE OF SALE
Kelley's Termite
By virtue of a Judgement and order of sale of the Calloway Circuit Court,
& Pest
rol
rendered at the January' 26 Term thereof 1979, in the above cause, I stia
proceed to offer for sale at the Court House Door in the City of Murray, Ke
24. MISCELLANEOUS
tucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on the 26th day of March,1979,atf
FIREWOOD FOR
sale,
1:00 o'clock p.m., or thereabout upon a credit of six months, the following:
hickory and oak, $17.50 and
described property, to-wit:
up. Cutting near New Concord. 437-4228.
TRACT I:
FOR SALE: 45 new'
-iron
"A 291.22-acre tract of land located on the North side of Highway 614-.
fence posts, 5 feet, $1.60 per
Approximately 8 miles East of the Murray community of Calloway County
post. 753-2770.
particularly described as: Beginning at the Southwest corner of anckmore the:.
NOW PAYING $3.50 per $1
face for all silver coins dated
property herein described, said corner being a point in the centerline of a creek:
up through 1964. More for
in the North right of way of Highway 614 and at the southeast corner of the V.O.
large
amounts. 1965.69
GOD IS LOVE. 1 John 4:8.
Kennedy halfs,65 cents each.
Shelton property; thence, north 0 Deg. 01' West 294.74 feet along the Ea
"But seek ye first the
For pickup call Cooley in
Shelton property line to a steel pin at an existing corner fence post; thenc
kingdom of God, and His
Paris,(901)642-5118.
rightousness; and all these
North 85 deg. 58' West - 189.48 feet along an existing fence to a steel pin; thence,
SAW
DUST
for
sale.
added
unto
be
things shall
Shoemaker
North 89 deg. 57' West - 190.20 feet along an existing fence to a steel pin at a
Lumber
Co.,
you." Matthew 6:33. 24 hour
McKenzie, Tn. (901) 352-5777.
corner fence post at the Southeast corner of the Tommy Smotherrnan property;
phone, answered by God's
26. TV-RADIO
servants. NOT A TAPE. 759thence, North 1 deg. 21' East - 208.29 feet to a steel pin in an existing fence line;
IF YOU think breakin' up is
4600. Bible Facts and Free
thence North 1 deg. 41' East - 237.82 feet to a steel pin in an existing fence line;
hard, you ain't seen nothin'
Store. Hear our broadcast
till you see this beautiful
Sundays at 12:300n WSJP,
thence, 1 deg. 28' East -210.49 feet to a steel pin in an existing fence line; thence
Amoire cabinet, Magnavox
North 0 deg. 16' East - 209.1 feet to a steel pin in an existing fence line; thence
color t.v. and stereo comNorth 0 deg. 8' West - 208.67 feet to a steel pin in an existing fence; thence North
bination. It can be yours for
balance due or monthly
1 deg. 24' East - 265.51 feet to a steel pin in an existing fence; thence, North 0
payments. Clayton's, fordeg. 01' East - 1700.96 feet to a tree at a fence intersection in the East line of the
merly J. & B. Music. 7537575.
Wayne Flora property; thence, North 0 deg. 36' East - 2222 45 feet to a fence
WE HAVE eight 19 inch GE
corner at a 30-inch blazed tree at the Northwest corner of the property herein
color portables with color
described, same being 275 feet East of a culvert under an existing highway;
monitor and light sensor for
thence North 86 deg. 19' East - 1387.09 feet along an existing South fence line of
$6 a week with WAC. Come
by today, Goodyear,753-0595.
the Kentucky Lake Enterprises Subdivision Section 1, to a pipe at a stone,same
27. MOB.HOME SALES
after 5 p.m. call 753being the Southwest corner of Lot 106 of said subdivision, thence, South 3 deg.'
1972 GAS MOBILE home,
878.
26' West - 960 feet to an existing steel pin at the Southwest corner of Lot 293 of the
NE1P WANTED
completely furnished, air,
underpinning, very nice,
Kentucky Lake Enterprises Subdivision Section No. 3 thence, South 0 Deg. 54'
WE HAVE four GE 18 foot
Engine
Small
refrigerators in stock. You 54500. 753-4074 or 753-1877.
East
1700.95 feet along an existing West fence line of Archie Patterson property,;
J
Mechanic - good
can buy these for $8 a week
MOBILE HOME, anchors,
to an existing iron pipe at a common corner of the C.H. Campbell property,
with WAC. Come by today, underpinning, roofs sealed,
working condition, exGoodyear,753-0595
Westvaco property and the Archie Patterson property; thence,South 85 deg. 18'
patio awnings and aluminum
required.
perience
carports. Call Jack Glover,
West - 1566.04 feet to a steel pin set at a 10-inch Cherry tree at the Northwest
Write Box 32C.
753-1873 after 6 pm.
corner
of the C.H. Campbell property; thence,South 3 deg. 02' East- 1732.09 feet
!UMW!
1972
RICHARDSON•ww•twee Imre'
to an existing corner post, 275 feet South of a creek centerline; thence, South
ARDMORE mobile home, 12
IMMEDIATE OPENING for
U jwn Of We dig ran
X 72, 2 bedroom, fully furdeg. 49' East - 488.14 feet along an existing fence line to a tree on the East bank
medical office nurse. Send
WI Variety of
nished with washer and
resume - P.O. Box 943,
mews Imes
of a creek; thence, following the meanders of the centerline of a creek,south 17
dryer. $4500. 759.4/67.
Murray, KY .42071.
Lyme Grove Hwy.(taw)
deg. 00' East - 399.66 feet to a point in the centerline of a creek; thence, con12' X 50' MOBILE HOME.
NEED SOMEONE to do yard
Meet186 21(15o5p.m.
437.4608.
tinuing along the creek, south 34 deg. 05' East - 550.05 feet to a tree on the West
work, 3 large yards, from
12 X 60 NEW MOON, central
March through October. Call
bank of the creek; thence, South 88 deg. 05' West -713.54 feet to a tree at a fence
air and heat, underpinned,
753-8170, and after 5 call 753- 16. HOME FURNISHINGS
corner;
thence; Smith 5 degrees 20' West -242.20 feet to a tree in the North right
4707.
bought
new
Birch
dining
August
EIGHT PIECE
1975.
$4900 with option to leave on 2
of way of Highway 614; thence, North 68 degrees 28' West 270.07 feet along the
PART TIME help wanted room set. 436-2743
acres at Lynn Grove. Call
Murray Calloway county
North right of way of Highway 614, to a steel pin; thence, South 89 degrees 27'
435-4170.
Airport. Call 489.2414 for
West - 238.41 feet along the North right of way of Highway 614, to an existing
Join the crowd, choose
interview.
28. MOB. HOME RENTS
FOR SALE
power pole; thence, South 68 degrees 11' West -341.45 feet to a point in the North
your
paint
and
FOR SALE or rent: 10 X 55,
ROUTE DELIVERY man,
Chippendale
Chinese
part time and full time
two bedroom mobile home on
right of way of Highway 614 and in the East right of way to a road entering into
wallpaper at the Belpersonnel needed. Inquire in
private lot, electric heat. See
Sofa, like new. Coat,
Air Decor Store in the
the herein described property; thence, South 68 degrees 11' West -60 feet to a
Ben Nix or call 753.3785 after
person at Boone Laundry and
MOO, will sell for $200.
Bel-Air Shopping Censteel pin in the North Highway 614 right of way and the West right of way of the
5 pm.
Cleaners,605 Main,
Call 753-1499 after 5 p.m.
ter.
Road; thence, South 76 degrees 46' West - 275.27 feet to a steel pin in the North
SECRETARIAL POSITION,
NICE 3 BEDROOM trailer,
full time, experience with
$125 per month. Phone 436road right of way; thence, South 83 deg. 58' West - 211.22 feet to the point of
FIVE
REFRIGERATORS,
adding
or
calculator
5693 after 4 pm.
beginning.
machine required. Send one deep freeze, 2 ranges, TWO
BEDROOM
mobile
and
2
dryers. 489.2498 or 481/resume with handwriting
home, 24 X 24 family room
2483.
Being all of the property on the North side of Highway 614 that is described in
sample to: P.O. Box 578,
attached. Call 436-2394 after
FOR SALE: house full of 12 noon.
Murray, KY 42071.
the five following sources of title which was conveyed to Doyle M. Webb and
AMEM
WANTED: PARTNER for furniture. Oil stove, air 30. BUS. RENTALS
wife, Betty Jo: (1) From T.W. Charlton and wife, Ethel, by deed dated
construction business. P.O. conditioner„ mattresses,
February 4, 1964 and recorded in Deed Book 121, page 601; (2) From Lola F.
COMMERCIAL
OFFICE
Post 45
Box 389, Camden, Tennessee dinette set, hide-a-way bed,
couch, iron bed stead, pie space, corner of 4th and
,Grogan, a widow, dated September 30, 1963 and recorded on Deed Book 121,
38320.
safe, old kitchen cabinet, old Sycamore. For information
lance
WANTED. oak dresser, old lamp table, call 436-5601.
WAITRESS
page 390; 131 By Quitclaim Deed from the heirs of C.L. Grogan dated December
Apply in person, Hungry deep ,freeze, other items.
Fri. and Sat.
- 31.
WANT
TO
RENT
28, 1972 and recorded on Microfilm-in Book 152, Card 1689; (4) By-deed from
Bear,1409 Main St
Phone 437 4693 after 4:15 pm. WANT TO
March 16th & 17th
rent:
land
for
Rifle
Eugene Webb and wife, Gertie Niola, dated January 14, 1966 and recorded 1,
WANTED IMMEDIATELY:
large garden or truck patch.
featuring
in Deed Book 129, page 204; (5) From Howard Lee Webb and wife, Nancy
babysitter for 2 children. 10
Call 753-5240.
'hod Furniture
months old and 4 year old. In
Lavonia, dated June 15, 1960 and recorded on Microfilm in Book 149, Card 470,
GENE WOODS
32. APTS. FOR RENT
your home or mine. Call 436Used Appliams
Park,TN
Hwy.79 E
all of the above deeds are recorded in the office of the Calloway County Court
2732 after 4 pm.
FOR
RENT: furnished
Used T.E.'s
apartment two blocks from
Clerk.
9. SITUATIONS WANTED
University. $110 per month.
TRACT II.
WILL LIVE in your home
Dodge I Son, Inc.
753-4140
or
436-2411
and take care of invalid, $85
5. LOST & FOUND
211 S. 516
A 95.49- acre tract of land located approximately 8 miles East of the Murray
FOR RENT: apartment, 2
Box 41,
LOST: APPROXIMATELY 7 per week. P.O.
of Calloway County and more particularly described as: Beginning
Community
bedrooms,
2
bath,
stove,
month old
mixed breed Symsonia, KY.
refrigerator, air conditioned,
at the Northwest corner of the property herein described, said corner being a
REFRIGERATOR, LARGE
female dog, mostly white
partially furnished, $150 per
capacity, good condition. 753
(salt and pepper body) with 12. INSURANCE
steel pin set in the South right of way of Highway 614 and at the Northeast
month. Call 7534271.
2266 or 753.4483
dark ears and face. Lost in
corner of the Poplar Springs Church property; thence, North 71 degrees 52'
RECENTLY REMODELED
the vacinity of the New
TWO PIECE matching couch
11111L1 NONE
East - 89.5 feet along the road right of way to an existing telephone pole; thence.
Providence area. Answers to
and chair, excellent con- 2 bedroom furnished aparthe name of Pepper. If seen
dition. Also 13 inch color t.v. tment, one block from
North 81 degrees 52' East - 159.58 feet to a point in the South right of way;
University.
$150
per
month
please call 753.7618 after 5:30
Call 753.8170.
See
thence, North 82 degrees 59' East - 219.68 feet to a point in the South right of
753-0430 or 753-8131.
pm.
Wayne Wilson at
DINETTE
SET:
EXTHREE ROOM furnished
way; thence, North 74 degrees 08' East - 102.44 feet to a steel pin set in the South
SMALL BLACK cat found in
CELLENT
CONDMON:
3121. 12th St.
apartment, couple preferred.
vacinity of old city park.
right of way; thence, North 78 degrees 19' East -173.11 feet to a point in the
road
LOVELY HARDWOOD WITH
400 S 6th St., Murray. Phone
Owner may call and identify.
or Call 713-3213
LAMINATED WOODGRAINright
of way; thence, North 54 degrees 55' East- 105.75 feet to an existing power
Mayfield, 1.247-1459.
753-3230 or 753-8368
ED TYPE SURFACE: SIX
pole in the South road right of way; thence, North 71 degrees 54' East - 280.30
THREE ROOM furnished
SIDECHAIRS AND TWO ARapartment, available imMCHAIRS, DARE-STAINEfeet to a point in the south road right of way; thence, North 89 degrees 32' East D WITH GOLD CRUSHED
mediately, electric heat. 753232.07 feet to a steel pin set in the South road right of way and at the Northeast
HE SAC HE EXPECTS
VELOUR SEATS: ON, 7562736.
1410
corner of the property herein described,same being the Northwest corner of the
TO HAVE ONE OF HIS
THREE ROOM apartment
to town, 503 Olive
Robert Colbert property; thence, South 1 degrees 40' East - 1789.08 feet along an
BEST SEASONS EVER" WE HAVE a washer and close
dryer with mini basket for Street, or call 753-1246
fence line to a concrete marker identified as TVA 52-27; thence, South 0
existing
only $7 a week with WAC. 34. HOUSES FOR RENT
degrees
15' East - 679 feet to the Southeast corner of the property herein
Come by today, Goodyear, FOR
RENT: nice three
753.0595
described; thence, South 88 degrees 38' West -2019.43 feet along a TVA property
near
bedroom
house
Itt
19. FARM EQUIP.
17
/
University. Call 492-8225.
line to an existing iron pin On the South side of a 24-inch H4tory tree at the
4000 BUSHEL LONG grain FOR RENT: 3 bedroom
Southwest corner of the property herein described, same beirt approximately
with
52
foot
6
inch auger house, one mile from city
bin
IMO
r
800 feet North of Highway 280; thence, North 0 degrees 38' East -1190 feet along
and bin sweep. 7 hp fan. 436- limits, on Highway 641. Call
2372.
753-2347.
the East property line of Tommy Smotherman, to an existing fence corner
D17 AC TRACTOR and MODERN 3 BEDROOM
approximately 40 feet North of a TVA flowage easement sign; thence, North 69
equipment. 753-5577.
fully
home,
furnished
degrees
21' East 388 feet to an existing fence corner; thence, North 3 degrees 53'
12 FOOT ROME bush and equipped kitchen, washer
West - 562.0 feet along an existing fence line to a fence corner at a 10-inch Maple
hog disk, ideal for new and dryer. Married couple or
family preferred. Call (618)
ground or roadbuilding
tree, same being the Southwest corner of the Poplar Springs Church property;
734-3029
$1200. Call 753-3720.
thence, North 78 degrees 55' East '313.0 feet along an existing fence line, to an
BEDROOMS,
large
THREE
1973 FORD F-750, grain
existing steel pin at the Southeast corner of the Church property; thence, North
truck, good shape, new grain living room, kitchen, bath.
Country
location
outside
bed. Call 489-2706 after 5 pm
0 degrees 14' West - 280.05 feet to the point of beginning.
Murray,
out
buildings.
355FOR SALE. 1960 model 801
Being the property on the South side of Highway 614 that was conveyed to
2300.
Ford tractor. Call 753-2913.
Doyle M. Webb and wife, Betty Jo by the following deeds: (1) From T.W.
36. RENT OR LEASE
856 INTERNATIONAL with
Charlton and wife, Ethel by deed dated February 4, 1964 and recorded in Deed
duals and weights. 706 FOR RENT: 40 acres good
International with duals 150 corn ground Henry Major,
Book
121, page 601; (2) From Lola F. Grogan, a widow, dated September 30,
gallon saddle tanks, stainless Box 18, New Concord, KY
1963 and recorded in Deed Book 121, page 390; 13) By Quitclaim Deed from the
42076
steel, with electric controls
heirs of C.L. Grogan dated December 28, 1972 and recorded on Microfilm in
489-2428 or 489 2422.
JOHN DEERE 2 row corn
Book 152, Card 1669; 14) By deed from Rifle Eugene Webb and wife. Gertie
OH YEAH?
Mini
drill, excellent shape, $400
Niola dated January 14, 1966 and recorded in Deed Book 129, page 204; 151 From
DO YOU EVER
Ford hydraulic lift disc,
Warehouse
Howard Lee Webb and wife, Nancy Lavonia. dated June 15, 1960, and recorded
TRY TO WAG
excellent shape, $275. John
Storage Space
Deere 7 foot drag disc, ex
YOUR
on Microfilm in Book 149, Card 470, all of the above deeds are recorded in the
cellent shape, $275. John
For Rent
STOMACH?
office of the Calloway County Court Clerk.
Deere 6 foot
mowing
753-4258
machine, excellent shape,
For the purchase price, the purchaser must execute bond, with approved
5300. 753 2963.
securities, bearing legal interest from the day of sale until paid, and having the---11965 MODEL JOHN Deere 37. LIVE STOCK-SUFF.
force and effect of a judgment. Bidders will be prepared to comply promptly •
dozer with front end loader,
high nutrient
HAY WITH
with these terms.
good condition. Also 1970
value Paducah,485 3448.
model Dodge 2 ton dump
Frank L. Ryan, Master Commissioner .
i
trick, good condition. 753- LARGE ROUND bales of
Calloway Circuit Court • 7'
good hay loaded on your
4904.

Owl
Is
COMING

I

0

I.

23. EXTERMINATING

ADDRESSERS
WANTED
immediately,
Work
at
home no
experience
30 Inch insulated topnecessary.
..excellent
pay
Write American Service,
per for short wheel
8350 Park Lane, Suite 127,
__pickup. $150. Call
Dallas, TX 75231.
7114M after 4p.m.
BREAKFAST COOK needed
Apply in person between 10
AM and 2 PM, Triangle Inn,
FrIrSALt : Ouch with hideS 12th Street_
a_way bed and matching
chair, $125. Rocker, picnic
CHEMICAL
OPERATOR
Immediate opening for
table, antique Singer sewing
experienced
chemical
machine, 2 antique clocks.
operator, only one opening
all 753-8380 after 4:30.
exists. Excellent starting
wage and fringe benefit
package. Contact Vanderbilt
Chemical Corp., Rt. 2, Box
54, attention, Gene D. Smith,
Personnel Manager. (502)
753-4926.
EXPERIENCED SEWING
machine operators. Apply in
person,
Calloway
Manufacturing
Company,
111 Poplar St., Murray.
EXPERIENCED
WAITRESS, top salary plus
extra good tips Kentucky
Lake Lodge Restaurant on USED MATERIAL, matHighway 68 and 80 in Aurora, ching 3 piece bathtub set, one
shower base, one remote
KY,474-2259.
hood and cook top GE, one
FUND RAISING sales op- Tappen hood
and cook top.
portunity in your area. Call
Miscellaneous sinks and unit
753-4951
hoods, Goffecl cabinets and
HELP WANTED. A lead odd formica tops See at
carpenter, top wages for Roy's
Carpenter
Shop,
right person, start in 3 Murray
Drive-in theatre
weeks. 753-8500.
entrance.
IMMEDIATE OPENING for
working landscape foreman.
FU
Must
have experience,
knowledge
of
plants,
SALE
materials and equipment.
Salary based on experience
Forty-three
Pine
and knowledge. Send resume
trees,
around 30 years
to Jones Landscaping, 407 N
old. Call 753-1785 and
12th St., Murray, KY.

it

THREE POINT hitch, plow
disk, one row cultivator, one
row tobacco setter, hogs for
sale and cow and calf. 759
1531.
1973 TRACTOR,1141066, dual
wheels with plow, disk
harrow, chisel plow, and
cultipacker mulcher
Excellent condition. Call 753
3720.
1952
TRACTOR
WITH
equipment Call 753-4816.
22. MUSICAL
FOR SALE WurfItiet organ
with entertainment center,
$750 753 3949
PIANO, SMALL grand,
antique walnut bid. Phone
753 1336

truck Call 247 2889

MOM
BETTER NOW. OH
144 ALWAYS 6LAP TO
see you. Th115 TIME,
MORE TfrrAN EVER.

NOR
L If
I mKE
Y CIIILMA
ThE
E - CH
NEE
w
A
'
vvAyLAiC7 BY A LEOPARP.
SAW Him BY PURE LUCK'
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IIITLE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
37. LIVESTOCK-SUPP.

43. REAL ESTATE

I

REGISTERED HEREFORD
:bull, horned, 5 years old, call
489 2251, Kirksey area
34. PETS-SUPPLIES.
AKC REGISTERED tiny toy
Poodle puppies. Call 7530957
AKC REGISTERED female
minature Schnauzer puppy,
$100 435-4.411
REGISTERED
ENGLISH
Shepherd puppies Call 753
8832
SILVER, MINATURE
Poodle puppies, 6 weeks old,
;wormed Also stud service
•for black, minature Poodle,
champion bloodline. 753-2777.
%-41. PUHLIC SALES
GARAGE SALE! 2 Par1Y•
Saturday, March 17th, 1521
Oxford Drive Canterbury.
Lamps,
chairs,
boys
clothing, miscellaneous. 8 to
5 PM.
MOVING! RELIGIOUS
books, food warmer, dishes,
rifle, gguitar, tools and much
more Fridaf and Saturday,
108 N 7th.
;
. YARD SALE! Saturday
:
:only! Turn left first gravel
road past East School and
follow signs

SALE
Saturday, Mardi 17, 9 to 5, A
Swaim House,703 Main. Handcarved mantles with marble
fireplaces, chandebers, spirM
staircases, doors with solid
brass fittinp, furnances kitchen appliances
Efermising mem psi Step by
lbws. mod Friday te Wk.

COUNTRY ROADS
TAKE MI
NOME
To this beautiful
Colonial hope and 2
acres that has more
special features than
you can imagine. All
rooms are spacious,
with 4 bedrooms, 3baths, living room,
family room, kitchen
and a large 19 x V
game room. Other
features include 2
heating and cooling
systems,
fireplace,
cer.tral
vacuum
system,
automatic
garage door opener,
and two redwood
decks. All of these will
add to your total indoor enjoyment and
your warm weather
relaxation.
Phone
Kopperud Realty, 7531222 for full-time real
estate service.

Bonneville Brougham,4 door sedan,
197$
double power and air, red.
1978 Chevrolet K5 Blazer 4x4, all the extras.
1977 Ford LTD Coupe, low mileage, new car
trade in.

imaginative?
ARE
YOU
Then, imagine the pleasure
of country life: quiet,
privacy, beautiful wooded
lot., we have several parcels
of and from 3 to 15 acres
startingeas low as $800 per
acre
Buy now and ap
preciate for years to come!
753-102 . °Herd by Loretta
Jobs Realtors.

'The Gas Savers"
1.79 lirufecl Feature Syndicate inc

'Professional Services
With The Friendly Touch"

JUST THE PLACE FOR
YOUR FAMILY TO
CALL HOME.., About
1 mile N of Puryear,
Tenn. neat 3 bedrm.,
frame home, large living
rm., kitchen, carpeting,
range, exhaust fan;
draperies included. Electric and/or wood heat.
On apprx. 1 acre
blacktop road. High 20's.
Boyd-Majors Real Estate,
105 N. 12th St.
BEAUTIFUL LAKEVIEW.
Nice brick veneer home in
Pine Bluff Shores has living
room, bedroom, bath, utility
room and nice porch on main
level. Large bedroom,family
room, kitchen with rangetop
and hood, side by side
refrigerator, dishwasher in
the lower level. Also extras
such as insulated windows,
50 foot Iv. tower and outside
storage. Call to see at 136,500.
The Nelson Shroat Co
Realtors. 759-1707.

Reetty

1976 UMW Sedan DeVille, loaded, one owner,
new car trade in.

1974 Oldsmobile Cutlass S Coupe, double power
and air.
1974 Chevrolet Impala Coupe, double power and
air.
1974 FOR1illr Bonneville Coupe, one owner, new
car trade in.
1971 alivrokt Impala Coupe, low mileage, new
car trade in.

7S3-1222
TIME MR
A COMMERCIAL
Located at the corner
of 3rd and Main
Streets and imown as
the Wallis Grocery
Building, this is an excellent location for any
retail business. Priced
realistically at only
$22,500. Phone us
today for more details.
Phone
Kopperud
Realty, 753-1222, your
24-hour real estate
number.
'Haley Auction I
Realty Sales

1965 Postillc Firebird Convertible.

COI *VW? LIMIT

Auctioneer Realtor
Appraiser
Ph 901 479-2916 479-3713
South Fulton Tenn

19611 Pondisc Firebird Convertible.
1966 Chevrolet Malibu, 4 door, 56,000 miles, one
owner, with air.

Purdom
"Satisfied Customers Are Our
Main Comtism"

NICELY WOODED five acre
homesites
located
on
blacktop road near lake. Any
of these attractively priced
properties can be bought
with a low down payment
and the balance financed
over an extended period.
John C. Neubauer, Realtor,
1111 Sycamore St., 753-0101,
753-7531.

Olds-Pontiac-Cadillac
14118 West Maia-733-6316

n

BOYD-MAJORS
REAL ESTATE
753-8080

REGISTERED,PROFESSIONAL

NURSES
NEEDED AT

Jennie Stuart
Memorial Hospital
7-3 with rotation, 3-11, or 11-7.
Competitive salaries and benefits.
Individualized refresher program
available. 6 Month internship
available for new graduates. Call
(502) 886-5221, Ext. 154 - Hopkinsville, KY 42240. An Equal Opportunity Employer.

Professional Services
With The Friendly Touch"

THE
COUNTRY
CALLS. . . And what a
nice place to be when one
wants to be alone. Set on
12 tendable acres, this
quality home offers 3
bedrm., great rm.
w/fireplace,
formal
dining, central heat &
air. Large outside storage
building-.
ONLY
$49,900. Boyd Mayors
Real Estate, 105 It. 12th'
St.
ARE YOU shrewd? If so,
don't miss this buy. .2
bath...mainbedrooms, 1
tenance free aluminum
siding, storm doors and
windows _located on one half
acre...priced in teens. Call
753 1492 or 437.4446 offered
by Loretta Jobs Realtors
MLENO R-191.

NOTICE
CYPRESS SPRINGS RESTAURANT
Overlooking Beautiful Ky. Lake

Will Reopen Friday, March 16
Open Friday/Saturday/Sunday
Only Until Further Notice

Phone 436-5496

OH, KNOCK IT OFF. GAS RATIONING
IS ONLY BEING DISCUSSED,u
43. REAL ESTATE
Lets of Ihismi Went eis eider
be.. will lets ef reem mid In
the imestryt Lets, Mew
Ibis 3 of 4 Mt Wiese se 114
ewe let off 141 end mitt&
isimstes it Ry. Labe and ase
LA. Ake weeded let will
Imps enigmas subside ter
small sissy. Priced et $23,000.

roe

44 HOMES FOR SALE
BY OWNER, impressive
bedroom, 3 bath, viewing
golf course with over .1100
Large ensquare feet
with
area
tertainment
professional
fireplace,
landscaping, private sun
deck and patio. Call 1-5868033 or 1•586.7186.

/
2 wooded
HOUSE AND 41
acres, 6 miles east of
Murray. $23,000. Call (502)
639-6421 collect, after 5:30
pm,
NEWTHREE bedroom
duplex with economical heat
pump system. Built in
modern appliances, outside
storage for each unit. Large
private backyard Close to
college and shopping centers. Good monthly income.
Call 753-7947.
SIX ROOM brick house. Bath
and /
1
2, 5 acres land, stable,
corn crib and fall out shelter,
deep well. Must sell due to
Court Cquare
health. Call 436-5560.
Murray, Kentucky
THREE BEDROOM, 2 bath,
brick vanier, carpet and
753-4451
utility room, located in New
Providence area on 150 X 140
lot.
753-3231 or 753-5881
THREE BEDROOM brick
with utility room and garage,
larg lot 3 miles west of Lynn
Grove. Call after 7 pm, 345
2545.
47. MOTORCYCLES
_1975 _HONDA GL 1000. Call
753-8019.
1974 HARLEY DAVIDSON
Springer, chopped
and
molded, kick and 9o, $1200
firm. Call 436-5637.
Proles/Natal Services
1975 HONDA CB 360T with
With The Fretedly Touch"
wind fairing, excellent
FIDE
BONA
condition, 7,000 miles, great
gas
mileage, $750. Call 759BARGAIN! 3 bedrm.,
4908 before 1.30 pm.
brick with attached 1 car
1976 HONDA 750, automatic,
garage. Large bedrms. &
$1200. Call 753 7365, after 5
PM.
closets, knotty pine kit1975 YAMAHA 650, $350. 759chen & dinette. New car1334
peting & drapes included.
100 YAMAHA
MOTOR.
125'x225' lot. Located
CYCLE, 1975, runs good,
$250.
753-2963.
on Hwy. #783 just off 94
1978 YAMAHA 500 for sale,
W. Immediate Ocless than 1,000 miles. Call
cupancy. Be The First To
between 3:00 and 8 00 PM,
437 4846.
See This At Only
49. USED CARS
Boyd-Majors
137,500.
1967 BAJA BUG, $350 759.
Real Estate. 105 N 12th
1334
St
1976 BOBCAT, Call 767 2749.
1969 CHEVY CAPRICE,
REDUCED! AND you can good condition, new tires,
pocket the savings! Brick $275. Phone 436-2459.
home near University...3 1973 CHEVROLET SEDAN,
spacious bedrooms, bright standard,
excellent
large restorable condition. 753-2266
sunny
kitchen,
-lot...priced in the 30's. Call or ?534.683.
for
an
aptoday
BEL
pointment...753-1492 or 753- 1971 CHEVROLET
2249.. offered
by
Loretta AIR, 4 door, 41,000 miles
steering
automatic,
power
Jobs Realtors...AALS No. Tand brakes, 6 cylinder,
602.
privately owned. 753-7523.
1972 DATSUN 1200 COUPE.
Pr AI T . IRSExcellent condition. 30 plus
mpg. $1500 During day call
753-1916 and ask for Lisa.
After 5:00 call 753-6331.
1976 4-DOOR, OLDS 98,
luxury sedan, metallic paint
South 1 2t h at SY CATO,.
finish, mileage 11,500. 7531558.
TELEPHONE 753.1951
FOR SALE: 1974 Ford LTD,
I door, has all extras, call
753-7190 after 5 pm.
Fourteen state ap1971 FORD LTD, good
proved mobile home
condition, 5625.437-4801
on
apspaces
FOR SALE: 1973 Chevy
wagon, low mileage, 4 new
proximately
seven
tires, very good condition.
acres of land is todays
$1875 or make offer. 753-8333.

Joie

Realter

-74e

Purdom & Thurman
Insurance & Real Estate
south,,d.

call

KOPPERUD

1974 Pontiac Lemans Sport Coupe, double power
and air.

*

1977

1977 04‘111106116 96 Regency 4 door, all the extras,
low mileage.

1973 WNW* Cutlass Supreme Coupe, double
power and air.

41. USED CARS
51. CAMPERS
1976 GRAND PRIX, power FOR SALE: Cobra fifth
steering, power brakes, AM wheel camper, 753-5933.
FM, power door locks and
power windows. New set 52. BOATS 8. MOTORS
/
2 toot
Michelin radials Call 753- BASS BOAT 1975 141
mperial fiberglass with 85
5037 after 5:30 pm
Johnson
motor
with
power
1976 GRAN TORINO. Phone
rim, fully equipped. Call
192-9124 after 4:30pm.
after 3 pm,753-1315.
1972 LINCOLN MARK IV, all
PORING MOAT: U FOOT
power, excellent condition.
VIIMISIGLMIS WITH
759-1718.
WAILMID SAMMY
FOR SALE: '1969 Camaro,
COMPAWBREINT: FOOT-00black,$1425. 435-4294.
NTROL TROLLING MOTOR
AND RUNNING LIGHTS
AND SWIVEL SEATS: TILT
TRAILER
WITH NEW
TIRES,JAM,AND LIGHTS:
WW,750.I410

43. REAL ESTATE

07Lizi

feature. Only minutes
from the city limits.
Much potential. Could
be a real money
maker.$34,000.00.

FOR SALE: 1973
Chevelle
automatic in floor,
swivel bucket seats,
air di power in excellent condition. $875.

Murray
Datsun, Inc.
684 So. 12th St.
1973 MAVERICK
B.
BER, 65,000 miles, good gas
mileage, good condition, new
tires. Call 489-2743 after 4:30.
1974 MUSTANG 3 DOOR,air,
automatic, AM-FM tape,
$1900. Call 753.0818 or 7532414.
NINE PASSENGER 1970
Chevy stationwagon, 67,000
miles with radial, air conditioned, power brakes and
steering. Phone 753-8534.
1976 OLDS DELTA 88
Royale, 4 door, all power,
air,
AM FM
stereo.,
tapedeck, grey with maroon
vinyl roof, 45,000 miles,
13595.753-1499 after 5 pm.
1978 PHEONIX PONTIAC, 2
door hardtop, AM-FM radio,
air and power. Call 435-4124.
SHARP 1969 CAMARO,
rebuilt engine, redone interior, new paint job. 759-1167
and ask for Donald.
1977 THUNDERBIRD, one
owner, 12,000 miles. Call 7532923 after 5 pm.
$O. USED TRUCKS
1976 CHEVROLET PICKUP
truck, power steering and
brakes, air, 52,000 miles,
$2500. 753-9507.
1975
CHEVROLET
SILVERADO, tilt wheel,
power
steering, power
brakes, air, AM-FM radio,
$3500. Call 435-4588.
1976 CJ -5 RENEGADE,
power steering, V8, 3 speed,
Jock in hubs. Levi top and
interior, big tires and wheels,
27,000 miles. Call 489-2434
after 5 pm.
1970 CHEVROLET PICKUP,
V8, straight shift. Call 4362400 after 4 pm.
1973
CHEVROLET
CHEYENNE
pickup,
automatic and power, $1495.
Call 489-2595.
1971 CHEVROLET V. TON
pickup truck with grain bed
and dual wheels, good
condition. 753-5577.
1971 CHEVROLET PICKUP,
V8, standard transmission.
Call 753-2266 or 759-4683.
1973 CHEVROLET C65 two
ton grain, heavy axle,
overhauled in 1978. $8000.
Call 753-3720.
1975 CHEVROLET STEPSIDE short bed pickup, 6
cylinder, automatic, power
and air, like new, one owner,
29,000 miles, 13550. 489.2595
1964 FORD PICKUP, 5375.
759-1334.
1977 FORD PICKUP, brown,
AM radio, cruise, topper on
back. Notify Randy Roberts,
753-8825 from 8 AM to 5 PM.
1976 FORD F150, RANGER,
V8,
automatic,
power
steering, power brakes,
minor body damage, $2750.
753-8780.
FOR SALE: 1974 Ford
pickup. Call 753-4549.
FOR SALE or trade. 1976
Jeep CJ 5, roll cage, white
spoke wheels, 6 cylinder, 4
speed, S4000. Phone 354-6483.
1962 GMC PICKUP, 701 S 4th
Street. Call 753-0839 or 7535287.
1973 GMC SPIRIT, $1200
Call 753.7365 after 5 pm
51. CAMPERS
STARCRAFT POP-UP
camper, sleeps 8. 753-8744
after 5 pm.
FREE!
NEW
ANE
automatic awning on all
Starcraft travel trailers and
5th Wheels. Sold through
March 31st. White's Camper
Sales located 4 miles east of
Murray on Highway 94. 7530605.
PACE ARROW, motor home,
28 foot, 1978, 3,000 miles,
perfect condition, call 7537853.
1976 SCOTTY 15 FOOT
camper, fully self-contained,
air, bath, refrigerator, t.v.
antenna, like new. 753-1769
after 4 pm.

NORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
309 Walnut Street

NEW OFFICE NOM
ROOM
TO ROAM
Clioice new listing for
the choosy house hunter wanting some
elbow room. Lovely 3
bedroom brick home
with electric heat
pump and R-34 rated
insulation in ceiling.
Attractive living room
with fireplace, dining
room, kitchen and 1-1
/
2
baths.
Home
is
situated on 5.75 acres
with large barn and
pond, also above
ground
swimming
pool. All this at a price
sure to please - in the
$40's. Phone Kopperud
Realty, 753-1222 for
courteous and cornpetant real estate ser44. LOTS FOR SALE
BY OWNER: 55 acres one
mile of Paris city limits.
black top frontage. Also 3
'acres same area 1 901 352
2182.

NIonda-Friday 7:30-Noon

Closed All Day Wed.
Saturday 7:30 til 5:00

PRICE SNAVI $1.25
feta NAIR CUT $1.50
beim mils Meese tea 7M-3815 sae dry Is adFe
,bespliel
mnee. Pieter,Pei& Sleeks.

WALLIS DRUG
*PRESCRIPTIONS *FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
et10SPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
*LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
*HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
hoe Doilkery Oe Presaiptlews Is City Units

FREE
20 MILE
DELIVERY
153-0984
Floored and ready. Up to 17 it 24. Also barn style, of
fices, cottages, Mobile home ad-ons, and patios, or U.
BMW precut completely ready to assemble up to 24
s60 Buy the best for less.

CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS

ricERYSLER
SAILBOAT, 22 foot with 3
sails, galley, and head. Also
a 1977 Chrysler Sailer six
outboard motor. Phone after
5 PM,1-247-7966.
FOR SALE: 14 foot V bottom
Mirrorcraft boat and trailer.
No motor.$250. Call 474-2776.
14 FOOT BOAT, motor,
trailer, 2 box seats. For more
information call 753-7527.
RANGER BASS boat for
sale. 150 hp Mercury, all
accessories. Call 759-1867.
-53. SERVICES OFFERED
ENADDITIONS,
CLOSURES,
fireplaces,
garages,
home
building
insurance work, new baths
and kitchens, restorations.
Murray Remodeling, 7535167.
APPLIANCE REPAIR. All
makes
and
models.
Refrigerator and air conditioning.
All
work
guarenteed
Call 753-0762
anytime.
BYARS BROTHERS & Son
General home remodeling,
framing, aluminum siding,
gutters, and roofing. Call 1
395-4967 or 1-362-4895
BOB'S HOME improvement
service. Carpentry, painting,
cement work, free estimates.
Robert Rodirguez, 753-4501.

TRIPP WILLIAMS
Realty MA
Appraisals

Mosher Multiple Listing

2415
BACK HOE ViirORK, septic
tanks, gravel and dirt
hauling. 753-5808 or 753-5706.
CARPET CLEANING, at
reasonable rates. Prompt
and efficient service. Custom
Carpet Care. 489-2774.
CAN'T GET those small jobs
around the house or mobile
home done? Carpentry,
painting,
plumbing,
aluminum siding, patios,
small concrete jobs. Call 4362562 after 5 pm
CARPET CLEANING, free
estimates,
satisfied
references, V ibra-Vac steam
or dry cleaning. Call Lee's
Carpet Cleaning, 753-5827.
CARPENTERS
to
AVAILABLE
do
remodeling, etc. Call for
estimates, 753-6122 or 4928465 after 4 pm.
COMPLETE
ASPHALT
maintenance paving, patching, also seal coating. Call
753-7148 or 753-9043. Located
at Murray Speedway, Highway 641 N of Murray.
DO YOU nedd stumps
removed from your yard or
land cleared of stumps? We
can remove stumps up to 24"
below the ground, leaving
only sawdust and chips. Call
for free estimate, Steve shaw
753-9490 or Bob Kemp, 4354343.
FENCE SALES at Sears
now Call Sears 753-2310 for
free estimates for your
needs
GUTTERING
BY
Sears,
Sears continous gutters
per
installed
your
specifications. Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimates.
INSULATE AGAINST the
high Cost of fuel bills! Blown
attic urea fromalehyde. Free
estimates, no obligation
Kentucky -Tennessee
Insulation, Rt.7, Box 258,
Murray, KY,42071, (502) 435
4527.
INSULATION BLOWN in by
Sears, save on these high
heating and cooling bills.
Call Sears, 753-2310, for free
estimates
JACK'S BLACKTOP paving,
patching, also seal coating.
Phone 436-2573.

$3. SERVICES OFFERED

53. SERVICES OFFERED

LICENSED ELECTRICIAN WET
BASEMENT? We
and gas installation, will do make wet basements dry,
plumbing, heating and air work completely guaran
conditioning. Call 753-7203
teed Call or write Morgan
Construction Co., Route 2,
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN, Box 409 A, Paducah, KY
prompt, efficient service, 42001, or call day or night, 1call Ernest White, 753-0605.
442-7026.
MITCHELL BLACKTOP. WILL DO alterations on melt
PING, driveways and Small and ladies clothing. Call 489.
lobs a speciality, also Pal 2679.
ching and seal coating. 753. WILL DO plumbing, heating
1537
and air conditioning, repairS
NEED FIREWOOD? Order and remodeling arountd the
now all oak $25-rick. Call home 753-7211.
John Boyer at 753-8536.
WOULD LIKE to do baby
PLUMBING AND heating sitting in my home at 102 N
and household appliances 13th Street.
repaired, 24 hour service, 56, FREE COLUMN
cell 382 2442 days or nights or
FREE, COLLIE-Shepherd,
382 2791 days.
mated, 1 year old, has had
ROOFING,
EXCELLENT shots, good with children.
references,
call
753-1486 759-4141.
between 7 am and 3:30 pm,
HALF GERMAN Shepherd
ask for Shelia.
and half collie, one male, 2
female puppies. Are all
paper trained. Call 753-0608.
TWO CALICO cats, one year
old female and a 2 year old
female 492 8704
57. WANTED
ANY OLD lawn mowers or
garden tillers that you want
haulded off, please call 7535425, after 3 pm

Larry's
Clean-Up
Body Shop
753-7669

CARPET MARATHON SALE
*PRICES GOOD WHILEII LASTS*
JUST RECEIVED 4 TRACTOR TRAILER LOADS,

'One trailer truck HiLo shags, Saxony shags,
tweed shags-good carpet, many colors, jute back
-only $3.50 sq. yd.
'Commercial tones - rubber back - only $2.50
sq. yd.
'Outside grass carpet, many colors-$3.00 sq. yd.
'Assorted colors - West Point Pepperell, Cabin
Craft-short shags, FHA approved, 1st quality$4.95 sq. yd. cuts $4.50 roll price
'Barwick plush-our finest plush-only $6.95 sq.
yd.; roll price $6.50.
'Fat-back shag, HiLo shag - many, many colors
-$4.95 sq. yd.
'Thousands & thousands of yds. of Irak shags,
plushes, shiny ltistrous yarns,short Saxony shagssome of the finest carpet on the market- $6.95 sq.
yd.,$6.50 roll price.
'12' printed kitdien carpet, many colors -$3.95&
$4.95 sq. Yds.
COME BRING YOUR TRUCKS
-CASH& CARRY

PASCHALL & SONS
/
1
4 mi. south of Hazel, Ky. on Hwy. 641 (901)498-9733.

EXCELLENT BUILDING SITE on 52
acres 1 mile East of Almo, with approx.
40 acres of crop land, mostly creek bottom. Flowing creek that is spring fed and
is partly fenced.
NOW YOU CAN CALL US TOLL
FREE FROM ANYWHERE IN THE
STATE OF KENTUCKY ON OUR
NEW WATTS LINE.

DIAL 1-800-592-5400

337 N. Poplar Street-Benton, Ky.

527-1468
Darrell Cope, Broker

AUCTION
Machinery Consignment
Thursday, March 22nd at 10:30
At The Auction Mart in Kuttawa
1975 model 1066 I.H.C. diesel tractor with low hours and dual tires -69 model
/
2
'
Ford diesel 5000 row crop tractor-1975 model GMC 6000 series truck with 151
double cyl. dump grain bed and cattle sides-I.H.C. 18' hydraulic fold, disc
harrow with large flotation tires, used only one season-international 303 Combine, with 13' grain pladorm, 2 row corn head, cab and automatic header control,'all in good condition' - I. H. C. 456,4 row corn drill with fert. attached. -10
row boom sprayer with 300 gal. tank and power take off agitator - I, 1975 model,
/
2Fleetside bed and topper - 1972 J.D. 4020 tractor in
4 cyl. they.Luv P.U. with 61
good condition,'minimum bid MOO'8 N Ford tractor,looks and sounds like new
/
4
'
4.13. 4 gang 3 p.h. breaking plow - J.D. 14' fold up wheel disc - J.D. #110, 131
wheel disc - 0543 White 4 row corn planter 'like new' with fert. attach. - M.F.4
row corn planter - M.F. 4 row corn planter, only 3 years old - 2, 1 row cultivators
-1,3 ph grader blade - 1,6",57' gratin elevator -100 gal. boom sprayer - new 500
gal.fuel tank -1 gentle pony with new saddle and bridle -1969 Chev.4 dr. sedan /
4'Ford disc - 10' Ford disc - 3-16 Ford plows IVO Chev. 6 cyl. st. shift auto - 81
Lely Rottera 13' - 10' Bush Hog, chisel plow - Heston roll baler, 1500 lb. Heston
stacker,3 ton - 030 Heston large stack mower - Heston PTIO mower conditioner garden tiller -3 cattle watering tanks.
Sale by

Thomas White & Sons
Auction & Realty
Kuttawa, KY 42055
502-388-7251 or 388-7088
AUCTIONEERS: Thomas,Kim,Grady & Cash
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REALTOR S CORNER

REALTOR ®

OPEN HOUSE

MULTIPLE LISTING SERVICE

MILS

MIME

Smsday, March 18
1-4 p.m.
WIMP.

As close to town as you can get and still enjoy
living at the lake. At the entrance of Panorama is
this 3 Bedroom, 19e bath brick home setting on 5
large wooded lots. Only $66,300.

_
_Jimrper.
,
PRICE REDUCED
1504 Beckett Drive, Canterbery Estates

This fine brick veneer home located at Kirksey
Road and Poor Farm Rd. has nice living room,
kitchen-dining area, 3 bedrooms, tile & marble
bath, large utility room, brand new Fisher wood
burning stove, new septic tank di field tile,
plastic underneath house. All on a very nice
wooded corner lot. Stove, dishwasher and some
drapes stay with home.See at only $36,500.

GOOD LOCATION for family living. Spacious
eat-in kitchen with home business center, large
living' room, three bedrooms, bath and
economical central gas heat. City school district
convenient to shopping areas, located on
Keenland Drive. Shown by appointment only.
Priced for quick sale at $39,900. For more information call Purdom and Thurman Real
Estate, 753-4451.

It will be love at first sight when you see this
listing in Canterbury Estates, featuring 3
bedrooms, 244 baths, 2 car garage, redwood
deck, covered concrete patio and -cedar fenced
yard for privacy. Don't buy until you have seen
this one. Priced at 962,500.

To see, call or soma by...

The Nelson Shroat Co.,
REALTORS

COZY RETREAT... Completely furnished and
ready to move in. Built in range, refrigerator,
washer and dryer, and more. Everything you
need to start housekeeping. 3 Bedrooms with
central heat and air located on a large tree
shaded lot in Keniana Subdivision. New listing
inly$17,800.

\11,N
TUCK_ER
1)()..

Purdom and Thurman
Real Estate

"HELPING PEOPLE IS OUR BUSINESS"
EVENINGS

REA1.1(iii

753-4451

Marie Hicks 759-1056
Lou Ann Philpot 753-6843
Nelson &u-oat 759-1716
Dave McGinnis 753-8538
Sam Harris 753-8061

(ad

How TaAttract Prowles
It's easy.

Strangers in the night

The games people play

Just decide to sell your own home
without the help of a Realtor.

The minute you post your "For Sale by
Owner" sign in the front yard, you're
fair game for anyone passing by with a
few minutes (or hours) to kill.

So there you are. Hearty smile and firm
handshake ready for the first buyer.

You'll have all kinds of people prowling everywhere. Around the clock. Just
ask anyone willing to remember the
time he tried to sell his own home. The
stories are grizzly.

RICH IN DETAIL!
Custom built for the present owner . . . 3
bedrooms, 2 baths, kitchen with cabinets,
cabinets, cabinets. 12 a 12 storm house, double
garage.. setting in 2 acres. See by calling 7531492 . . . offered by

Until they get to the part where they
threw in the towel and got some help
from a professional Realtor.. The way
they'll talk about their Realtor will
remind you of the cavalry saving homesteaders from the Indians.
'A Realtor can save you too. Save you
a lot of time and headaches. For a lot
of good reasons. If you're thinking of
selling your own home, maybe you
should consider some of them.
What have you got to lose?

You'll meet them all. And in the oddest places. The sweet little old lady with
the big shopping has you run into rummaging through your garage. The guy
in the T-shirt and brown bomber jacket
you find under the porch checking for
termites. And those people you never
really get a good look at as they peer in
the window during the late news.
But that's just the beginning. Wait
until you decide you're not getting
enough real prospects and put an ad in
the paper.
Your feelings about the telephone
will never be the same. You'll talk to
people at all hours of the day and night.

Without a Realtor, plenty.
753-1492
1200 Sycamore
AMOS likurty 733-3249
Glenda Smith 754L99
Heim Spam 753-4.
less Smitiocii 753-9734

Market demand, seasonality of sales,
location and a dozen other factors can
change your home's value overnight.
A Realtor knows all about these things.
He can make sure your asking price is
right. And he can make sure you get it.
Do it yourself, and you'll probably
ask too much. Or too little. Either way,
you're going to wind up losing.

Some of them will even show up. At
all hours of the day and night.
A Realtor can solve these problems
for you. He'll screen the prospects from
the window-shoppers and just plain
weirdos. He'll dig out their needs, desires and financial situation.
Best of all, though, he'll show your
house only when it's convenient for you.

SPRINGTIME IS NOME

NEW LISTING
1397 Johnson. Three bedroom brick, semi4ormal
dining; built-in range; fenced in back yard; big
trees; close enough to shopping that you can
walk! Quick possession. 837.500.00.

Sant ITN at Sommers
Talephstes 7311451
P.O. lea 391

In this tastefully decorated 3 bedroom home, shag
carpeting, electric heat, living room, dining rm.,
kitchen w/range, refrigerator, disposal. 24 acres
North of Murray-barn, great for horses. Only
132,900.

4:willa*
BOYD-MAJORS
.LpA
REAL ESTATE
-The Professional Service
with the
185 N. 12th Street
Friendly Touch

You're ready to handle anything
Like "Why, the stairs do creak a bit.'
Or "You'll certainly be taking those
cheesy drapes with you, won't you?"
Well, maybe you are. And maybe
you aren't. Why take a chance? Realtors
are fully trained in the fine art of
salesmanship. That includes turning an
objection into an advantage. And a
Realtor knows how to get the indecisive
buyer to make up his mind. Realtors
go to school to learn all about it.
Suddenly, your buyer makes an offer.
Unfortunately, it's well below, far below, your asking price.
What do you do now? Get mad?
Argue? Probably. It's the worst thing
you could do.
Because you're the owner, you'll find
it nearly impossible to negotiate with
a buyer. Bargaining over price, terms
and possession date is best done by a
professional with an eye for details.
A Realtor is the go-between and ad
visor when he helps sell your home. He
handles the negotiations. He'll look out
for you and tell you to stick to your
guns when you're right. And he'll tell
you when the buyer is right, too.

Rustic lake atmosphere! Here's that home that
lets you get away from it all. A 3 BR,2 bath home
designed for family living. Spacious downstairs
area combines kitchen, dining area and great
room with Franklin fireplace. Only minutes
from town.;47,500.

John Smith,
REALTOR

;
,
14e

Ifl qr

OF /HOW c>

U.S. 641 North, Village Center
753-7411 Anytime

753-8088
beanie Piss 753-7281
Margo Armbruster 763-5128
lay Roberts 438-5550

Edna knight 753-4111
Patsy Fala 7134373
Amu Requartb 753-2477

Barbara Erwin 153-4318
Audrs Moody 763-11311
Want. Shropshire 753-8277 B.B. leek 763-2387
Romer Miller 753-1511
Bonbon lk•dY 753-3138

or Nome Mute
Jos k111111011 438-6876
Us Taloa, 153-118114

AST USTID
Year &maid hoer* on the lake. 3 bedroom, gm haat, new
microwave oven, and all appliances May with house, large
wooded lot with some fruit trees. Lake view. Upper 30's.

Newly decorated,3 bedroom, 2 both brick veneer home. Has central heat and air. large deck on rear of house,large lot, In•good
Drive. Upper 40's.
neighborhood on Kb kw

Waldrop Real Estate
753-5646
z
John Loftis 438-2294
Pete Waldrop 753-7249

Janice Austin 753-8674
H. T. Waldrop 753-1390
Broker

Stop letting your
rent money go
down the drain.
A home is one of the best investments you can
make. So,stop paying rent and start building
equity We have listings kir many lovely homes
Call us today.

GUY SPANN REALTY
Prentice Dunn 753-5725
Louise Baker 753-2409
Guy Spann 753-2587

v.
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Deaths And Funerals
Funeral Is Sunday
At Local Chapel
For Robert Swift
The funeral for Robert Clay
(Rob) Swift, nine year old son
of Mr. and Mrs. Donald Clay
Swift of Benton Route 3 near
Kirksey, will be held Sunday
at 2 p.m. at the chapel of the J.
-

Mrs. Kate Bucy Is
J.C. Banks Dies
Thursday; Funeral Dead At Age Of 77;
Scheduled Sunday Funeral Saturday
J. C. Banks, former employee of the Boone Laundry
and Cleaners, Murray, died
Thursday at the Health Care
Center at Dawson Springs. He
was 57 years of age.
The deceased, a veteran of
World War II, was born May
23, 1921, in Henry County,
Term., being the son of the late
Cornelius Banks and Cora
-Terry Banks.
He is survived by three
daughters, Mrs. Willie Mae
Copeland and Mrs. Cynthia
Diane Ray, Paris, Tenn., and
Banks,
Miss Bonita Kay
Wingo; four sons, Alonzo C.
Banks, Paris,• Tenn., and
Maurice, Terry, and Randy
Banks, Wingo; one stepson,
James Hopper, Paris, Tenn.;
three sisters, Mrs. Ocie Hays
and Mrs. Mattie Hays, Wingo,
and Mrs. Nina Bradford,
Mayfield; one' brother,
Charlie B. Hutcherson,
Mayfield; eight grandchildren.
The funeral will be held
Sunday at 2 p.m. at the chapel
of the Williams and Rawls
Funeral Home, Paris, Tenn.,
with the Rev. W. T. Atkins of
South Fulton, Tenn., officiating. Burial will follow in
the Cedar Hill Cemetery,
Paris, Tenn.
The family hour will be held
from 7 to 8 p.m. Saturday at
the funeral home.

Rob Swift
H. Churchill Funeral Home
with the Rev. Jim Glass and
the Rev. Horace Duke officiating.
Burial will follow in the Mt.
Carmel Cemetery. •
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 1 p.m. on
Saturday.
The young child died
Wednesday at 9:48 p.m. in a
fire that destroyed the mobile
home of the Swift family.
Born Oct. 23, 1969, he was
the son of Donald Clay Swift
and Kay Tucker Swift. He was
a student at North Calloway
Elementary School.
Survivors include his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Swift,
one brother, Randy Swift, and
paternal grandparents, Mr.
Word has been received of
and Mrs. Headley Swift, all of
Benton Route 3 near Kirksey; the death of Mrs. Novel
maternal grandparents, Mr. Hudspeth Gahee, former
resident of Murray, who died
and Mrs. Gerald Tucker.
Thursday at the Toledo
Extended Care Center,
1AKE DATA
Toledo, Ohio.
Kentucky Lake 7 a.m. 361.7,
no change.
Mrs. Gahee was preceded in
Below dam 335.0, down .1.
death by four sisters and six
Barkley Lake 7 a.m. 361.7, brothers. She was the
down .1.
daughter of the late Rev.
Below dam 339.7, up .4.
James A. Hudspeth and
Sunset 6:01. Sunrise 6:04.
Hester N. Irvin Hudspeth.

Mrs. Kate Bucy, mother of
J. T. Bucy of Murray, was
pronounced dead on arrival at
the Henry County General
Hospital on Thursday morning. She was 77 years of age
and a resident of 931 Caledonia
Street, Paris, Tenn.
The deceased was married
April 8, 1917, to G. W. Bucy
who died Jan. 2, 1973. Born
July 23, 1901, in Henry County,
she was the daughter of the
late Jim Wainscott and Helen
Williams Wainscott. She was a
member of the Point Pleasant
Baptist Church.
Mrs. Bucy is survived by
one daughter, Mrs. F. F.
Jr.,
Wells,
Lorene)
Springville, Tenn.; six sons, J.
T. of Murray, Dicky of
Atlanta, Ga., Johnny R. of
Lincoln, Nebr., Carlos and
James (Pete) of Paris, Tenn.,
and Billy of Royal Oak, Mich.;
one brother, Stanley Wainscott, Chicago, III.; 17 grandchildren; 14 great grandchildren.
The funeral will be held
Saturday at 2 p.m. at the
Chapel of the
LeDon
Ridgeway Morticians, Paris,
Tenn. Grandchildren will
serve as pallbearers and
burial will follow in the Buck
Williams Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.

Mrs. Novel Gahee,Former Murrayan, Dies
Local survivors include two
nieces, Mrs. Artie Petty and
Miss A. L. Petty, and one
nephew, Lewis B. Hudspeth.
The funeral will, be held
Monday at 10 a.m. at the
Braden United Methodist
Church, Toledo, Ohio, with the
Rev. R. Reid officiating.
Burial will follow in a
cemetery at Toledo.
The family hour will be held
Sunday at Dale's Mortuary,
Toledo

Sale Starts March 17
thru March 24
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Democratic gubernatorial
hopeful Harvey Sloane says
that the state should emphasize local community
projects rather than dams and
reservoirs for flood control.
news
In
conferences
Thursday at Catlettsburg and
Lexington, Sloane proposed a
-fundamental shift in the way
we spend the MO million to PO
million a year in federal and
state money alloted to Kentucky for flood protection
projects."
A third news conference,
planned for Hazard, was
called off because of airplane
difficulties, spokesmen at
Sloane's Louisville campaign
headquarters said.
Sloane said floods in 1977
and 1978 demonstrated the
need for a change. "Reservoirs and dams do not
generally serve as effective
protection from catastrophic
flooding of the type we have
experienced the past two
years. Dams reduce the
amount of flooding, but
completely protect only a very
small area from the big
floods," he said.
+++
State Rep. Ward "Butch"
Burnette, D-Fulton, has announced plans to seek a third
term in the House of
Burnette,
Representatives.
who represents Fulton, Hickman, Carlisle and Ballard
counties, said in his announcement that he is "asking
the people of the First District
for their support so I can
continue to push for a more
honest, open and responsive
state government."
+++
Dr. Harry M. Sparks,
president emeritus, Murray
State University, has been
named statewide co-chairman
for the campaign of Richard
H. Lewis, candidate for
lieutenant governor.
"We are very pleased to
have Dr. Sparks spearheading
our campaign," Lewis said at
a press conference in Benton

this week

en

+ ++
Bill Cox, candidate for the
Democratic nomination for
lieutenant governor, continued his call for a "back to
basics" approach to state
government this week in an
address at a Jefferson County
fund raiser.
While government has
obligated to spend, or
guaranteed millions of dollars
to new capital construction
projects in Jefferson County
during recent years," Cox told
the group,"and while all these
projects were needed, any
responsible taxpayer must
question the priorities used in
the commitment process."
who
lives
Cox,
in
Madisonville, is a former
highway
adfederal
ministrator.

GOD AND COUNTRY AWARD — Four members of Boy Scout
Troop 77 received
their God and Country Awards in ceremonies Sunday at the First
Christian Church. The
Scouts are Billy Smith, Paul Austin, Mark Austin and Danny Fleming.
At the rear are
District Scout Executive Charles Clark and Scoutmaster O.B. Boone.
Photo by Marie Forrester

Rev. CO.arles Blair
Speaker, Sinking
Spring On Sunday

Martin's Chapel To

Pap Smear Clinic Will

Hear Pastor Speak

Be Held Here Monday

Regular worship services
will be held at the Martin's
Chapel United Methodist
Church,located out South 16th
Street, Murray, on Sunday,
March 18, at 9:30 a.m. and 6
p.m. with the pastor, the Rev.
Daniel Tucker,as the speaker.
Ralph Robertson will direct
the church choir as they sing
"Mansion Over The Hilltop"
with Ricky Cunningham as
pianist.
Sunday School will be at
10:30 a.m. with Pat Robertson
as superintendent.
The women of the church
will meet Tuesday, March 20,
at 7 p.m. at the home of Mrs.
Ralph Robertson.

The Rev. Charles Blair,
interim pastor of the Sinking
Spring Baptist Church, will
speak at the 11 a.m. and 7 p.m.
worship services on Sunday,
March 18, at the church.
David Smotherman will serve
as deacon of the week.
Selections by the Church
Choir, directed by Tommy
Scott, with Mrs. Scott as
pianist and Mrs. Jim Neale as
organist, will be "Sweet Sweet
Spirit" and "I Have Found A
Hiding Place."
Mr. and Mrs. Don Roach
will be in charge of children's
church.
The youth will meet for
practice at 5:30 p.m. and will
sing in the evening service. A
White Bible ceremony for
Judy Brown, who will be
married to Randy Herndon on
March 23, will be held during
the evening service.
Sunday School will be at 10
a.m. and Church Training at 6
p.m.

Hog Market

A Pap Smear Clinic for the
detection of cancer in women
will be held Monday, March
19, at i p.m. at the Calloway
County Health Center, North
Seventh and Olive Streets,
Murray.
Persons may call 753-3381
for an appointment.

SONS OF AR
The James Campen Chapter
of the Sons of the American
Revolution will meet Saturday, March 17, at 12 noon at
the
Colonial
House
Smorgasbord. All interested
persons are invited to attend,
a spokesman said.

II Corrections & Amplifications

11

The name of the book by Robert Penn Warren that was
reviewed by Philip Deaver in the "Books" column on
Wednesday was Now and Then: Poems 1976-1978. The
name of the book, published in 1978 by Random House in
New York, was inadvertently left off the review.
The Murray ledger & Tunes tries to correct promptly any errors
in fact or clarify any misleading information appearing in news artides. That is the purpose of this column. To report an error or need
for clarification please caif 753-1918

Federal-State Market News Service
March 16,11170
Iimtado Piedras Area Bog Market
Report redmissilSign Stations
Receipts: Act. 314"Ist. 1110 Barrows h
Gilts mostly steady Sew mostly $1.00
lower
643.0040.60
US 1-2 MOO lb..
$41.75-49.35
US22113-20lb.
$17.75-18.75
USW 240-M0 Its.
$46 75-47.75
USS4M0-2110lbs

Sows
USISSINSaila
US1411$4101bs.
US 1-3 450-500 Rs_
LE 1-3 500450lbs.
US 2-3 300-600 Its.
Boars $32.00-34.00

Stock Market
Prices of stock of local interest at
noon, EDT, today, furnished to the
Ledger & Times by First of Michigan,
Corp.,of Murray,are Aidiellows:
Industrial Average
Air Products
American Meters
Aohland Oil
American Telephone
Bonanza
Chryder
Ford Motor
G.A.F
Geweral Care
General Dynamics
General Motor,
General Tire
Goodrich

Illsrdses
Hadisle
ISM

$4.00 Gal.

24% uric
1$/
1
2B19Y4A

At a price like this, you should buy Spred Satin
now, even if you don't plan ,to paint until later.
But this is a limited-time offer, so better hurry.
...Don't miss the savings!

Plus Spred Enamel
Only

04.1

$999

pray
Dry Wall Mudd

SAVE $4.00 Gal.

Buy Now And Save At
Black's Decorating Today!
Carlos
Black Jr.
Painting Co.
22 Years
Experience

701 S. 4th Murray

I Black's Decorating center
Open Mon.-Fri. 7 til 5,Sat. 8-12

*FLOOR COVERING .PICTURE FRAMES•WALL COVERING .•CUSTOM DRAPES•ROD•BEDSPREADS

Mac
aat 44

Texaco
Wal-Mart
Wendy,

Glidden's first and fme

Now Available
al:
texture

27 um
7% tor
4P,4 44
01%. +14
4/
3
484%A
Ps roc
43% 44
12 usc
7% 44
33% 444
55% 44
34% -%
10% +-44
307% +1%
324 doc
23% uric
10% +Mt

Sak•

SAVE

-0,35

Prileleldt
=Oils

sothg3
regularly $00.00
gallon

$41.0042.00
140.0041.410
$41.00-4210
842.01341130
139.00-40.011

Ruby
Duncan
Decorating
Service
12 Years
Experience

Phone 753-0839

